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INVilODUC'IION 

The English prodigai-son plays of the early -sixteenth century 

resulted from the blending of two literary traditions, oae foreign and 

one domestic. Works such as Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child owe 

their primary debt to the Continental prodigal-son dramas which flour

ished during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, especially 

in Holland and Germany, and they are also related to the native morality 

tradition. 

The source of the Continental prodigal-son plays is found in the 

literature produced by the two major social and intellectual movements 

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries—the Renaissance and the Reform

ation. While the Renaissance Humanists turned to works of classical 

authors, including Terence and Plautus, as the models for their own 

dramas and adopted the language of the ancients as their own, the Reform

ists shunned the classical authors and their language, turning instead 

to the Bible for inspiration and to the morality play written in the 

vernacular as the vehicle for spreading their message. For a time, 

the two literary movements coexisted peacefully, but as the popularity 

of the Reformists increased, "the Latin drama of the Humanists, drawn 

as it was from the writings of Terence and Plautus, was regarded as too 

2 
heathen." The Humanists, particularly the schoolmaster-authors repon-

sible for most of the Latin drama, produced new plays which retained the 

T. de Vries, Hollands's Influence on English Language and Literature 
(Chicago: C. Grentzebach, 1916), pp. 206-07. 

^Ibid., p. 208. 



literary form and rhetoric of the classical models while tempering the 

subject matter in keeping with the growing emphasis on Christian reform. 

The development of this Christian Terence movement was centered in 

Holland, but a parallel exists in the writings of the French author 

Ravisius Textor (Jean Tissier de Ravisy), a professor of rhetoric in the 

college of Navarre at Paris and afterwards rector of the Paris University, 

o 

who wrote Latin dramas for presentation by his students. His Latin 

dialogue Juvenis, Pater et Uxor is based on the Biblical parable of 

Luke 15:11 but is classical in form and treatment. Although no direct 

link is evident between Textor's work and that of the Dutch writers, 

his dialogue exerted some influence in the development of the 

prodigal-son tradition in England as the source for Thomas Ingelend's 

The Disobedient Child. The dialogue was translated into English, but 

only a fragment, discovered in 1895, survives. The English version is 

thought to have been printed by either John or William Rastell between 

1516 and 1534, probably near the latter date.^ A drama heavily laden with 

classical allusions, Juvenis, Pater et Uxor presents a prodigal who is 

determined to leave school to marry despite the pleading of his father. 

Shunning all advice, the son marries, but his wife is a shrew who mis

treats her husband and forces him to sell faggots. Textor excludes 

the happy ending of the Biblical parable from his dialogue. The father 

offers only sympathy for his son's situation, and the young man reluctantly 

returns to his wife and the harsh life his foolish behavior has earned him. 

3E. K. Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage (1903; rpt. London: Lowe and 
Brydone, 1963), I, 214. 

Malone Society collections (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1907), 
Part I, 27. 
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The inspiration for the Dutch writers of prodigal-son dramas prob

ably comes most directly from the German writer Reuchlin and his drama 

Henno, printed in 1498. While the work is not a prodigal-son drama, 

Charles Herford contends that Reuchlin's story about a servant who con

trives to cheat his master, his master's wife, and a drapier "showed 

how a modern comedy-subject, fresh and dramatic and at the same time 

perfectly healthy, might be effectively made the base of a Latin play; 

and its well-turned verses made clear that the true medium . . . [was] 

the dramatic senarius of Terence." 

Two Dutch school masters influenced by Reuchlin were William 

Gnapheus and George Macropedius. They, like Reuchlin, were looking 

for inoffensive subject matter to present in the Terentian style for 

the edification of their students. According to Charles Herford, these 

writers found an acceptable substitute in the Biblical parable of the 

Prodigal Son. Herford observes that the Biblical story of the errant 

son "commended itself to what we may call the Left group, the champions 

of 'sacred comedy,' the ardent Humanists, who vied with the old comic 

poets, aspired to be the Terences and Plautuses of the age, and to re

produce as far as was consistent with a Biblical subject and a pious 

intention the art, the colouring, the society, the atmosphere of 

Plautus and Terence." 

Charles Herford, Studies in the Literary Relations of England 
and Germany in the Sixteenth Century (1886; rpt. London: C. J. Clay 
and Son, n.d.), pp. 5-6. 

Sbid., p. 85. 
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The first and most important Dutch prodigal-son play came from the 

pen of Guilielmus Gnapheus (William de Voider), a graduate of the Uni

versity of Cologne and teacher at the Hague, who wrote the popular 

Acolastus, printed in 1534. In the play, Acolastus, the prodigal, is 

sent by his father out into the world. Acolastus and his companion 

Philantus fall victim to two parasites, Pantolabus and Pamphagus, and, 

to complicate matters, Acolastus is beguiled by the whore Lais. As 

expected, Acolastus is cheated of his money and left homeless. He even

tually returns to his father's home and, in keeping with the Biblical 

parable, is forgiven and welcomed back. The Gnapheus play enjoyed 

widespread success and was issued in 48 editions throughout Europe by 

8 
1587. Johannes Palsgrave translated the play into English in 1540, 

dedicating the work to Henry VIII. The work, especially after the 

appearance of Palsgrave's translation, exerted extensive influence over 

the development of the prodigal-son tradition in England, in particular 

over The Glasse of Government by George Gascoigne, considered the finest 

example of the English prodigal-son drama. 

From Gnapheus' story of the prodigal son to the drama of the 

recalcitrant and dissolute schoolboy was a brief step. Herford main

tains that "out of Acolastus grew a series of offshoots in which the 

motive of the parable [was] applied to the society of a modern University 

town. The informal adviser easily became a professional pedagogue, the 

steady son a blameless 'reading man,' the ordinary contrasts of bourgeois 

9 
life reappeared touched with the acuter antagonisms of town and gown." 

^de Vries, p. 209. 

®Ibid., pp. 210-11. 

9 
Herford, p. 155. viii 



Such a drama is the Rebelles of George Macropedius (Georg Van 

Langveldt), the principal of the Latin school at Utrecht from 1535 until 

1554. His prodigal-son drama printed in 1535 presents Philotecnium 

and her gossip Cacologia who resolve to send their sons Dyscolus and 

Clopicus to study under Aristippus with the understanding that the 

schoolmaster will not resort to corporal punishment. Without this 

restraint, the prodigals indulge in the typical schoolboy antics and 

eventually resolve to run away. Once on their own, the boys fall to 

riotous living, drinking, whoring, and gambling. Cheated at dice and 

left penniless, Dyscolus and Clopicus rob a peasant, are promptly 

arrested, speedily tried, and sentenced to hang. The prodigals manage 

to send an urgent appeal to their mothers, who, in turn, call on 

Aristippus for help in saving their sons. The trio arrives, only to 

discover that the trial has been completed. Aristippus, however, claims 

the right as their schoolmaster to punish the boys himself. The judge 

readily agrees, and the boys are led away for the sound flogging that 

should have been theirs long before. 

One other Continental prodigal-son drama is worthy of mention. 

The Studentes, composed by the German Christopher Stymmelius and printed 

in 1549, is, in the opinion of Herford, "a piece much inferior to [both 

Acolastus and Rebelles], but probably even more widely read." An adapt

ation of Acolastus, Studentes operates on the premise that more is better 

by providing three sons and three fathers. There are two prodigals whose 

actions are contrasted with those of Philomathes, the representative of 

^^de Vries, p. 209 

Herford, pp. 156-57. 
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the elder son in the parable. The tale follows the traditional course of 

the prodigal-son dramas, but Herford notes that "the impressive repen

tance and forgiveness scene of Gnapheus is . . . abandoned for a common

place denoument; and the Acolastus must be pronounced as superior to the 

12 
Studentes in moral weight as it is in dramatic force and vivacity." 

Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child, like the other English 

prodigal-son dramas, are indebted to the Christian Terence movement as 

a whole, but critics have tried, with some success, to link the two works 

to particular Continental models. While Nice Wanton, printed in 1560 

but apparently written during the reign of Edward VI, cannot be traced 

directly to any of the Continental prodigal-son dramas. Professor Brandl 

suggests the Rebelles of Macropedius as the source for the English inter-

13 14 

lude. E. K. Chambers seconds this possibility. Although the Dutch 

drama may have influenced Nice Wanton, Charles Gayley is correct in 

observing that Nice Wanton may have derived suggestions from the Rebelles, 

but "is of its own originality and dramatic merit." Lily B. Campbell 

shares his view, saying that "the marked differences which [Nice Wanton] 

shows from [Rebelles] would indicate only a very tenuous connection." 

12 
Ibid., p. 157. 

13 
Alois Brandl, Quellen des weltllchen dramas in England vor 

Shakespeare (Strassburg: K. J. Trubner, 1898), p. Ixii. 
14 
Chambers, Med. Stage, I, 223. 

Charles M. Gayley, Representative English Comedies (1903; rpt. 
New York: AMS Press, 1969), p. Ixxv. 

Lily B. Campbell, Divine Poetry and Drama in Sixteenth-Century 
England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959), p. 197. 



Like Rebelles, Nice Wanton has a foolish mother, who, like Philo-

tecnum in the Dutch play, indulges her children and becomes distressed 

when they are punished at school. The English interlude also has a dice 

game and trial scene, as does Rebelles, but both episodes are enlarged 

in Nice Wanton to provide some of the best dramatic scenes in the play. 

The striking contrasts between the two plays include the addition of a 

prodigal daughter in Nice Wanton and the presence of a foil, Barnabas, 

a figure missing from the Rebelles. Although it is tempting and con

venient to link Nice Wanton to the Rebelles on the basis of similar 

characters and plot devices, the English interlude most likely owes its 

greatest debt to the prodigal-son tradition rather than to a specific 

work. 

The source for Thomas Ingelend's The Disobedient Child, however, 

is clearly identified as the Textor dialogue Juvenis, Pater et Uxor. •••' 

While obviously based on the Latin work, the Ingelend interlude 

contains many significant additions to the Textor dialogue as well as 

extensive elaborations of the text. The additions include both the 

Prologue (11. 1-40) and the Peroration (11. 1382-1497). Within the 

play, Ingelend adds the father's monologue (11. 305-51), the comic 

relief provided by the mancook and maidcook (11. 352-478), and the 

priest's monologue (11. 629-92). Ingelend also adds two songs to the 

play, one (11. 567-620) apparently an original effort and the second, 

at the close of the work (11. 1499-1538), a translation of Walter 

Mapes' "De Mundi Vanitate" apparently set to music. Besides 

adding sections, Ingelend also takes liberties with Textor's dialogue by 

^^E. K. Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage (1923; rpt. n.p.: D. R. 
Hillman and Sons, 1961), III, 351. 
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enlarging certain scenes from the original, including the dialogue 

between the father and son (11. 41-304), and the affectionate conver

sation between the young man and young woman (11. 479-566). These 

additions and alterations made by Ingelend give the interlude its 

distinctive English flavor. The priest's monologue, for example, 

provides some topical comment on the clergy, and the extended monologue 

between the father and son offers some insight into the educational 

practices of the day. Also, the addition of the comic relief provided 

by the dialogue of the mancook and maidcook infuses into the drama the 

type of bawdy humor which appeared throughout the drama of the age. 

Despite Ingelend's fidelity to the Textor dialogue in general and very 

specifically in some instances, the English interlude must be regarded 

as a free adaptation of the Latin play, primarily on the basis of the 

additions and alterations in the Ingelend text. 

Both Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child also reflect, although 

to a limited degree, the native tradition of the English morality play. 

In Nice Wanton, the character of Worldly Shame is reminiscent of the 

allegorical figure of Conscience, although Worldly Shame is a negative 

figure, urging the mother not only to acknowledge her own guilt in 

contributing to her children's delinquency but also to contemplate 

suicide as the penalty for her foolish behavior. Iniquitie, the Vice 

in the play, while based on the morality figure, is, unlike his pred

ecessor, a concrete character. Charles Gayley notes, for example, that 

18 
Iniquitie works "by actual and possible methods" within the play. 

18^ -, 
Gayley, p. Ixxv. 
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C. F. Tucker Brooke also calls attention to Iniquitie's "concrete 

human personality," noting that because he is made mortal, Iniquitie 

19 
must "expiate his offences like his confederate [Ismael] by hanging." 

In The Disobedient Child, the figure of Satan provides the link 

with the medieval English mystery play. Brooke suggests that Satan is 

"brought upon the stage in frank reminiscence of the English mystery, 

to amuse the audience with his shout,—'Ho, ho, ho, what a fellow am I! / 

Give room, I say, both more and less'—and to moralize the immediately 

foregoing picture of marital discord [between the young prodigal and 

20 
his wife]."^ 

Despite these lingering touches of the medieval drama, both Nice 

Wanton and The Disobedient Child are essentially modern pieces, fore

shadowing the realistic drama that would emerge within the century in 

England. Charles Gayley calls Nice Wanton "a modern production" and 

concludes that, with the exception of Worldly Shame, the play contains 

an "air of probability, and a plot well conceived and excellently com

pleted." He suggests that the plot grows out of the characters, 

realistically drawn not only by their own actions but also by other 

21 
characters' opinions of them. 

As for The Disobedient Child, Gayley believes that the interlude, 

while serious in purpose, "contributes to the comedy of domestic satire." 

He ranks Ingelend's interlude with Nice Wanton as "one of the most 

19 
C. F. Tucker Brooke, The Tudor Drama (New York: Houghton Mifflin 

Company, 1911), p. 125. 
20 
Ibid., p. 126. 

21 
Gayley, pp. Ixxlv-lxxv. 
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vigorous of our early representatives of dramatic actualities oi family 

life." This view is shared by Lily Campbell, who says that The 

Disobedient Child "marks an advance in that its characters have a local 

habitation [the father's home is London, and the young woman's is St. 

Albans] and that they are made distinct individuals, so that we feel 

23 
they ought to have names." 

Like the origins of Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child, the 

authorship of the first is unknown, while that of the latter is clearly 

established. Because both interludes are prodigal-son dramas and 

because both works, though printed in the 1560s, were apparently written 

during the reign of Edward VI, some speculation has arisen regarding the 

possibility that Thomas Ingeland, the acknowledged author of The Dis

obedient Child may also have written Nice Wanton. The only information 

definitely known about Ingelend appears on the title page of the inter

lude, where he is described as a "late Student in Cambridge." The 

Athenae cantabrigienses, however, lists several Thomas Englands, but none 

24 
who graduated at the appropriate time. The Dictionary of National 

Biography suggests that the author may "be the Thomas Ingelend who 

married Elizabeth, daughter and coheiress of Walter Apparye, and had a 

son William, who as heir of his mother claimed copyhold lands at Clyffe, 

Northamptonshire," but the relationship, if any, of this Thomas Ingelend 

22 
Ibid. 

^"^Campbell, p. 199. 

24 
Charles Henry Cooper and Thompson Cooper, Athenae cantabrigienses 

(Cambridge: Dreighton, Bell and Company, 1858-1913), I. 
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les 

to the author of The Disobedient Child is impossible to establish.^^ 

In English Moral Interludes, Glynne Wickham suggests that attri

bution of authorship of Nice Wanton to Ingelend seems reasonable since 

"the two plays share several features in common, including an unhappy 

ending and remarkable vitality throughout." While the two interlud< 

do lack the happy ending chronicled in the Biblical story, Wickham 

ignores the fact that The Disobedient Child follows its source in deny

ing the return of the prodigal to his father's home. Also, while the 

ending of Nice Wanton is not a happy one in the traditional sense, it 

may, in fact, be a positive one. Although Dalila and Ismael die for 

their sins, they repent before their deaths, thereby assuring themselves 

of God's forgiveness and a heavenly happiness if not an earthly one. 

Wickham apparently overlooks the other disparities between the two 

plays as well. While classical allusions pervade the Ingelend inter

lude, another legacy of the Textor dialogue, the only classical intru

sions in Nice Wanton come in the names of the mother, Xantippe, and 

her gossip Eulalia. Also, although both are prodigal-son dramas, the 

treatment of the Biblical parable is quite different. Nice Wanton 

offers a foolish mother, a prodigal daughter, and a good son; Ingelend's 

work has none of these. Although the possibility exists that Ingelend 

did, in fact, author both interludes, more evidence than a shared 

"dramatic vitality" and unhappy ending is obviously required. 

25 
Sir Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee, eds.. The Dictionary of 

National Biography (London: Oxford University Press, 1949-50), X, 432 
26 
Glynne Wickham, ed., Nice Wanton in English Moral Interludes 

(London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1976), p. 143. 
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Both Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child hold unique positions 

in the development of the English prodigal-son drama. They are among 

the earliest native prodigal-son dramas which combine the Christian 

Terence tradition with that of the English morality. Other examples 

include The Interlude o^ Youth (1513-1529), Lusty Juventus (1547-1553), 

Misogonus (ca. 1560-1577), and The Glasse of Government (1575). Of 

these, both The Interlude of Youth and Lusty Juventus are closely akin 

to the old morality plays. They lack the school setting, rely on 

allegorical characterizations, and are didactic in tone. Misogonus, 

on the other hand, retains the classical element of the Continental 

models but lacks traces of the native morality. The work is of primary 

interest, however, because it develops the "prodigal-son story into a 

five-act comedy . . . ."^7 The Glasse of Government by George Gascoigne 

is considered the best of the early prodigal-son plays. Based on 

Gnapheus' Acolastus, The Glasse of Government appears to bring together 

the divergent strains of the Renaissance and the Reformation in this 

prodigal-son drama, which is certainly more sophisticated in structure 

and style than its English predecessors. In effect, Nice Wanton and 

The Disobedient Child form the bridge between the English prodigal-son 

plays such as The Interlude of Youth and Lusty Juventus which rely so 

heavily on the morality and the later efforts, Misogonus and The Glasse 

of Government, which more closely resemble later productions in their 

structure and development. While Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child 

retain, to a limited degree, the allegorical figures which dominated 

^^Campbell, p. 201 
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Tbe Interlude of Youth and Lusty Juventus, the works also foreshadow the 

development and vivid dramatic quality of Misogonus and The Glasse of 

Government. Both Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child fall naturally 

into scenes, although no indication of such is given in the works. They 

are also quick paced, with the moralistic tone lightened considerably by 

the interjection of comic relief. 

These early prodigal-son dramas that drew on the traditions of the 

Christian Terence and the English morality mark the beginning of the 

prodigal-son motif in English comedy. Ervin Beck identifies more than 

thirty such comedies written after 1575, "the most obvious ones being 

Henry IV (ca. 1597), The London Prodigal (ca. 1604), and Eastward Ho 

(1605)." He contends that "except for Lyly and Peele, every important 

28 
known comic playwright had a hand in at least one prodigal-son comedy." 

Nice Wanton and The Disobedient Child, then, far from being insignificant 

dramas, are important links not only in the development of the native 

prodigal-son dramas but also in the development of English comedy. 

^^Ervin Beck, "Terence Improved: The Paradigm of the Prodigal Son 
in English Renaissance Comedy," Renaissance Drama, NS 6 (1973), 107. 
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TEXT OF NICE WANTON 



A Preaty Interlude 

called, Nice wanton. 

Wherein ye may see. 

Three braunces of an yll tree, 

The mother and her chyldren three, 

Twoo naught, and one godlye. 

Early sharpe, that wyll be thorne, 

Soone yll, that wyll be naught: 

To be naught, better unborne, 

Better unfed, then naughtely taught 10 

Et magnum magnos; pueros puerilia decus. 

Players. 

The Messenger 

Barnabas.) 

Ismael.) 

Dalila.) 

Eulalia.) 

(Iniquitie baily errand 

(Xantipe. 

(Worldly shame. 

(Daniel the judge. 

15 

Anno Domini 

M. D. LX. 



The Prologue. 

The Messenger. The prudent Prince Salomon, doth say. 

He that spareth the rod, the chyld doth hate 

He wold youth shuld be kept in awe alwaye 

By correction in tyme at reasonable rate, 5 

To be taught to fear god, and theyr parents obey 

To get learning and qualities, thereby to maintain 

An honest quiet lyfe, correspondent alway. 

To gods law and the kynges, for it is certayne. 

If chyldren be noseled in idlenes and yll, 10 

And brought up therin, it is hard to restrayne. 

And draw them from naturall wont evyll. 

As here in thys Interlude, ye shall se playne. 

By two chyldren brought up wantonly in play. 

Whom the mother excused, when she should chastise 15 

They delyte in daliaunce and mischief alway. 

At last they ende theyr lyves in miserable wyse. 

The mother perswaded by Worldly Shame, 

That she was the cause of theyr wretched lyfe. 

So pensife and sorowful for theyr death, she became, 20 

That in despaire she would slea her self with a knife 

Then her sonne Barnabas, (by interpretacyon. 

The Sonne of comfort,) her yll purpose to stay. 

By the scriptures he geveth her godly consolation 

And so conclude, all these partes we wil play, 25 



Barnabas entreth. 

Barnabas. My mayster in his lesson yesterday, 

Dyd recite this text of Ecclesiasticus, 

Man is prone, to evil, from hys youth, did he say 

Whych sentence may well be verified in us 

My selfe, my brother, and my sister Dalila, 30 

Whom our parentes to theyr cost to scoole do fynde 

I tary for them here, time passeth away, 

I loose my learnyng, they ever loyter behynde. 

And if I go before, they do me threate. 

To complayne to my mother, she for theyr sake, 35 

Being her tender tidlynges, wyll me beate: 

Lorde, in thys perplexitye, what way shall I take? 

What wyl become of them? God them grace send. 

To apply their learnyng, and theyr raaners amend. 

Ismael and Dalila come in sy[njgyng. 

Here we comen, and here we loven, 40 

And here we will abide abyde ay. 

Barnabas. Fye brother fye, and specyally you sister Dalila, 

Sobrenes becommeth maydes alway. 

Dalila. What you dolt be ye ever in one songe? 

Ismael. Yea sir it shall cost you blowes ere it be longe. 45 

Barnabas. Be ye not ashamed the treauandes to playe 

Losing your learning thus every day 

Learnyng bringeth knowledge of god, and honest living to get 

Yea mary, I warrant you, master hodypeke. 



Learne a pace syster, and after to spyn and sowe, SO 

And other huswifely poyntes to knowe. 

Ismael. Spyn (quod you) and with your heles up wynd 

For a good mouse hunt, is cat after kinde. 

Barnabas. Lewd spekyng corrupteth good maners saint Paule 

(doeth sai 
Come, let us go, if ye wil to scole thys day 55 

I shal be shent for taryng so longe. 

Barnabas goeth oute. 

Ismael. Go get the hence, thy mouth full of horse donge. 

Now prety syster, what sport shall we devyse? 

Thus paltyng to scole, I thynke us unwyse 

In sommer dye for thryst, in wynter for colde, 6C 

And styl to live in feare of a churle, who would? 

Dalila. Not I by the masse, I had rather be hanged were 

Then I would syt quakyng like a mome for feare 

I am sonne burned in sommer, in winter the colde, 

Maketh my limmes grosse, and my beauty decay, 65 

If I should use it, as they would I should, 

I should never be fayre woman I dare say. 

Ismael. No syster no, but I can tell» 

Where we shal have good chiere. 

Lusty companyons two or three, 70 

At good wyne, ale and biere. 

Dalila. Oh good brother let us go, 

I wyll never go more to scoole. 



Shall I never knowe. 

What pastyme meaneth? 75 

Yes, yes, I wyll not be suche a foole. 

Ismael. Have with the Dalila, 

Farewell our scoole. 

Away with boke and all. 

Then they caste away their Bookes. 

I wyll set my heart, 80 

On a mery pynne. 

What so ever shall befall. 

Eulalia. Lorde what folly is in youth? 

Howe unhappy are chyldren now a dayes? 

And the more pitye, to say the truth. 85 

Theyr parentes mainteyn them in evyll wayes: 

Which is a great cause that vertue decayes. 

For chyldren brought up in ydlenes and play. 

Unthrifty and desobedient, continue alway. 

A neyghbour of myne hath chyldren here by, 90 

Ydle, desobedyent, proude, wanton and nyce. 

As they come by, they do shrewed turnes daily. 

Their parentes so to suffer them surely, are not wise 

They laugh me to scorne, when I say mine advise, 

I wil go shew their Parents neighborly 95 

Never in better tyme, their mother is here by, 

God save you gossyp, I am very fayne. 

That you chaunce now to come thys way. 



I longe to talke with you a word or twayne. 

T pray you take it frendly that I shall say: 100 

Ismael your sonne, and your daughter Dalila, 

Do me shrewde turnes, dayly more and more. 

They doo beat my chyldren, which greveth me sore. 

They sweare and curse as they go by the way, 

Givyng other yll ensample to do the same, 105 

To gods displeasure, and theyr hurt an other day, 

Chastyse them for it, or else you be to blame. 

Xantippe. Tush, if you have no more then that to saye. 

Ye maye holde your tonge and get ye awaye, 

Alas poore soules, they sit at scoole all day, 110 

In feare of a churle, and yf a lytle they play. 

He beats them lyke a devyl: when they come home 

Your mestresship would have me lay on. 

If I should beate them so oft as men complayne. 

By the masse within a while I shuld make thera lame. 115 

Eulalia. Be not offended I pray you, I must say more. 

Your sonne is suspected lyght fyngered to be. 

Your daughter hath nyce trickes three or foure, 

Se to them in tyme, leaste worse ye do see. 

He that spareth the rod, hateth the chyld truely, 120 

Yet Salomon sobre correction doth meane. 

Not to beate and bounce them to make them lame. 

Xantippe. God thanke you mestres, I am well at ease 

Such a foole to teache me, preachyng as she please. 
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Dame ye beiye them deadly I know playne, 125 

Because they go handsomly ye disdayne. 

Eulalia. Then on the other as well would I complayne. 

But your other sonne is good no thank to you 

These v/yl ye make naught by swete Jesu. 

Xantippe. Gup Lady my chyldren naught, ye lye, 130 

By your malyce they shal not set a flye, 

I have but one mome, in comparison of hys brother 

Him the foole prayseth, and despiseth the other. 

Eulalia. Well Xantippe, better in time, then to late, 

Seing ye take it: so, here my leave I take. 135 

She goeth foorth. 

Xantippe. Mary good leave have you and God be with you 

My chyldren or my self are accurst I think: 

They be complayned on where ever they go. 

That for theyr pleasure they might drynke. 

Not so , by this they be come from scool ful wery, 140 

I wil prepare meate to make them merry. 

Iniquitie, Ismael and Dalila, come in together. 

Iniquitie. Lo, lo, here I_ bring her. 

Ismael. What is she nowe ye have her? 

Dalila. A_ lusty mynyon lover. 

Al togither. For no golde wyll I_ gyve her 145 

Welcome my bony ay. 

Here he speaketh. 

Iniquitie. Oh my heart. 



Thys wenche can synge. 

And play her parte. 

Dalila. I am yours (and you mine) with all my hart. 150 

Iniquitie. By the masse it is well songe. 

Are you not sory you were a mayd so longe? 

Dalila. Fye Maister Iniquitie I am a mayd yet. 

Ismael. No sister no, your maidenhead is sicke. 

Iniquitie. That knave your brother wyl be a blabbe styl, 155 

I wisse Dalila ye can say as muche by him, if ye wil. 

Dalila. By him (quod you) he hath whores two or three. 

But lie tell your minion doll, by gogs body: 

It skylleth not she doth holde you as muche. 

Ismael. Ye lye falsly, she wyll play me no suche touche. 160 

Dalila. Not she? Yes to do your heart good 

I could tell who put a bone in your hood. 

Ismael. Peace whore, or you beare me a boxe on the ear: 

Dalila. Here is mine eare knave, stryke and thou dare. 

To suffer him thus ye be no man, 165 

If you wyl not revenge me, I wyl fynd one. 

To set so litle by me, you were not wont. 

Well, it is no matter. 

Though you doo not, ceteri volunt. 

Iniquitie. Peace Dalila, speake ye laten poore foole. 170 

Dalila. No no, but a proverbe I learned at scoole. 

Ismael. Yea syster, ye went to scole til ye were past grace. 

Dalila. Yea, so dydst thou by thy knaves face. 
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Iniquitie. Well, no more a do, let all thys go. 

We kinsfolke must be frendes, it must be so. 175 

He casts dice on the bord. 

Come on come on come on. 

Here they be that ^^11 do us al good. 

Ismael. If ye use it long, your hear wil grow through your 

(hood 

Iniquitie. Come on knave with cristes curse 

I must have some of thy mony, 180 

rhou has pickt out of thy fathers purse. 

Dalila. He, by the masse if he can get his purse. 

Now and then he maketh it by halfe the worse. 

Ismael. I defie you both whore and knave. 

Iniquitie. What ye pryncockes, begin ye to rave? 185 

Come on. 

Dalila. Mayster Iniquitie, by your leave, 

I wyll play a crowne or two here by your sieve. 

Ismael. Then ye be servaunt to a worshypfull mon. 

Master Iniquitie, a right name by saint John. 190 

Dalila. What can you say by Mayster Iniquitie? 

I love hym and his name most hertely. 

[Iniquitie] kisseth her. 

Iniquitie. Gramercy Dalila, good lucke, I warrant the, 

I wil shryve you both by and by. 

Ismael. Come on, but fyrst let us have a songe. 195 

Dalila. I am content, so that it be not longe. 
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Iniquitie and Dalila singe. 

Iniquitie. Golde lockes. 

She must have knockes, 

9^ ^^s I d£ her wronge. 

Dalila. When ye have your wyl, 200 

Ye were best lye styll. 

The winter nightes be longe. 

Iniquitie. When I ne may. 

An other assay, 

I wyl take it for no wronge. 205 

Dalila. Then by the roode, 

Ji. bone in your hoode. 

1 shall put ere it be longe. 

Ismael. She macheth you sira. 

Iniquitie. By gogs bloud she is the best whore in England. 210 

Dali_la. It is knavishly praysed, gyve me your hand. 

Iniquitie. I woud thou hadst such an other. 

Ismael. By the masse rather then forty pound brother. 

Iniquitie. Here six come on seven. 

They set them. 

Aleaven at all. 

Ismael. Do you nycke us be knave your noddle. 

Iniquitie. Ten myne. 

[Ismael] cast the dice. 

Ismael. Syxe myne. 

Have at it, and it were for all my fathers kyne. 

2i5 
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It is lost by his woundes, ten to one. 220 

Iniquitie. Take the dice Dalila, cast on. 

She casteth, and they set. 

Dalila. Come on fyve, 

Thrjrve at the fayrest. 

Ismael. Gup whore, and I at the rest. 

He loseth. 

Bi gogs bloud, I wene god and the devyl be agenst me. 225 

Iniquitie. If thone forsake the, thother wyll take the. 

Ismael. Then is he a good felow, I would not passe. 

So that I myght beare rule in hell by the masse. 

To tosse fierbrandes at these penyfathers pates, 

I would be porter and receive them at the gates. 

In boyling lead and brimston, I wold sethe them ech one 

The knaves have mony, good felows have none. 

Dalila. Play brother, have ye lost all your money now? 

Ismael. Yea, I thanke that knave and suche a whore as thou. 

It is no matter, I wyll have money or I wil swete, 235 

By gogs bloud I wyll robbe the next I mete. 

Yea, and it be my father. 

He goeth out. 

Iniquitie. Thou boy, by the masse wyl clyrae the ladder. 

Ah sira, I love a wenche that can be lively: 

She perceiveth my mind, with a wink of myne eie, 240 

If we two play booty on any man. 

We wyll make him as bare as Job anone. 

230 
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Wei Dalila, let se what you have won. 

Dalila. Sir, I had ten shillinges when I begon. 

And here is all, every farthing. 245 

They tell î [̂ ] . 

Iniquitie. You lye lyke a whoore, you have won a pound. 

Dalila. Then the devyll stryke me to the grounde. 

Iniquitie. I will fele your pocket, by your leave mestres. 

Dalila. Away knave, not mine by the masse. 

Iniquitie. Yes bi god, and geve you this to boot. 250 

He geveth ]ie£ £ blowe. 

Dalila. Out horeson knave, I beshrew thy hert root 

Wilt thou rob me and beat me to? 

Iniquitie. In the way of correction but a blowe or twoo. 

Dalila. Correct thy dogges thou shalt not correct me, 

I wyl have your knaves flesshe cut I warrant the, 255 

You thynke I have no frendes, yes I have in store, 

A good felow or two perchaunce more. 

Yea, by the masse they shall boxe you for this geare, 

A knave I found the, and a knave I leave the here. 

She goeth oute. 

Iniquitie. Gup whore, do ye heare this jade? 260 

Loving when she is pleased. 

When she is angry thus shrewd. 

Thief brother, syster whore. 

Two graftes of an yll tree, 

I wyl tary no longer here, 265 
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Fare well, god be with ye. 

He goeth out. 

[Dalila] [c]ommeth in ragged, her face hid, or disfigured, 

[h]altinge on a. staffe. 

Dalila. Alas wretched wretche that I am, 

Most miserable caitife that ever was borne. 

Full of payne and sorow, croked and lame, 

Stuft with diseases in this world forlorne. 270 

My senowes are shrunk, my flesh eaten with pocks 

My bones ful of ache, and great payne. 

My head is bald, that bare yelowe lockes, 

Croked I crepe to the earth agayne. 

Mine eie sight is dimme, my hands tremble and shake 275 

My stomake abhorreth all kynd of meate. 

For lacke of clothes, great colde I take. 

When appetite serveth, I can get no meate. 

Where I was fayre and amiable of face. 

Now am I foule and horrible to se, 280 

Al this I have deserved for lacke of grace. 

Justly for my sinnes god doth plague me. 

My parentes did tidle me, they were to blame. 

Instead of correction, in yll did me maintain: 

I fell to naught, and shall dye with shame 

Yet all thys is not halfe my griefe and payne. 

The worme of my conscience that shall never dye, 

Accuseth me dayly more and more: 

285 
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So oft have I sinned wilfully. 

That I feare to be damned therfore. 290 

Barnabas. What wofull wight art thou? Tell me. 

That here most gravously doest lament, 

Confesse the truth, and I wil comfort the. 

By the word of god omnipotent: 

Although your tyme you have mispent, 295 

Repent and amend while ye have space. 

And god wyll restore you to helth and grace. 

Dalila. To tell you who I am I dare not for shame, 

But my filthy living hath brought me in this case. 

Full oft for my wantonnes you dyd me blame, 300 

Yet to take your councel I had not the grace. 

To be restored to health, alas it is past. 

Diseases have brought me unto suche decay, 

Helpe me with your almes while my lyfe doth laste 

That like a wretche as I am, 1 may go my way. 305 

Barnabas. Shewe me your name sister I you pray. 

And I wil helpe you at your nede. 

Both body and soule I wil fede. 

Dalila. You have named me already, if I durst be so bold 

Your sister Dalila, that wreche I am, 310 

My wanton toyes ye knowe of olde, 

Alas brother they have brought me to thys shame. 

When you went to scole, my brother and I wold play 

Sweare, chide, and scolde weth man and woman. 
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To do shrewde turnes, was our delight alwaye, 315 

Yet were we tidied, and you beaten now and than. 

Thus our parentes let us do what we woulde. 

And you by correction they kept in awe: 

When we grew bigge, we were sturdye and bolde 

By father and mother we set not a strawe, 320 

Small matter for me for I am past. 

But Ismael our brother is in great jeoperdy: 

In daunger to come to shame at the last. 

He frameth hys llvyng so wyckedly. 

Barnabas^. Well sister I ever feared ye would be nought, 325 

Your lewde behaviours sore greeveth my hart: 

To trayn you from vice al meanes have I sought; 

But in vaine, yet wyl I play a brotherly part. 

For the soul is more precyous, most derely bought 

With the bloud of Christe, dying therfore: 330 

To save it first, a meane must, be sought. 

At gods hand by Chryste, mannes onely savior. 

Consider Dalila, goddes fatherly godnes. 

Which for your ease hath brought you in thys case. 

Scourging you with hys rod doubtles. 335 

That knowing yourself, ye might cal for grace. 

Ye seme to repent, but I doubt whether. 

For your sinnes, or for the misery you be in: 

Earnestly repent for your synne rather. 

For these plagues are but the reward of sinne, 340 
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But so repent that you sinne no more. 

And then beleve with stedfast faith: 

That god wyll forgeve you for evermore. 

For Chrystes sake, as the scripture sayth. 

As for your bodye, if it be curable, 345 

I wyll cause to be healed or duryng your life: 

I wyl clothe and feed you as I am able. 

Come sister, go with me, you have nede of relief. 

Thei go out. 

[Daniel] The Judge and Iniquitie the bayly erranci come in, 

the judge sitteth. 

Daniel. As a judge of the countrey, here am I come. 

Sent by the kynges Majestye, Justyce to do: 350 

Chiefly to precede in judgement on a Felon, 

I tary for the verdite of the quest ere I go. 

Go baily, know whether they be agreed or no 

If they be, then byd them come away 

For I wil hear what they doo say. 355 

Iniquitie. I go my Lord, though somwhat to soone for one. 

He is lyke to play a cast, wil breake his necke bone; 

I beseche your Lordship be good to hym, 

The man is come of a good kynne. 

He telleth hym in hys eare [that] all may heare. 

If your Lordshyp would be so good to me, 360 

As for my sake to set hym free, 

I would have twenty pound in a purse. 
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Yea, and your Lordshyp a right faire horse. 

Well worth ten pound. 

Daniel. Get the away thou hell hound, 365 

And if thou were examined and tried, 

Perchaunce a false knave ye would be spyed, 

Iniquitie go out and Daniel speaketh. 

Brybes (saith Salomon) blind the wise mans sight 

That he can not se to geve judgement aright. 

Should I be a bribar? Nay, he shall have the law 370 

As I owe to god and the kyng obedience and awe. 

[Iniquitie] bring Ismael bound. 

Iniquitie. Ye be tyed fast ynough for runnyng away 

If ye do not after me, ye wyll be hanged I say. 

If thou tell no tales, but holde thy toungue, 

I wyl set the at lybertye ere it be longe, 375 

Though thou be judged to dye anon. 

Daniel. Come on sirs, I pray you come on. 

Be you all agreed in one? 

One speketh for the quest. Yea my Lord, every chone. 

Daniel. Where Ismael was indited by twelve men. 

Of Felony, burglary, and murdre. 

As the inditement declareth, howe, where, and when 

Ye heard it read to you lately in ordre: 

You with the rest and all true men. 

Be charged on your othes to gyve verdyte directly. 

Whether Ismael therof be gilty or ungiltye. 

380 

385 
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One for the quest. Gilty (my Lord) and most gilty. 

Iniquitie. Wilt thou hange my Lord, thou horeson noddy? 

Daniel. [to Ismael] Then the Lorde have mercy on the. 

Iniquitie. [to Ismael] Tusshe, holde thy tonge and I 390 
(warrant the. 

Daniel. [to Ismael] Thou shalt go to the place that thou came 

(fro, 

Tyl tomorow nine of the clocke, there to remain. 

To the place of execution then shalt thou go 

There to be hanged to death, and after again. 

Being dead for ensample, to be hanged in a chain, 395 

Take hym away, and see that it be done. 

At the perill that may fall to you thereupon. 

Ismael. Though I be judged to dye, I require respite. 

For the kinges advantage in thinges I can recite. 

Iniquitie. Away with him he wyll speake but of spyte. 

Daniel. Well, we will heare you say what you can. 

But se that wrongfully ye accuse no man. 

Ismael. I wyll belye no man, but thys I may say. 

Here standeth he that brought me to thys waye. 

Iniquitie. My Lorde, he lyeth like a damned knave. 

The scare of death doth make hym to rave. 

Ismael. His naughtye company and playe at the dice, 

Dyd me first to stealyng entice. 

He was with me at roberies, I say to his face. 

Yet can I say more in tyme and space. 

400 

405 

410 
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Iniquitie. Thou hast said to much, I beshrew thi theefes 
(face 

Hange him ray Lord, out of the way. 

The thief careth not what he doth say 

Let me be hangman, I wil teach him a sleight. 

For feare of talkyng I wil strangle him streight, 415 

Tary here that lyst, for I wyl go. 

Daniel. No no my frend, not so, 

I thought alwayes you should not be good. 

And now it prooves I se by the rood. 

Take him and lay him in yrons stronge, 420 

We wil talke more with you ere it be longe. 

They take him in a. halter and he fighteth. 

Iniquitie. He that layeth hand on me in this place. 

Shall have my brawlyng yron laid on his face: 

By gogs bloud I defye the worst. 

If thou shouldest hange me I were acurst. 425 

I have bene at as low an ebbe as this. 

And quyckely aloft again by gisse: 

I have mo frendes then ye thynke I have, 

I am entertained of all men, no slave: 

Yea, within this moneth I may say to you, 430 

I wyl be your servaunt, and maister to. 

Ye, crepe into your brest, wyl you have it so? 

Daniel. Away with them both, leade them away. 

At his death tell me what he doth say. 

For then belyke he wyll not lye. 435 
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Iniquitie. I care not for you both, no not a fly. 

They lead them out. 

Daniel. If nobody beer have ought to say 

I must go hence some other way. 

He goeth out. 

Worldly Shame. Hah ha, though I come in rudely be not agast, 

I must worke a feate in hast, 44O 

I have caught two byrdes, I wyll set foorth the dame 

If I catche her in my clutche, I wyl her tame. 

Of all thys while know ye not my name? 

I am right worshipfull Maister Worldly Shame, 

The matter that I now come about, 445 

Is even thys, I put you out of dought. 

There is one Xantippe, a curst shrew, 

I thynke al the world doth her knowe, 

Suche a jade she is and so curst a queue. 

She would out scold the devils dame I wene. 450 

Sirs thys fine woman, hath babes three, 

Twayne the derest darlinges that might be, 

Ismael and faire Dalila, these two. 

With the loute Barnabas, I have nothyng to do. 

Always good, that these tidlynges do might, 455 

Sweare, lye, steale, scolde or fight: 

Gardes, dyce, kysse, clippe and so furth. 

All these their Mammy would take in good worth. 

Now sir, Dalila her daughter is dead of the pockes 
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And her son hanged in chaynes, and waveth his lockes 

These newes wil I tel her, and the matter so frame 

That she shal be thine, Maister Worldly Shame, 

Hah ha ha. 

Xantippe commeth in. 

Peace, peace, she commeth hereby, 

I spoke no woords of her, no not I, 

Oh Mestres Xantippe, I can tell you newes: 

The fayre wenche your dere daughter Dalila, 

Is dead of the pockes, taken at the stewes. 

And thou Ismael, that preaty boy 

Whom I dare say you loved very well. 

Is hanged in chaynes, every man can tell. 

Every man saith thy daughter was a strong whore 

And thy sonne a strong thief, and a murderer to 

It must nedes greve you wonderous sore. 

That they died so shamefully both two: 

Men wyl taunt and mock you, for they say now 

The cause of their death, is even verye you. 

At the cause of their death she would swoun• 

Wilt thou sowne, the devyl stop thy breath? 

Thou shalt die (I trow) with more shame 

I wyl get me hence out of the way. 

If the whore should dye, men would me blame. 

That I killed her, knaves would say. 

460 

465 

470 

475 

480 
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He goeth out. 

Xantippe. Alas alas, and wealeaway, 

I may curse the time that I was borne. 

Never had woman suche fortune, I dare say, 485 

Alas two of my chyldren are forlorne. 

My faire daughter Dalila is dead of the pockes. 

My dere sonne Ismael hanged up in chaynes, 

Alas the wynd waveth his yelow lockes. 

Which killeth my hart and perceth my braines. 490 

Why should god punish and plague me so sore? 

To se my children dye so shamefully, 

I wil never eate bread in this world more 

With this knife myself I will slay by and by. 

She wold stick herselt with a_ knife. 

[Barnabas] commeth in. 

Barnabas. Beware what ye do, fye mother fye, 495 

Wyl you spyl your selfe for your own offence 

And seme for ever to exclude gods mercy, 

God doth punysh you for your negligence; 

Wherfore take his punishment with pacience. 

And thanke him hertely, that of his godnes 500 

He bringeth you in knowledge of your trespas. 

For when my brother and sister were of yonge age. 

You saw they were geven to ydlenes and play. 

Would apply no learnyng, but live in outrage, 
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And men complagned on them every day. 505 

Ye winked at theyr faultes, and tidied them alway. 

By maintenaunce they grew to mischief and yll. 

So at last gods Justice did them both spill. 

In that god preserverued me, small thank to you 

If god had not geven me his speciall grace, 510 

To avoyd evil, and do good, this is true, 

I had lived and dyed in as wretched a case: 

As they did, for I had both suffraunce and space. 

An olde proverb it is you have herd it I think 

That god wyl have se, in no wise shall wink. 515 

Yet in this we may al take comfort. 

They toke great repentaunce I heard say. 

And as for my sister, I am able to report. 

She lamented her sin to her dyng day: 

To repent and beleve I exorthed her alway, 520 

Before her death she beleved that god of his mercy 

For Christes sake, would save her eternally. 

If you do even so, ye nede not to despaire 

For god will frely remitte your sinnes all, 

Christe hath payed the raunsom, why shuld ye fear. 525 

To beleve this and do well, to god for grace call. 

All worldly cares Let passe and fall. 

And thus comfort my father, I pray you hertely, 

I have a lytle to say, I wyl come by and by. 
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Xantippe goeth oute. 

Right gentle audience, by this Interlude ye may se 530 

How daungerous it is, for the frailtye of youth. 

Without good governaunce, to lyve at libertye, 

Suche chaunces as these happen of truth 

Many miscary, it is the more ruth. 

By negligence of elders, and not taking payne, 535 

In tyme good learnyng and qualities to attayne. 

Eulalia. Therefore exhortyng al parentes to be diligent. 

In bringing up their children to be circumspect 

Least they fall to be evill, be not negligent. 

But chastice them ere they be sore infect: 540 

Accept their well doing in yll them reject, 

A yonge plant you may platte and bowe as you wyll. 

Where it groweth strong, there wyll it abyde styll. 

Xantippe. Even so by chyldren, in theyr tender age. 

Ye may worke them like waxe, to your own entent 545 

But if you suffer them longe to live in outrage. 

They wil be sturdy and stiffe, and will not relent: 

0 ye chyldren, let your tyme be well spent, 

Applye your learnyng and your elders obey. 

It wil be your profit an other day. 550 

Heer knele downe. 

Now, for the Queues Royal majestie let us pray, 

That god (in whose handes is the hert of all Kings) 

Maye endue her highnes with godly puissance alwaye 
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That her grace may long raign and prosper in al things 

That gods word and justice may light their doings 555 

Let us pray for the honorable councel and nobilitie, 

That they may alwayes counsel in wisdom with tranquility, 

God save the Queue, the Realme and cominaltie. 

Finis. 

The Songe. 560 

Three sing one answering another but alway the 

fourth line they sing togither. 

It is good to be mery. 

But who can be mery? 

He that hath a pure conscience. 

He may well be mery. 

Who hath a_ pure conscience tel me? 565 

No man of himself, _I ensure the. 

Then must it folow of necessitie. 

That no man can be mery. 

Puritie of itself dooth purenes geve. 

You must aske it of God in true beleve, 57O 

Then wyl he geve it, and none repreve. 

And so we may be mery. 

What is the practice of a conscience pure? 

To love and feare God, and other allure. 
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And for his sake, to helpe hys neighbour, 575 

Then may h£ well be mery. 

What shall he have, that can and wil do this 

After this life, everlasting blisse. 

Yet not by desert, but by gyft ywisse. 

There god make us all mery. 580 

Finis. 
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GLOSS AND EXPLANATORY NOTES 

With the general reader in mind, I have glossed unfamiliar 
sixteenth-century usage and have provided the modern equivalents for 
confusing archaic spellings. Definitions are those given in The Oxford 
English Dictionary. I have also included explanatory notes for confus
ing passages and for topical allusions. For the reader's convenience, 
the entries are arranged by line number. 

TP 4. braunces] branches. 

TP 11. ^ ... decus] And the greatest of great things is the 
chaste boyhood of boys. 

2.-5. The ... rate] Cf. Proverbs 13:24: "He that spareth 
his rod hateth his son: but he that ioveth him chasteneth him betimes." 

10. noseled] nurtured. 

12. wont] habitual. 

16. daliaunce] idle and frivolous play. 

18. Worldly shame] a tempter. Worldly Shame is an allegorical 
figure somewhat resembling Conscience in the old Morality plays. Unlike 
Conscience, however. Worldly Shame is a negative influence, bent on 
driving Xantippe to suicide. 

22. Barnabas] The Biblical Barnabas was a Levite who accompanied 
the disciple Paul on several journeys. The name means "son cf 
consolation." 

27.-29. Dyd ... ijŝ] Cf. Ecclesiastes 9:3: "The hearts of men 
moreover, are full of ̂ 1 1 and there is madness in their hearts while 
they live, and afterward they join the dead." 

30. brother] Ismael. The Biblical figure by the same name was 
the son of Nethaniah and known for his vile acts and unsavory character. 
Cf. Jeremiah 40 and 41. Dalila] In the Bible, Delilah, a Philistine, 
betrayed Samson. Cf. Judges 16. The name means "languishing." 

31. _t£ ... fynde] maintain at school. 

35. my mother] Xantippe; Xanthippe, the wife of the Greek 
philosopher Socrates, is the stereotype of the bad-tempered, shrewish 
woman. Cf. William Smith, A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography 
and Mythology (n.d.; rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1967, p. 1286. 

29 
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5Z. Spyn ... u£ wynd] a bawdy play on words meaning to lie 
down in preparation for the sexual act. 

53. For ... kinde] a proverbial expression with sexual over
tones. The phrase defines a good woman as a prostitute practicing her 
trade. 

54. Lewd ... sai] Cf. I Corinthians 15:33: "Be not deceived: 
evil communications corrupt good manners." 

56. shent] scolded. 

57. the] thee. 

59. paltyng] trudging. 

61. churle] a term of disparagement or contempt, a base fellow. 
Ismael uses the term in reference to the schoolmaster. 

62. by the masse] an oath or asservation. 

63. quakyng ... feare] shaking like a foolish fellow from fear. 

66. IJ ... should] in context. If I spend ray time as the 
schoolmaster wants me to. 

75. pastyme] pleasurable diversion or entertainment. 

80.-81. Î  . . . pynne] be in a good mood. 

83. Eulalia] The name means "fair speech." Cf. Charlotte Yonge, 
History of Christian Names (1884: rpt. Detroit: Gale Research Co., 
1966), p". 88. 

91. nyce] foolish, indolent. 

92. shrewed turnes] naughty tricks. 

97. gossyp] friend, fayne] happy. 

117. lyght fyngered] a thief, pickpocket. 

118. nyce trickes] wanton wiles. 

120.-122. Cf. 11. 1-4. 

130. Gup Lady] an exclamation of derision or remonstrance. 
Contracted from ̂  u£, the expression was originally a cry of anger 
or chiding addressed to a horse. 

131. shal ... flye] a proverbial expression meaning a lack of 
interest; complete disregard. Cf. John Skelton, Magnificence, B2v: 
"Counterfet reason is not worth a flye." Morris Palmer Tilley's 
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A Dictionary of the Proverbs in England in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1950) is the source for 
this and all succeeding references to proverbial expressions in the text, 

132. mome] fool. 

134. better ... late] a version of the proverbial expression 
"better late than never." Cf. Shakespeare, The Taming of the Shrew, 
V, i, 156, in The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973): "Better once than never, for never 
too late." 

144. mynyon] darling 

149. And ... parte] In this double entendre, Iniquitie refers 
not only to Dalila's singing ability but also to her skill as a lover. 

155. blabbe] tattler. 

156. wisse] know. 

158. minion doll] mistress, used in a contemptuous sense. 
gogs body] an oath; by God's body. 

159. I_t ... muche] in context. It matters not. She does the 
same by you. 

160. touche] trick. 

162. a ... hood] a humorous expression meaning to break or cut 
off one's head. The use of "bone," a phallic symbol, and the bawdy 
quality of the dialogue suggest sexual overtones. 

167. you ... wont] in context. You were not in the habit of 
doing. 

169. ceteri volunt] the rest wish it. In context, others will. 

172. grace] salvation, in an ironic sense. 

178. If ... long] in context. If you don't throw the dice. 

185. pryncockes] forward, saucy youths. 

187. I ... sieve] Dalila joins the dice game, playing by 
Iniquitie's side. 

190. _b̂  saint John] a common exclamation. 

193. Gramercy] Thank you. From grant merci, meaning "may God 
reward you greatly." 
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194. shryve] cheat; rob. 

198. knockes] a slang expression for the sexual act. 

203.-205. When ... wronge] in context. When I can not enjoy 
her favors, I will not mind that another does. 

209. She ... sira] in context. She is your equal, sir. 

210. By gogs bloud] an oath, by God's blood. 

215. Aleaven] eleven. 

216. nycke] In Hazard, a popular Elizabethan dice game, a riick. 
is a winning throw (chance) which is either the same as the previous 
throw (main) or has a fixed correspondence to it. Iniquitie's throw of 
eleven wins. 

224. I_ ••• rest] In gambling, the term rest means to wager one's 
remaining money. 

225. wene] believe. 

226. _If̂  ... the] in context. If God forsakes you, the devil 
will take you. 

227. passe] care. 

229. penyfathers pates] misers' heads. 

230. I. ••• g^t^s] The porter of hell is a figure appearing in 
the old Mysteries. Virgil employs a similar functionary in Cerebrus 
(Aeneid, vi, 400). John Fletcher refers to "hell's three-headed porter" 
in Honest Man's Fortune (III, ii), and Shakespeare employs the "Porter 
of Hell Gate" in Macbeth (II, iii). 

231. sethe] boil. 

235. swete] die. 

238. clyme the ladder] climb the steps to the gallows; hang. 

241. booty] in gambling, to cheat another player. 

242. as ... anone] a proverbial expression meaning to be 
deprived of everything. Cf. Apopthegmes ... Compiled in Latine bŷ  ... 
Erasmus ... Translated ... by Nicholas Udall, 1542, 210v: "Having 
been afore in suche wyse pilled, and leaft as bare as Job." 

244. begon] begun. 

245.1 tell] count. 
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248. ^ ... pocket] Iniquitie's demand to examine Dalila's 
pocket has sexual overtones. 

251. beshrew ... root] in context, curse you to the depth of 
your heart. 

258. geare] behavior. 

260. jade] a term of reprobation meaning an unprincipled woman. 

268. caitife] piteous person. 

271. senowes are shrunk] a contraction or strain of the tendons. 

283. tidle] pamper; spoil. 

291. wight] a term applied to a man or woman denoting compassion 
or pity. 

294.-297. By_ ... grace] a common Biblical exhortation. Cf. 
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, 
shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from 
their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive 
their sin, and will heal their land." 

311. toyes] actions; behavior. 

320. set ... strawe] a proverbial expression used to denote 
something of little importance or value. Cf. John Heywood, Th£ Pardoner 
and the Frere, the Curate and Neybour Pratte, 1553, BI: "I care act 
for the an olde straw." 

327. trayn] lead; direct. 

334. for your ease] in context, salvation. 

335. Scourging ... doubtles] a Biblical expression meaning to 
be cleansed through God's punishment. Leviticus 19:20 makes reference 
to a bondswoman who "shall be scourged" for lying carnally with a man. 

341.-344. But ... sayth] Cf. 11. 290-293. 

348.2 Judge] The Biblical Daniel, the so-called fourth of the 
greater prophets, was noted for wise decisions and for upholding morality 
and justice, bayly errand] officer of the court. 

352. quest] jury. 

356. one] Ismael. 

357. H£ ... bone] in context, Iniquitie surmises that Daniel 
will condemn Ismael to hang. 
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365. hell hound] a fiendish person. The term originated from 
Greek and Roman mythology, specifically the creature Cereberus, the 
watchdog of Hades. 

368.-369. Brybes ... aright] The words are those of Moses, not 
Salomon as the author indicates. Cf. Deuteronomy 16:19: "Thou shalt 
not wrest judgment; thou shalt not respect persons, neither take a gift: 
for a gift doth blind the eyes of the wise, and pervert the words of the 
righteous." 

379. every chone] every one. 

388. horeson noddy] a coarse term of contempt. Literally, the 
foolish son of a whore. 

395. chain] used in the general sense of a woven fabric; a rope. 

398.-399. ^ ••• recite] in context, Ismael asks for leniency 
based on revelations of Iniquitie's crimes. 

405. dampned] damned. 

414. teach ... sleight] the precise art of doing something. 
In context, Iniquitie will teach Ismael the art of silence by hanging 
him. 

416. lyst] wish. 

419. b^ the rood] an affirmation lending a definitive tone to 
Daniel's statement. Literally, by the cross. 

421.1 halter] a rope with a noose for hanging. 

423. brawling yron] sword. 

427. by gisse] an oath or exclamation; By Jesus. 

428. mo] more. 

432. Ye] yea. 

435. belyke] perhaps. 

437. ought] nothing. 

439.-441. Hah ... dame] In his edition of the 1560 text, Glynne 
Wickham suggests that the first three lines of Worldly Shame's speech 
provide a strong case for this role to be played by Iniquitie in 
disguise: "In production, the shock of Inquitie's sudden return is 
very striking and justifies the use of the word 'aghast.'" Cf. Nice 
Wanton in English Moral Interludes (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 
1976), p. 158. 
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449. queue] a derogatory term used in reference to a woman; a 
whore. 

450. the devils dame] the devil's mother. A contemptuous 
expression applied to a woman, wene] suppose; guess. 

457. clippe] embrace; cuddle. 

459. pockes] syphilis. 

460. waveth his lockes] in context, Ismael's hair waves in the 
breeze as he hangs on the scaffold. 

468. stewes] brothels. 

479. trow] believe. 

483. wealeaway an exclamation of sorrow; a lament. 

486. forlorne] in context, morally lost; doomed to a loss of 
salvation. 

496. spyl your selfe] commit suicide. 

497. And ... mercy] According to theological tenents, suicide 
was a mortal sin, excluding the victim from God's salvation. 

504. outrage] intemperately; extravagantly. 

508. spill] squander. 

515. That ... wink] Morris Palmer Tilley offer onlv this 
example of the proverb. The context suggests that Barnabas refers to 
God's omnipotence and ultimate judgment. 

534. ruth] pity. 

542. platte] form, bowe] bend. 

553. puissance] strength. 

556. the honorable councel] the Queen's Privy Council. 

558. cominaltie] commonwealth. 

573. repreve] scorn. 

576. other allure] persuade others. 

581. desert] merit. ywisse] I know. 
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HISTORY OF THE TEXT 

Nix£ Wanton exists in two editions, the first printed in 1560 by 

John Kyng and the second printed ci-rca 1565 by John Allde. The single 

copy of the first edition is housed in the British Museum; there are 

copies of the second edition housed in the British Museum and the 

Henry E. Huntington Library. 

While the printing of the Kyng edition can be dated with exactitude, 

the dates for the writing and performance of Nice Wanton, as well as the 

date for the printing of the Allde edition, can only be surmised. The 

problem of dating the play is two-fold. First, no external evidence 

exists to aid the determination of definitive dates. Second, the 

internal evidence serves only to complicate the problem of dating the 

play. Although the 1560 printing date of the first edition and the 

probability of performance before Elizabeth I suggest that the play 

was written after the queen's ascension in 1558, the presence of ai' 

awkward rhyme in the closing prayer of the first edition, together ̂ vith 

the variant reading of "Kings" (1. 551) in the closing prayer of the 

Allde text, indicate that the interlude was actually written during the 

reign of a male monarch and later revised for performance before 

Elizabeth. 

While Nice Wanton can not be dated exactly, scholars agree that 

the play must have been written much earlier than 1560, the year the 

first edition appeared in print. Most critics assign the play to the 

37 
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reign of Edward VI, 1547-1553, and assume that the work was revised for 

performance before Elizabeth. Their supposition rests on the off rhyme 

in the closing prayer of the 1560 text, where "things" (1. 553) is 

forced to rhyme with "Queues" (11. 551, 554). 

Frederick Fleay, the first critic to date the play during Edward's 

reign, bases his supposition on the presence of the awkward rhyme in 

the final stanza of tiie 1560 text: "The . . . interlude is merely a 

slightly altered version of one produced under Edward VI. The prayer 

at the end has 'queens' rhyming with 'things' and has evidently been 

29 
altered from 'kings.'" 

In his edition of the 1560 text. Professor J. M. Manly, like 

Fleay, assigns the play to the reign of a male monarch on the basis of 

the off rhyme in the closing prayer: "It is clear from the rhyme that 

this play was originally composed for production before a king." Manly 

also specifies Edward's monarchy, saying that "the interlude was written 

30 
before the death of Edward VI." 

Both Fleay and Manly had access only to the 1560 edition of the 

text, the second edition not being discovered until 1906. They were 

not aware, therefore, that the reading of "Kings" (1. 551), which they 

both presumed altered to "Queues" in the 1560 text, appeared in the 1565 

closing prayer in place of the feminine reference. The use of "Kings" 

29 
Frederick Fleay, A Chronicle History of the English Stage (London: 

Reeves and Turner, 1890), pp. 57-8. 
30 
J. M. Manly, ed., Nice Wanton in Specimens of the Pre-

Shaksperean Drama (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1897), pp. 479, 458. 
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in the second edition appeared to strengthen the contention that the 

play was originally written during the reign of a king, since the 

variant reading might be considered a restoration. 

John S. Farmer, who supervised the facsimile reprints of both 

editions of the interlude, is the only scholar to compare the 1560 and 

1565 versions of the closing prayer. Farmer agrees with Manly's 

assignment of the play to the monarchy of a male sovereign, citing 

his predecessor's comments regarding the rhyme in the closing prayer. 

Farmer also calls attention to the variant reading of "Kings" in the 

closing prayer of the 1565 text, saying that Manly's contention regard

ing the play's dating "is curiously confirmed by this reading in Allde's 

31 
edition." 

Glynne Wickham, whose edition of the 1560 text appeared in 1976, 

assigns the play to Edward's reign, concluding that the interlude "must 

have been revived for performance before Elizabeth" on the basis of the 

1560 printing date and the hasty revision of the last eight lines of the 

play, where he contends, "the word 'things' was originally intended to 

32 
rhyme with 'kings.'" Apparently Wickham did not examine the copy 

of the 1565 text which contains the reading of "Kings," even though the 

second edition was available. Wickham does, however, point out three 

other instances where the 1560 text uses masculine references to the 

-31 

John S. Farmer, ed., Nice Wanton in The Dramatic Writings of 
Richard Wever and Thomas Ingelend (1905; rpt. New York: Barnes and 
Noble, 1966), p. 133. 

32 
Wickham, p. 143. 
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sovereign. He maintains that the author overlooked these forms in his 

hasty revision because 'there is no requirement for them to rhyme." 

Specifically, Wickham cites the second stanza of the Prologue where 

the speaker refers to "An honest quiet lyfe, correspondent alway, / To 

gods law and the kynges . . ." (11. 8-9). Also, Daniel, the judge, 

announces his arrival with a reference to the king: "As a judge of the 

countrey, here am 1 come, / Sent by the kynges majestye, Justyce to do" 

(11. 348-49). The third reference appears when Ismael pleads for 

leniency following his sentencing: "Though I be judged to dye I require 

respite, / For the kinges advantage in things I can recite" (11. 397-98). 

Wickham fails to cite a fourth reference to a masculine sovereign. 

In declaring his integrity as a judge, Daniel makes reference to his 

responsibilities as a representative of the king: "Nay, he [Ismael] 

shall have the law / As I owe to god and the kyng obedience and awe" 

(11. 369-70). 

Although the scholars agree that the interlude was originally 

written during the reign of a male monarch, John Farmer is the single 

exception in assigning the play to Edward's reign. Farmer does not 

discount this possibility but suggests that "internal evidence—inter 

alia the oath 'by the masse'—seems to indicate a still earlier date 

34 
than 1547." Farmer does not designate the reign to which he believes 

33 
Ibid 

34 
Farmer, p. 133. 
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the play belongs, although he apparently refers to the monarchy of 

Henry VIII, 1509-1547. There is little support for Farmer's theory 

regarding the dating of the play. The Oxford English Dictionary cites 

the use of the phrase "by the masse," used as "an oath or asservation," 

in literary works as early as the Middle Ages. It frequently appears 

in sixteenth-century works, including Skelton's Magnificence and 

Shakespeare's Henry V. The phrase also appears as late as the nineteenth 

35 century in the writings of Washington Irving. Because the oath can 

not be confined exclusively to Henry's monarchy and because there is no 

other internal evidence to support Farmer's contention, the possibility 

that the interlude appeared as early as the reign of Henry VIII seems 

doubtful. 

Regarding the date of Nice Wanton, one can draw only the most 

general conclusions. The variant reading of "Kings" in the closing 

prayer of the 1565 text, along with the other four masculine references 

which appear in both the 1560 and 1565 editions, strongly suggest that 

the play was written during the reign of a male sovereign. The off 

rhyme in the closing prayer of the 1560 text suggests that the play may 

have been hastily revised for performance before Elizabeth, a possibility 

supported by the appearance of "Kings" in the 1565 text. Whether or not 

the play was originally written during the reign of Edward VI is 

impossible to determine given the lack of evidence, including an 

identifiable author whose birth and death dates miaht heln date the inter

lude more specifically. Edward's reign rather than that of Henrv VIII 

The Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1933), Vl7 206. 
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seems probable, however, since the Continental prodigal-son plays, the 

models for Nice Wanton, first appeared in print in the middle of the 

sixteenth century, and since a play concerning children seems particularly 

appropriate for presentation before a boy king. 

Stage History 

There is little doubt that Nice Wanton was presented at court, 

since the interlude closes with the traditional prayer to the monarch. 

As Frederick Fleay notes, "There is no adducible instance of a play not 

acted at Court ending with a prayer for the Queen." 

Fleay is the only critic to assign a date for the performance of 

the play. In A Chronicle History of the London Stage, he dates the 

performance on August 7, 1559, under the auspices of the boys of St. 

37 
Paul's and their choirmaster Sebastian Westcott. Fleay's assignment, 

however, is questionable, although evidence supports the choice of a 

boys' company to perform the play. 

The reluctance to accept Fleay's date stems primarily from his 

method of determining the dates for the performances of plays. Too 

often, Fleay depends on the process of elimination, arbitrarily 

assigning plays to dates for which no specific performances are 

recorded. Frequently, this method results in errors. Not only does 

Fleay change his original determination regarding the performance date of 

The Disobedient Child, but he also ignores three equally acceptable dates 

Fleay, Chron. Hist., p. 57. 

37 
•^'ibid. 
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in assigning Ingelend's play to March 9, 1560. In his selection 

of a performance date for Nice Wanton, Fleay limits the possibilities 

to two dates, August 7, 1559, and Christmas, 1559-60, the only two 

recorded court performances by Children's companies during that year. 

According to contemporary records, however, the queen was present 

at two other performances between May, 1559, and January, 1560. On May 

24, 1559, a play was presented at court on the occasion of the French 

Ambassadors' visit, and on January 6, 1560, a play was presented in honor 

39 
of the King of Sweden, a visitor to Elizabeth's court. The records do 

not indicate if the plays were performed by boys' companies, but both 

dates are possible choices for the performance of the interlude given 

the June, 1560, printing date of the first edition. One must also 

consider the possibility that the performance is not recorded. The 

incomplete records of the Company of Revels prior to 1570 make any 

definitive assignment of a date for the play's performance unlikely. 

Fleay is probably correct, however, in eliminating the Christmas 

performance from consideration. Contemporary records show that the 

play presented before the queen on December 31, 1559, was something 

"so distasteful, that [the players] were commanded to leave off: and 

40 
immediately the mask came in and dancing." Fleay contends that the 

play in question is Misogonus, a prodigal-son play which was never 

Ibid. 

39 
John Nichols, ed., The Progresses and Public Processions of Queen 

Elizabeth (1823: rpt. New York: Burt Franklin, n.d.), I, 67, 82. 
40 
Nichols, p. 82. 
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printed and which Fleay contends "offers ample reason for the Queen's 

offence. . . . " While there is a brief dance scene at the end of 

Act II, scene iv, which may have provoked the queen to dismiss the 

players, there seems little chance of definitely assigning Misogonus 

to the Christmas performance. The absence of anything in Nice Wanton 

which might be regarded as "distasteful" enough to anger the queen 

makes the possibility of the play's assignment to this date remote. 

Of the entertainment presented on August 7, 1559, the public records 

indicate a performance at Nonesuch, one of Elizabeth's royal retreats, 

where "on Monday was a great supper made for Elizabeth . . . . At night 

was a play of the children of Paul's, and their (music-) master 

42 
Sebastian." Whether or not this particular performance was that of 

Nice Wanton remains speculative. Given the incomplete records of the 

Company of Revels and the possibility that the play was performed on any 

of the other three documented perfomance dates, one may say with 

certainty only that the play was presented sometime after Elizabeth's 

ascension in November, 1558, and shortly before John Kyng took out the 

license for the printing of the interlude on June 10, 1560. 

Evidence supports Fleay's supposition that a boys' company 

performed the interlude. The subject matter, youthful folly and 

parental obligation, is appropriate for a boys' company. Also, T. W. 

Craik maintains that the appearance of "extras," the twelve jurors, in 

41 
Fleay, Chron. Hist., p. 58 

42 
Nichols, p. 82. 
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the play, strongly suggests "the large resources of the boys' 

companies." Additionally, Craik points to the use of formal songs 

in the interlude as further evidence of its performance by young 

choristers. Nice Wanton closes with a song, in addition to two brief, 

incomplete songs earlier in the play. Craik contends that the boys' 

plays utilize formal songs, "often written out in full with elaborate 

lyrics, containing verses and a refrain, to take advantage of the 

singing ability of the boy actor." The closing song in Nice Wanton 

fits Craik's description, being composed of five stanzas to be sung 

by three singers, "one answering another but always the fourth line 

they sing together." 

It is impossible to say with certainty which boys' company 

appeared before Elizabeth, since the Boys of St. Paul's Choir School, 

the Children of the Chapel Royal, and several other less important boys' 

groups performed at court during her reign. The choice of Paul's Boys, 

however, is a probable one. The queen was particularly fond of the 

group, having chosen the young choristers to entertain her sister. Queen 

45 
Mary, as early as April, 1557. 

According to John Tucker Murray, her preference for the boys of 

St. Paul's continued after her ascension, with the boys playing "almost 

43 
T. W. Craik, The Tudor Interlude: Stage, Costume, and Acting 

(London: Leicester University Press, 1958), p. 35. 
44 
Ibid., p. 45. 

John Tucker Murray, English Dramatic Companies, 1558-1642 (New 
York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1910), p. 325. 
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yearly before Elizabeth from 1559 to 1581."^^ In Children of the Revels. 

Michael Shapiro says that the boys "appeared at court more often than any 

other boys' company during the first half of Elizabeth's reign."^^ 

Documented court performances between 1559 and 1569 support this state

ment, indicating that the Paul's Boys gave fourteen performances at 

court. The Westminster Choristers performed only four times during the 

decade, with the Boys of the Chapel Royal and the Boys of Windsor Chapel 

each performing on three occasions. 

Elizabeth's preference for the Boys of St. Paul's can be traced, 

in part, to her admiration for and friendship with their choirmaster 

Sebastian Westcott. Although a Catholic, Westcott was a personal 

favorite of the queen. According to Shapiro, Westcott's "Theatrical 

ability . . . secured for him the protection of the crown" when members 

49 
of the government sought to dismiss him from his position. Despite 

these repeated attempts to remove Westcott from his position or, at the 

very least, to discredit him, Westcott retained his post at St. Paul's, 

and his young actors continued to perform regularly before Elizabeth 

until Westcott's death in April, 1582. Given the tenuous nature of 

the evidence, one may suggest only that the Boys of St. Paul's is the 

likely choice to have presented the play before Elizabeth sometime 

Ibid. 

Michael Shapiro, Children of the Revels (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1911) y p. 12. 

48 
Fleay, Chron. Hist., Appendix. 

49 
Shapiro, p. 12. 

Ibid., p. 13. 
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after her ascension in November, 1558, and shortly before the play was 

licensed for printing on June 10, 1560. 

The Printing of the Texts 

The printing of the earlier text can be dated with exactitude. The 

date 1560 appears on the title page, the name of the printer, John Kyng, 

in the colophon. A specific entry in The Stationers' Register substan

tiates the printing date, showing that Kyng applied for a license to 

print Nice Wanton, along with several other works, on June 10, 1560: 

"Recjrvd of John kynge for his lycense for pryntinge of these Copyes 

Lucas Vrialis / Nyce wanton / impaciens poverte / The proude wyves pater 

noster / The squyre of Low degre / and syr Deggre graunted ye X of June 

anno 1560."̂ -'" 

The British Museum copy of the 1560 edition, which also serves 

as the copy-text for this edition, may be described in the following 

manner: 

Title: A Preaty Interlude / called, Nice wanton, / [a line of 

three ornamental marks separated by colons, 5 ram. x 23 mm.] [a 

second line of ornamental marks, alternating colons and asterisks 

enclosed by parentheses, 5 mm. x 13 mm.] [after a space, 9 mm.] 

Wherein ye may [swash s] see, / Three braunces of an yll tree, / 

The mother and her chyldren three, / Twoo naught, and one godlye. / 

Edward Arber, ed. A Transcript of the Registers of the Company of 
Stationers of London; 1554-1640 (1875;^pt. New York: Pi"ter Smith, 
1950), I, 128". 
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[after a space, 8 mm.] Early [swash s] sharpe, that wyll be 

thorne, / Soone yll, that wyll be naught: / To be naught, better 

unborne, / Better unfed, then naughtely taught. / [after a space, 

10 mm.] Et magnum magnos / pueros puerilia deocus. / [after a 

space, 8 ram.] Per [swash s] sonages. / The Me [swash s] s[swash s] 

senger. / [arranged in two columns] Barnabas.) (Iniquitie baily 

errand. / Ismael.) (Xantipe. / Dalila.) (Worldly[swash s] shame. / 

Eulalia.) (Daniel the judge. / [after a space, 5 mm.] [a ruled 

line, 95 mm.] Anno Domini. / M. D. LX. / [a line of ornamental 

figures, 5 mm. x 9 mm.] 

Collation: 4°: A-B4, C2 $4 signed (-A1, B4, C2): 10 leaves 

unnumbered. C signature is printed on half sheet. 

Contents: Ala Title; Alb The Prologue.; A2a-C2a Text; C2b A songe. 

[The British Museum accession stamp appears beneath the Latin 

phrase on Ala and at the bottom of C2b. A coat of arms topped 

by a crown appears in the right margin on Ala. Device 111* 

appears at the bottom of C2a. The colophon appears at the bottom 

of C2b: Imprinted at London, in Paules / Churche yearde at the 

Sygne of / the Swane by John Kyng.] 

Paper: White laid paper (35.2 cm. x 25.6 cm.) [Pages are closely 

cropped]; Pot 5.7 cm. x 2 cm.; Chain Lines, 2.3 cm. 

*The number is the one designated in Printers' and Publishers' 
Devices in England and Scotland, 1485-1640, R. B. McKerrow, ed., and 
cited by~~W. W. Greg in A Bibliography of the English Printed Drama to 
the Restoration (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1939), I, 107. 
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lî pe: English Gothic: Type-page 15.1 cm. x 10.2 cm., 20 lines = 

9.4-9.5 cm. [First line of the title is in larger type. The 

Latin phrase on the title page and some stage prefixes and direc

tions are in smaller type.] 

The date for the printing of the second edition can be assigned only 

generally. The printer's name, John Allde, appears in both the imprint 

and the colophon, but the title page has no date nor can any of the 

copies licensed to Allde in The Stationers' Register be linked to Nice 

Wanton. In their description of the text, British Museum authorities 

assign Allde's edition circa 1565. Evidence appears to support this 

determination, suggesting not only that Allde's edition postdates Kyng's 

text but that Allde's edition of the play appeared in print between 

1561 and 1569. 

Allde's edition differs substantively from Kyng's text in 267 

instances. Thirty revisions modernize the language. The modern forms 

of you and are replace the older forms _^ and he^ in 22 instances. 

Modern verb forms also appear in place of older forms distinguished by 

endings common in Middle English. In 38 instances, Allde's edition 

attempts to revise the meter in Kyng's text, primarily by reducing the 

number of syllables per line to produce a tighter if not always more 

accurate metrical line. Allde's text also contains 61 substantive 

revisions which modify or clarify confusing passages in Kyng's edition. 

The nature of the substantive revisions suggest that they are 

authorial changes. Many of the alterations, especially those refining 

the meter and those altering the meaning of the text, demand a thorough 

knowledge of the play as a whole and require more refined skills than 
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those normally attributed to a compositor. These authorial alterations 

produce a text so superior to Kyng's version that one may reasonably 

assume that Allde's text is a revised version of Kyng's text and, as 

such, postdates the 1560 edition. 

While the substantive revisions suggest that Allde's text postdates 

Kyng's edition, similarities between the two texts indicate that the 

later edition was set from a corrected copy of the 1560 text. The two 

editions share a paginal correspondence in the first two sheets, as well 

as the incorrect use of "the" in 1. 359.1. If one accepts the Allde 

edition as a later state of the text, then these similarities indicate 

that the compositors setting the Allde edition were working from a 

corrected copy of the Kyng text. 

Similarities in the closing prayers of the two editions also support 

the contention that Allde's text was set from a corrected copy of the 

Kyng edition. The prayer in the 1560 edition contains an off rhyme 

produced by the faulty pairing of "Queues" and "things": 

Now, for the Queues Royal majestie let us pray. 

That god (in whose handes is the hert of al Queues,) 

Maye endue her highnes with godly puissance alwaye 

that her grace may long raign and prosper in al things 

In gods word and justice may give light to al Queues. (11. 549-54) 

This awkward rhyme has led critics to suggest that the 1560 edition is 

a hastily revised version of a lost version of the text printed prior 

to 1560, which was written during the reign of Edward VI and in which 

"Queues" (1. 551) originally read "Kings." In Allde's edition, "Kings" 

appears in place of "Queues": 
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Now for the Queenes royall majesty let us pray 

That God in whose hands is the hart of all Kings 

May indue her highnes with godly puisance alway 

that her grace may long reign and prosper in al things 

That Gods woord and justice may light their doings. (11. 549-54) 

Many critics regard the presence of "Kings" in the 1565 version of the 

closing prayer as confirmation of the existence of a lost text printed 

prior to 1560. Indeed, a lost text in which the reading of "Kings" 

appeared may have provided the source for the 1560 edition, but the 

presence of feminine references to the queen in both the 1560 and 1565 

editions strongly suggests that Allde's edition was set from a corrected 

copy of Kyng's edition. If the Kyng text is a descendant of a lost 

edition written and possibly printed during the reign of a 

male monarch, then the masculine forms which must have appeared in the 

original version of the closing prayer have been altered to feminine 

forms. Because Allde's text retains four of the feminine forms from 

the 1560 edition, the later edition must have been set from Kyng's text 

which also contains the same feminine forms. Apparently, the author 

sought to repair the faulty rhyme in the 1560 text by substituting 

"Kings" for Queues" and by revising line 1. 554. Those feminine 

references in the 1560 text which did not affect the rhyme in the 

closing prayer were retained in the 1565 edition. 

If, as the evidence suggests, Allde's text postdates Kyng's edition 

and was set from a corrected copy of that text, Allde's edition probably 

appeared in print no earlier than 1561. Since Kyng did not apply for 

the license to print the first edition until June 10, 1560, and since 
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some time may have passed before the actual printing, one may contend 

that a completely revised version of the 1560 edition would not appear 

within the relatively short time of six months. 

Assuming that the work appeared no earlier than 1561, the problem 

remains of dating the play during Allde's rather lengthy career as a 

London stationer. Although he gained his freedom in January, 1555, 

Allde did not enter any copy until May, 1560.^^ For the next twenty-

two years, he enjoyed a relatively prosperous career and apparently 

53 
retired in 1582. While the date for the printing of Nice Wanton 

can not be fixed exactly within Allde's twenty-two year career, 

typographical similarities between Nice Wanton and other books printed 

by Allde indicate that his edition of the interlude probably appeared 

in print between 1561 and 1569. 

For example, Allde uses a paragraph symbol as an ornamental device 

preceding the first line of the title in his edition of Nice Wanton. 

This same device appears before the titles of four other works printed 

by Allde between 1561 and 1566, including A short treatise declaringe the 

detestable wickednesse of magical sciences (1561), A ballad against 

slander and detraction (1562), The lamentacion of a. synner (1563), and 

The true description of a. childe with ruffs (1566). 

Nice Wanton also shares typographical similarities with Like wil 

to like, an interlude printed by Allde in 1568. In both texts, Allde 

uses a paragraph symbol to indicate a new speaker. He also uses the 

^^Ibid., pp. 33. 128. 

53 
E. Gordon Duff, _A Century of the English Book Trade (London: 

Blades, East and Blades, 1905), pp. 2-3. 
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same ornamental device on the title pages of the two books. Positioned 

immediately beneath the titles in both books appears a device composed 

of three sets of paragraph symbols arranged in two lines. The first 

line, measuring 4.5 ram. x 27 mm., contains two sets of paragraph 

symbols. The second line, measuring 4.5 mm. x 9 mm., contains a single 

set of paragraph symbols centered beneath the two sets in the preceding 

line. 

While the typographical similarities between Nice Wanton and other 

works printed by Allde during the early years of his career suggest 

that his edition of the interlude may have appeared in print within the 

first decade of Allde's career, there is no means of dating the printing 

with exactitude. The only certainty regarding the date of Allde's 

edition is that it appeared sometime between 1560 and 1582, the years 

encompassing Allde's active printing career. 

That the two editions of the interlude were issued by different 

printers is notable, since the customary practices of the Stationers' 

Company regarding rights of copy dictated that the first and all 

subsequent editions of a work were the property of the stationer 

originally granted a warrant for printing the work. W. W. Greg points 

out that an Elizabethan stationer enjoyed the exclusive right to a 

copy "which he had been the first to publish or had lawfully acquired 

54 
from a former owner." The manner by which the warrant for Nice 

Wanton passed from John Kyng to John Allde, if in fact it did, can 

only be surmised, since no record of the exchange exists and no direct 

54 
W. W. Greg, Some Aspects and Problems of London Publishing 

Between 1550 and 1650 (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1956), D. 63. 
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link between the two printers can be established. Kyng entered his 

last copy in 1561 and apparently died that same year, but because 

there is no record of his will, it is impossible to trace the dispersal 

of his property, including his warrants for printing. Three 

possibilities exist, however. First, Kyng may have sold the warrant to 

Allde sometime before 1561 by private agreement, an acceptable means of 

transfer. It is also possible that Allde came into possession of the 

warrant after Kyng's death in 1561, by purchasing the warrant either 

from one of Kyng's heirs or from the printer who acquired Kyng's 

business. A third possibility is that Allde never concerned hirself 

with securing a transfer of the warrant, assuming instead that Kyng's 

death precluded this necessity. Since there is no record thau the 

Stationers' Company censured Allde for printing the interlude illegally, 

one can assume that Allde either came by the warrant honestly or 

escaped censure for pirating a warrant owned by another printer. 

Two copies of the edition printed by Allde are extant. The copy 

housed in the British Museum may be described as follows: 

Title: A pretie Enterlude / called Nice Wanton, / [a line of two 

sets of ornamental figures, 4.5 mm. x 27 mm.] [a second line of 

one set of ornamental figures, 4.5 mm. x 9 mm.] [after a 

space 4 mm.] Wherin ye may see, / Three braunches of an il 

tree: / The mother and her Children three, / Two naught and 

one godly. / [after a space, 4 mm.] Early [swash s] sharp 

that wilbe thorne, / Soon 11 that wil be naught: / To be 

naught better unborne. / Better unfed then naughtily taught. / 

^^Duff, p. 86. 
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[after a space, 4 mm.] Et magnum magnos, pueros puerilia 

decus. / [after a space, 4 mm.] Players. / [after a space, 

5 mm.] The me [swash s] s [swash s] senger. / [after a space, 

4 mm.] [arranged in two columns] Barnabas. Iniquitie, bayly 

arrant. / Ismael. Xantippe. / Dalila. Worldly Sham. / 

Eulalia. Daniel the Judge. / [after a space, 4.5 mm.] 

Imprinted at Lon / don at the long Shop adioyning unto 

Saint / Mildreds Church in the Pultrie / by John Allde. 

Collation: 4 : A-B4, C2 $3 signed: 10 leaves unnumbered. 

C signature is printed on half sheet. 

Contents: Ala Title; Alb The Hrologu.; A2a-C2a Text; C2b The Song. 

[The British Museum accession stamp appears on Alb beneath an 

ornamental border of six figures, 15 mm. x 91 mm. and beneath 

the colophon on C2b. On C2a is an ornamental device of two 

blocks. The left block, 11 mm, x 35 rara., contains a bird 

surrounded by a border of leaves and flowers. The right block, 

11 mm. x 32 mm., contains a pot with two flowers. The right 

block is upside down. The colophon appears at the bottom of 

C2b: Imprinted at Lon= / don at the long Shop adionying unto 

Saint / Mildreds Church in the Pultrie, by / John Allde. 

Paper: White laid paper (36.8 cm. x 26.4 cm.) [Pages are closely 

cropped] ; Hand; Chain Lines, 2.4 cm. 

Type: English Gothic: Type-page 15.3 cm. x 10.8 cm., 20 lines = 

9.3 cm. [The first line of the title and the first line of 

the imprint on the title page are in larger type as is the 

first line of the colophon on C2b. The Latin phrase on the 
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the title page, speech prefixes, and stage directions are in 

smaller type.] 

Modern Editions 

W. C. Hazlitt edited the 1560 text in 1874, prior to the discovery 

of the 1565 text in 1906, for inclusion in Dodsley's Old English Plays. 

Hazlitt modernizes both spelling and punctuation. He silently restores 

dropped letters and corrects misspellings and obvious press errors with

out comment. The text is faulty in several instances, apparently the 

result of faulty transciption. Glossing is minimal. No critical 

commentary accompanies the text. There is a brief Preface in which 

Hazlitt notes the uniqueness of the play. 

In 1897 J- M. Manly edited the 1560 text, also before the discovery 

of the 1565 edition, for his Specimens of the Pre-Shaksperean Drama. 

Manly retains the old spelling but follows Hazlitt in modernizing the 

punctuation. Glossing is minimal, and coraraentary almost exclusively 

addresses errors in Hazlitt's transcription. Manly acknowledges the use 

of a copyist, whose transcription of the text is superior to Hazlitt's 

rendering. In several instances, however. Manly erroneously corrects 

Hazlitt's readings. A brief Preface accompanies the text in which 

Manly identifies the British Museum text as his base copy and assigns 

the play to the reign of Edward VI. 

John S. Farmer edited the 1560 text for inclusion in his 1905 volume 

The Writings ££ Richard Wever and Thomas Ingelend. The text is 
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Hazlitt's. Farmer includes a highly selective word list but provides 

no critical commentary. In a brief note Farmer touches upon the subjects 

of authorship and dating. He ascribes the play to Thomas Ingelend, 

author of The Disobedient Child, and assumes the play was written prior 

to 1553.* 

The most recent edition of the 1560 text appeared in 1976 in English 

Mô âl Interludes edited by Glynne Wickham. Both spelling and punctuation 

are modernized. Wickham, concerned primarily with the play as a workable 

production on the modern stage, provides some textual notes but most 

concern problems of staging. He did not collate the 1560 and 1565 

editions, although the 1565 text was available. The edition contains a 

short "Introduction," which includes coraraents on dating and authorship. 

Wickham dates the play during the reign of Edward VI and suggests that 

Thomas Ingelend may have authored the interlude. 

This present edition attempts to correct the shortcomings of the 

previous editions by providing a definitive text based on the collation 

of the two extant editions. This edition includes a critical introduc

tion to the text which addresses the problems of dates for both the 

printing of the second edition and for the writing of the interlude and 

discusses the stage history. Additionally, this edition provides 

thorough glossing and textual commentary. 

Farmer also supervised the facsimile reprints of the two editions 
for the Tudor Facsimile Series. The reprint of the 1560 edition 
appeared in 1909. A brief Preface addresses the problems of dating and 
authorship. The reprint of the 1565 edition published in 1908 contains 
a brief Preface limited to the quality of the reprint. 
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RATIONALE OF THE COPY-TEXT 

The Copy-Text for Nice Wanton 

Collation of the three extant copies of Nice Wanton identified 

two separate editions of the text. Collating the 1565 original in the 

British Museum against xerographic copy of the Huntington Library 

copy of that edition revealed no variants. Collating the 1560 original 

in the British Museum against the 1565 text, also in the British 

Museum, revealed 267 substantive variants, as well as a significant 

number of variant accidentals. 

The choice of the copy-text revolved around the determination 

of which of the two texts was closer to the author's manuscript and 

represented the author's preference in spelling and punctuation, 

the accidentals that W. W. Greg considers relevant in selecting a 

copytext. Also in accordance with Greg's theory, the edition selected 

as copy-text on the basis of its accidentals could be emended as the 

collation of the two versions indicated would be appropriate. 

The earlier printing date of the 1560 text suggested the first 

edition for copy-text, since, as Greg noted, the earliest text of 

a series will usually come closest to the author's accidentals. 

The choice of the 1560 edition was challenged, however, by the suggestion 

W. W. Greg, "The Rationale of Copy-Text," Studies in 
Bibliography, 3 (1950), 26. 

Ibid. 3^ 
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that a lost text might have existed prior to 1560 and that this text 

served as the common source for both the 1560 and 1565 editions. If 

this were the case, the 1565 version of the interlude might more 

accurately reflect the author's original manuscript and would, therefore, 

take precedence over the 1560 edition in the choice of copy-text. 

John S. Farmer, the first editor to theorize a lost common source, 

wrote in his preface to the 1908 facsimile reprint of the 1560 edition 

that "so curious are the variations between King's [1560] text and that 

of John Allde [1565] on the one hand, and so marked, on the other hand, 

is the general 'polish' of the Allde version, that one is tempted to 

suspect an earlier edition than both, at present unknown, as the 

58 
common source of the two texts now extant." 

To support his theory. Farmer refers specifically to the use of 

"Kings" (1. 552) in the closing prayer of the 1565 text where the 1560 

text reads "Queues." These topical allusions, he contends, "merit 

59 
comparison in connection with [the supposition of a lost source]. 

Farmer cites Professor Manly, who, in his Specimens of the Pre-

Shaksperean Drama, calls attention to the off rhyme produced by "Queenes" 

in the 1560 text. Manly, concerned primarily with dating the writing of 

the play, says, "It is clear from the rhymes that this play was 

originally composed for production before a king." Manly refers to 

the second and fourth lines of the closing prayer in the 1560 text. 

58^ 

Farmer, p. vi. 

Ibid. 

^^Manly, I, 479. 
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where, in his opinion, the word "things" was originally intended to 

rhyme with "Kings." He thus considers the 1560 reading of "Queues" an 

alteration of this earlier text. 

Farmer accepts Manly's argument, saying that the "contention is 

curiously confirmed by the reading of 'Kings' in Allde's 1565 edition." 

Farmer also apparently assumes that the appearance of "Kings" in the 

later of the two extant editions must mean that the 1565 version was 

descended from the original Manly proposes and not from the 1560 text 

which contains the reading of "Queues."* 

W. W. Greg, clearly influenced by Farmer's comments, also argues 

for a lost common source in his commentary on the 1565 edition of the 

interlude in A Bibliography of the English Printed Drama. Greg writes: 

"Typographically and textually the 1565 edition seems to be the later 

text . . . . But the preservation of the original rime ('Kings': 

'things') in the final prayer shows that it is not derived from [the 

1560 edition], though the two agree page for page in the first two 

sheets. This points to a lost original ."""̂  

Unlike Farmer, Greg notes that the 1565 text "seems to be the 

later text" both typographically and textually; nevertheless, Greg 

follows his predecessor in theorizing the existence of a lost common 

source for the two editions on the basis of this single variant reading. 

61^ 
Farmer, p. vi. 

*It is possible that "Queues" is the author's original reading 
used in the version intended for performance where the off rhyme would 
not be too noticeable. The author might then have substituted "Kings" 
as a correction in the text intended for readers. 

62 
W. W. Greg, A_ Bibliography of the English Printed Drama to the 

Restoration (London: Oxford University Press, 1939), I, 108. 
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Yet internal evidence, consisting of textual similarities and substan

tive revisions, argues persuasively in favor of the 1565 text as a 

direct descendant of the 1560 text and against the supposition of "a 

lost original" as the common source for both extant editions. 

In his commentary, Greg points out that the two editions share a 

paginal correspondence in the first two sheets, but he does not consider 

that this agreement suggests that the 1565 text was set from a corrected 

copy of the 1560 text. The pagination of the text departs from the 

1560 text only in the last signature where the last line on Cla in the 

1560 edition, "You saw they were given to ydlenes and play" (1. 503), 

appears as the first line on Clb in the later edition. 

The existence of a second compositor provides a probable explanation 

for the departure from the paginal correspondence in the last sheet. In 

the printing houses of the 1500s, the practice of casting off or 

estimating pages of copy allowed printers to set all the pages for one 

side of a sheet before the other side was set. Casting off copy also 

fi "^ 

allowed printers to assign a work to two or even several compositors. 

Working with the 1560 printed copy of Nice Wanton, the overseer might 

have given the first and third gatherings to one compositor, who set the 

inner and outer formes for Ala-A4b, as well as the half sheet for the 

third gathering, Cla-C2b. The overseer might then have assigned a 

second compositor the task of setting the second forme consisting of four 

leaves, Bla-B4b. This division of the text seems likely, since Gaskell 

says that smaller shops with only two or three compositors, such as 

Philip Gaskell, A New Introduction to Bibliography (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 41. 
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Allde's, generally distributed work by whole sheets or whole formes. 

Also, two compositors working simultaneously on one text meant a savings 

not only in time but also in cost. 

The reason behind the first compositor's failure to follow the 

format of the 1560 text remains speculative, but indications are that 

the action was a deliberate one. By moving the last line from Cla to 

Clb, the compositor regularizes the number of lines of text on both 

pages. In the 1560 edition, all pages of the text proper have 32 lines 

except B4a and Cla which have 33 lines of text and C2a, the last page 

of the text, which has 24. With the transfer of the single line from 

Cla to Clb in the 1565 edition, B4a, a page in the gathering assigned 

to the second compositor, remains the only exception to the standard 

32 lines per page on full pages of text. 

In addition to the paginal correspondence which Greg acknowlecges, 

the 1565 edition retains an error from the 1560 text in line 359.1. 

The stage direction in the 1560 text reads: "He tellet[h] hym in 

hy[s] eare the al[l] may heare." The use of "the," an error which 

results in a confused reading of the stage direction, reappears in the 

1565 text with the suspended form replacing "the": "He telleth him in 

his eare y_ all may heare." Emended to read "that," the line clearly 

advises Iniquitie, the speaker, to read his lines in a stage whisper so 

that the audience may hear his forthcoming speech: "He telleth hym in 

hys eare [that] all may heare." 

Both the paginal agreement in the first two sheets of the two texts 

and the retention of the error from the 1560 edition in the 1565 text 

Ibid., p. 42. 
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support the assertion that the 1565 edition is a descendant of the 1560 

edition. While it is possible that these similarities could exist even 

if the two editions were set independently from some earlier lost source, 

it is unlikely that the extant texts, printed at least four years apart, 

would share any significant paginal agreement or that the 1565 text would 

contain the same error that appears in the 1560 edition. 

Besides the similarities between the two texts, other internal 

evidence casts doubt on the theory of a lost common source prior to 

1560. The majority of the substantive variants in the 1565 text improve 

the style, versification, and clarity of the 1560 version. These 

revisions result from a thorough familiarity with the play, thus setting 

them apart from those alterations normally conceded to the compositor. 

Rather, the nature and complexity of the substantive changes suggest 

that they are authorial. These revisions belong to three major 

categories: those which attempt to improve the versification, and those 

which revise and clarify rough and obscure passages. 

Admittedly, variants which indicate a modernization of the language 

tend to be circumstantial evidence when selecting a copy-text, since 

dating linguistic changes with exactitude often proves impossible. 

Nevertheless, the substitution of more modern linguistic forms helps 

to determine the precedence of one text over another, particularly when 

such alterations occur repeatedly and fall into obvious patterns. 

In the 1565 text, the author replaces the older form je_ with the 

more modern ̂ rou in 16 instances. According to George Curme, yê  was 

originally used in the nominative case and you in the objective, but 
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by the sixteenth century, both forms enjoyed simultaneous use in the 

subject position. Despite the concurrent use of both pronoun forms. 

The Oxford English Dictionary declares that acceptance of you was already 

widespread, with the modern form having generally replaced ^ by the 

fsft 
close of the century Although the 1565 edition retains the use of 

ye in 40 instances, its preference for the modern second person reflects 

the movement toward the acceptance of you as the modern pronoun form. 

The more modern usage continues with are replacing he^ in six 

instances. The Oxford English Dictionary cites are as a northern form 

and b£ as its southern equivalent. This distinction remained for 

centuries until are gradually spread south early in the sixteenth 

century to make its appearance in standard English. Although b£ and 

are continued in concurrent use until the end of the century, the 

momentum was growing for the acceptance of are as the modern English 

plural. 

In the 1565 text, other verbs now standard in modern usage replace 

their older forms in the 1560 text. For example, "beateth" (1. 112) 

becomes "beats" in the later edition, "shrunk" (1. 271) replaces 

"shronken," "put" (1. 162) appears in place of "putteth," and "conclude" 

(1. 25) displaces "concludeth." In each instance the 1565 text substi

tutes a modern form which has lost the ending common in Middle English. 

George 0. Curme, A Grammar of the English Language (Boston: D. C. 
Heath and Company, 1935), II, 151-52. 

^^The Oxford English Dictionary, X, 69. 

^^Ibid., I, 715. 
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Although the 1565 edition retains the older form of the second 

person pronoun as well as some older verb forms, their presence does not 

lessen the significance of the preference in the 1565 text for their 

modern counterparts in 29 instances. Since the linguistic revisions 

in the 1565 text reflect a later state in the development of the 

language, one may reasonably assume that the edition in which they appear 

postdates the text containing more older forms. 

The second major group of variants in the 1565 edition revises the 

versification of the earlier text. In The Prosody of the Tudor Inter

lude, J. E. Bernard writes that the 1560 edition of Nice Wanton "has a 

profusion of measures, not all of them legitimate." According to 

Bernard, the prevailing meter is tetrameter couplets, used in 218 of 

the 528 lines or 39.4% of the play. Tetrameter rime royal, tetrameter 

quatrain, tetrameter ballad-six, pentameter rime royal, common measure, 

and dimeter quatrain account for 237 lines. Also scattered throughout 

the interlude are 73 lines of miscellaneous verse. 

Like his contemporaries, the author of Nice Wanton, while aware 

of meter and rhyme, often failed to handle them effectively. Bernard 

believes that the rough verse results, in part, from the fact that 

writers of the interludes had little concern with "poetic outline as 

far as the individual lines were concerned," focusing their attention 

instead on groups of lines, sometimes in pairs but also in longer 

69 
stanzas. 

J. E. Bernard, The Prosody of the Tudor Interlude (New Haven: Yale 
Unlveristy Press, 1939), p. 94. 

Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
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Despite prosodic inconsistencies in both editions, counting the 

number of syllables per line proved the most effective means of 

determining whether or not a variant reading altered the metrical pat

tern. This process revealed 38 substantive variants apparently incor

porated in an attempt to revise the awkward meter in the 1560 edition, 

not always with satisfactory results. 

In 28 instances, the author eliminates one or more syllables in 

a line of verse. For example, the lines "Their parents so to suffer 

them surely, be not wise / They laugh me to scorne, when I tel them 

mine advise" (11. 93-4) in the 1560 edition are revised to read "Their 

Parents so to suffer them surely are not wise / They laugh me to scorne 

when I say mine advise" in the 1565 edition. Replacing "tel them" with 

"say" reduces the number of syllables in the tetrameter line by one, 

from 12 in the 1560 edition to 11 in the 1565 edition. Even though the 

line has four stressed syllables in both editions, the altered version 

is smoother and also helps to offset the rather awkward meter of the 

preceding line. 

Lines 271-74 follow the same pattern. In the 1560 text, the 

quatrain of alternating rhyme reads: 

My senowes be shronken, my flesh eaten with pocks 

My bones ful of ache, and great payne. 

My head is bald, that bare yelowe lockes, 

Croked I crepe to the earth agayne. 

In the 1565 edition, the revised quatrain reads: 

My sinewes are shrunk, my flesh eaten with pockes 

My bones ful of ache and great pain: 



My head is balde that bare yealow locks. 

Crooked I creep to the earth again. 

With the change from "be shronken" to "are shrunk" in the 1565 text, 

the number of syllables in 1. 271 is reduced from 12 to 11. The 

deletion of the single syllable regularizes the stilted rendering of 

the tetrameter line (o'ou'uuu'oo') in the 1560 edition to a more accept

able u'uu'oo'v^u' pattern in the 1565 edition. 

The author alters the metrical pattern by adding one or more 

syllables to a line in only ten instances. In the 1560 text, "Brybes 

(saith Salomon) blind the wise mans sight / That he can not se to geve 

judgement right" (11. 368-69) is revised to read "Bribes (saith Salomon) 

blinde the wise mans sight / That he cannot see to give judgement 

aright." The revised couplet in the 1565 version adds a single syl

lable to the second line with "aright" replacing "right." Although the 

addition of the syllable does not produce a pentameter line to coin

cide with the first line of the couplet, the added syllable does produce 

a more regular line of tetrameter verse (u'u«.̂ 'uu'uo') preferable to the 

blunt and more awkward pattern (o'oo'co'o') of the 1560 line. 

Occasionally, the author's efforts to revise the meter produce 

less satisfactory results, with the revised version as unpolished as 

the original. "Tis no matter, I wyll have money or I wil swete / By gogs 

bloud I wyll robbe the next I mete" (11. 235-36) in the 1560 edition is 

revised to read "It is no matter I will have mony or I will swete 

/ By gogs blood I wil rob the next I meet" in the 1565 text. The sub

stitution of "It is" (1. 235) for "Tis" adds another unstressed syllable 

to the already flawed line. The rough 'o'wo'o'^o'u' pattern of the 1560 
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line remains an equally cumbersome u'u'uo'u'ou'u' in the later edition. 

While some revisions such as the preceding one in the 1565 edition 

do not eliminate the rough meter, the majority of the alternate readings 

do improve the versification. Both editions display a degree of 

consistency concerning the number of stressed beats per line, but the 

1565 text shows more concern for the number and position of unstressed 

syllables. The attention to the syllabic system in the 1565 edition 

suggests, first, that the revisions are authorial, since a compositor 

would not be concerned with the subtleties of meter. Second, the 

improved meter in the 1565 text indicates that this text is probably a 

revised version of the 1560 edition and, as such, postdates the earlier 

text. It is illogical to assume that the author would intentionally 

corrupt the metrical line as would be the case if the 1560 version were 

derived from a lost original version which provided the text for the 

1565 edition. 

The 1565 edition also contains 61 substantive revisions which 

either modify the meaning of the text or clarify confusing passages 

in the 1560 edition. Line 87 illustrates the careful alteration of 

meaning. The line "Which is a great cause that the world decayes" in 

the 1560 text has been altered to read "Which is a great cause that 

vertue decayes" in the 1565 edition. The word "vertue" works better in 

context, since in the preceding lines, Eulalia considers the cause of 

youth's declining morality: "Lorde what folly is in youth? / How 

unhappy be chyldren nowadayes? / And the more pity, to say the truth. 

/ Theyr parentes mainteyn them in evyll wayes" (11. 83-6). That the 

natural result of youthful folly is a loss of virtue becomes clear 
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through the sufferings of Ismael and Dalila, who, indulged by treir 

mother Xantippe, become the victims of the wicked Iniquitie. Wliile the 

preference for "vertue" rather than "world" might appear a minor 

alteration at first, the revised reading more effectively conveys the 

theme of the play, the consequences of overindulgence and immoral 

behavior. 

Clarification of the 1560 text in line 119 involves the appro

priate use of pronoun form. "Se to J^ in tyme, leaste worse ye do see" 

in the 1560 edition is revised to read "See .to them in time lest wurse 

ye doo see" in the 1565 edition. The third person plural them more 

accurately refers to Ismael and Dalila who are named in the previous 

two lines: "Your sonne is suspected lyght fyngered to be / Your 

daughter hath nyce trickes three or foure" (11. 113-14). 

Both Farmer and Greg refer to the typographical superiority of the 

1565 text, with Farmer considering the later edition the more "polished" 

of the two extant copies. Neither scholar, however, considers the 

possibility that the superior 1565 text results from the careful cor

rection of the 1560 text. Yet, this appears to be the case, with the 

1565 text eliminating 52 of the 53 errors in the earlier version. In 

comparison, the 1565 edition is relatively error free, with only six 

press errors. 

Some of the corrupt forms in the earlier edition result from the 

insertion of a wrong letter for the appropriate one. For example, 

the faulty "lome" and "cam me" are corrected to "lame" (1. 269) and 

"can be" (1. 562) in the later edition. Also, "marter," "no," "boody," 

and "gread" are corrected to read "matter" (1. 235), "to" (1. 285), 
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"booty" (1. 241), and "great" (1. 322) in the 1565 text. 

Errors result, too, from the transposition of letters. The 1565 

text corrects "intided" and "scodle" to read "indited" (1. 380) and 

"scolde" (1. 314). The erroneous "heatlh" and "Gupliade" are restored 

to read "helth" (1. 297) and "Gup Lady" (1. 130) in the later edition. 

The 1565 text also restores omitted letters and words. Missing 

letters in "a scoole," "brynger," and "theare" are replaced with the 

accurate readings of "at scoole" (1. 110), "bring her" (1. 142), and 

"the ear" (1. 163). Also, the omitted letters in "lorshyp," "wordly," 

and "thinditement" are restored for correct readings of "Lordship" 

(1. 358), "worldly" (1. 444), and "the inditement" (1. 382). In the 

faulty "When is pleased," the missing word is restored to produce the 

correct reading of "When she is pleased" (1. 261). 

Considering all the bibliographical evidence, both textual and 

typographical, which points to the 1565 edition as the direct des

cendant of the 1560 text, why do Farmer and Greg conjecture a lost 

common source on the basis of a single variant reading? One suspects 

from the brevity and generalized nature of their comments that neither 

scholar concerned himself with a close comparison of the two extant 

editions or of the closing prayers in which the readings of "Queues" 

and "King" appear. It is clear from Farmer's remarks, for example, 

that he bases his theory of a lost common source on Professor Manly's 

observation about the dating of the play. In turn, Greg merely 

rephrases Farmer's supposition to produce a more emphatic declaration 

of a lost original as the source for the 1565 text. In isolating the 

variant reading of "Kings" from its context, both editors fail to note 

that the 1565 closing prayer has been revised as a whole, in terms of 
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both rhyme and meaning, rather than in the single instance of "Kings." 

In the 1560 edition of the interlude, the closing prayer reads: 

Now, for the Quenes Royal majestie let us pray. 

That god (in whose handes is the hert of al Queues,) 

May endue her highnes with godly puissance alwaye 

That her grace may long raign and prosper in al things 

In gods word and justice may give light to al Quenes 

Let us pray for the honorable councel and nobilitie. 

That they may alwayes counsel in wisdom with tranquility, 

God save the Queue, the Realme and cominaltie. (11. 550-58) 

In the 1565 text, the revised octave reads: 

Now for the Queenes royall majestie let us pray 

That God in whose hands is the hart of all Kings 

May indue her highnes with godly puisance alway 

That her grace may long reign and prosper in al things 

That Gods woord and justice may light their doings 

Let us pray for the honorable counsail and nobilitie. 

That they may alwaies counsail in wisdome with tranquilitie 

God save the Queene, the realme and communaltie. 

While Farmer and Greg point out that the use of "Kings" accommo

dates the rhyme with "things" (1. 554) in the 1565 text, they do not note 

that "Kings" also rhymes with "doings" (1. 555). While in the 1560 

stanza, the forced rhyme of "things" (1. 554) with "Quenes" (1. 552) 

produces an inferior and awkward pattern o f a b a c b d d , the alter

ation of "Quenes" to "Kings" and the appearance of "doings" in the 1565 

octave produce a standard rhyme royal stanza (a b a b b c c). The 1565 
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version is clearly superior, and therefore more likely to represent the 

author's revisions than simply a return to an original source prior to 

1560. 

The use of "Kings" in the 1565 text also brings about a slight 

alteration in meaning. With the change to "Kings," the sovereign 

is dealt with as a member of a class of individuals with whom God is 

concerned: "That god (in whose handes is the hart of al Kings,) / May 

indue her highnes with godly puisance alway (11. 552-53). The use of 

"Queenes" in the 1560 text demonstrates more concern with the queen 

as a special individual: "That god (in whose handes is the hert of al 

Quenes,) / May endue her highnes with godly puissance alwaye." 

In addition to the substitution of "Kings" for "Quenes," line 555 

has been revised in the 1565 edition. While the line has apparently 

been altered to improve the rhyme scheme, the 1565 reading, "That Gods 

woord and justice may light their doings," also markedly clarifies the 

meaning, since it plainly functions as the subject of a new sentence: 

"That Gods woord and justice may light their doings / Let us pray for 

the honorable counsail and nobilitie" (11. 555-56). The version of the 

line in the 1560 edition, "In gods word and justice may give light 

to al Quenes," seems to modify the preceding clause but produces, at 

best, a confusing passage: "That her grace may long raign and prosper 

in al things / In gods word and justice may give light to al Quenes" 

(11. 554-55). 

One is struck by the notable absence of evidence in the 1565 

version of the closing prayer to support the theory of a lost common 

source. Assuming that Manly correctly dates the original writing of 
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the interlude during the reign of a male monarch, one would also 

assume that the closing prayer in this version must have contained other 

appropriate masculine references to the king. 

If then, as Farmer and Greg contend, the 1565 text were set from 

this original text, one would expect to find all masculine references in 

the 1565 edition. This is not the case. The 1565 text retains four of 

the five feminine references in the 1560 closing prayer. Including 

"Queenes Royal majestie" (1. 551), "her highnes" (1. 553), "her grace" 

(1. 554), and "Queue" (1. 558). The single exception is "Kings," the 

variant reading on which Farmer and Greg base their theory of a lost 

common source. The existence of these feminine references in the 1565 

closing prayer argue persuasively in favor of the theory that the 1565 

text was set from a revised copy of the 1560 edition rather than a lost 

original. It would be illogical to assume that the same feminine ref

erences in the 1560 stanza would reappear in the 1565 octave if the later 

text were set independently from a lost original prior to 1560 containing 

a text written for performance before a male monarch. 

There is also a more tenable theory regarding the relationship of 

the two printed editions to a lost original than the one offered by 

Farmer and Greg. The bibliographical evidence suggests that the three 

texts form a direct ancestral line, beginning with the urtext and ending 

with the 1565 edition. The urtext, either the author's manuscript or a 

printed text, would, then, be the source for the 1560 edition. It is 

possible that this urtext was a version of the play written for perform

ance before a king and hastily revised for performance before Queen 

Elizabeth by an author eager to please his sovereign. This hypothesis 
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would explain the appearance of feminine references in the closing prayer 

of the 1560 text, as well as the off rhyme. The 1560 edition, in turn, 

would be the source for the 1565 text. In this version, the author 

sought to repair the faulty rhyme of the 1560 closing prayer by replacing 

"Quenes" (1. 552) with "Kings," a reading which may have appeared in the 

urtext, and by revising line 555 for greater clarity. The author prob

ably chose to retain the other feminine references from the 1560 closing 

prayer, since they did not disturb the rhyme and since the 1565 version 

of the text was printed at least six years after Elizabeth I's ascension 

and the specific references to a female monarch would be appropriate for 

a text printed during the reign of a female sovereign. Presumably, the 

author used "Kings" in its generic sense of a ruler or head of state and 

therefore, saw no contradiction in its appearance in a passage otherwise 

dominated by feminine references.* 

The similarities between the two printed texts, including the 

paginal correspondence in the first two sheets and the incorporation of 

an error from the 1560 edition into the 1565 edition, also support 

the theory that the 1565 edition was set from a corrected copy of the 

1560 text. Additionally, the substantive revisions suggest that the 

1565 edition is a later state of the text. Since the textual and 

typographical evidence indicates that the 1565 text postdates the 

earlier extant version of the play, the 1560 text—as the closer 

*In line 552 where "Kings" appears in place of "Quenes," king may 
simply mean monarch. According to The Oxford English Dictionary, (V, 
704), king, when applied in the general sense of a ruler or sovereign, 
might refer to a female monarch, particularly one who conducted herself 
in a "kingly" manner. 
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descendant of the manuscript—is the appropriate choice as the copy-text 

for a critical edition. The authorial revisions from the 1565 text 

will be introduced into the copy-text as emendations. 

Silent Alterations 

Although the old-spelling "accidentals"—the general texture of 

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization—are those of the copy-text, 

the following silent alterations adhere to modern editorial practices 

applied to Elizabethan texts: 

1. I have made no attempt to retain the minor formal character

istics of the copy-text. 

A. I have not reproduced factotums or noted their existence. 

Accordingly, I have silently reduced to lower case the 

capital which customarily follows the factotum. 

B. I have used Roman type for all parts of the text proper 

except for the songs, which are italicized. I have also 

silently italicized all speech prefixes. 

2. I have followed modern orthographical practices in modernizing 

the Elizabethan use of î  for 2_» t̂ e initial v_ for ii, and the 

medial u for v. I have also modernized the long ŝ , 

3. I have silently expanded all suspended forms such as ̂  for 

the, w^ for with, and the tilde for a nasal. I have also 

expanded ampersands. 

4. I have not normalized spellings, including those of characters' 

names. 
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5. I have capitalized initial lower-case letters when they begin 

sentences, proper nouns, or lines of verse that follow a 

full stop. 

6. I have silently emended faulty punctuation at the end of a 

complete speech. I have provided a full stop when it is 

omitted or when a comma, semicolon, or colon is substituted 

for a full stop. 

7. I have normalized the spacing of words, lines, sections, and 

elisions. I have regularized the copy-text in the matter 

of indention of prose lines that note a change of speaker. 

8. I have silently centered and italicized directions for 

entrances, exits, and other stage business. I have silently 

deleted any parentheses surrounding stage directions. 

9. I have silently supplied terminal punctuation to directions 

and to speech prefixes. 

10. I have silently supplied a separate stage prefix when the 

original appeared as part of the stage direction. 

To facilitate reference to the gloss and explanatory notes, I 

have assigned line numbers to the text but not to stage directions. I 

indicate unnumbered directions by adding an appropriate figure to that 

of the preceding line of the text; thus 250.1 refers to the first 

line of a direction placed below line 250 of the dialogue. 
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TABLE OF EDITORIAL EMENDATIONS 

Because a preponderant number (251) of the 267 substantive variants 

appearing in the Allde edition have been introduced into the copy-text, 

this table, when used in conjunction with the "Table of Rejected Sub

stantives," constitutes an "Historical Collation." The reading for 

the critical edition appears to the left of the bracket, followed by 

the sigla indicating its source. The variant reading appears to the 

right of the bracket, followed by sigla indicating the editions in 

which the variant reading appears. A semicolon separates the reading 

of the critical edition from the variant reading. A tilde or wavy line 

to the right of the semicolon indicates that the same word in the 

variant reading appears in the reading of the critical edition. A 

caret indicates missing punctuation. The abbreviation om. to the right 

of the semicolon indicates the absence of a word or line in the 

copy-text, which, for the critical edition, is the text printed by 

John Kyng in 1560. 

The following sigla are used throughout this table and the "Table 

of Rejected Substantives"" 

A = Kyng edition (1560) 

B = Allde edition (1565) 

C = Critical edition 
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TP 11, decus] B; deocus A 

TP 12. Players] B; Personages A 

15. mother excused] B; mother doth excuse A 

20. pensife and sorowful] B; pensife, so sorofull, A 

25. conclude] B; concludeth A 

25, we wil] B; wyll we A 

25.1 entreth] C; entreth B, commeth A 

30. and my sister] B; and sister A 

34. And if] B; If A 

38. God them grace] B; grace god them A 

44. What you] B; ^ ye A 

44. be ye] B; ye be A 

47. your learning] B; ~ time and learning A 

47. thus! B; and that A 

51. other] B; other honest A 

52. (quod you)] B; quod ha, yea by the masse, A 

53. kinde.] B; king . A 

60. wynter for] B; ~ the A 

73. to scoole] B; to to scoole A 

76. Yes, yes I] B; yes, I A 

82. What so ever] B; What ever A 

84. are] B; be A 

87. vertue] B; the world A 

93. are] B; be A 

94. say] B; tel them A 

95. go shew their Parents] B; speake with their elders*and warne them A 
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103, They doo] B; Chide and A 

103, which] B; it A 

108, Tush, if you] B; Tusshe tusshe, if ye A 

110, at] B; a A 

112. beats] B; beateth A 

115. a while] B; this month A 

117. suspected] B; suspect, A 

122, them] B; it A 

128. good] B; -. , and A 

130, Gup Lady] B; Gupliade, A 

135.1 She goeth foorth.] C; She goeth foorth - B, Exit. A 

136. you and God] B; ye, the great god A 

137, my self are accurst] B; I be curst A 

140, Not so,] B; Nay ^ A 

140. they] B; the poor soules A 

140. ful] B; ferle A 

152. Are you] B; were ye A 

153. sory you] B; ~ ye A 

153, Iniquitie] B; ~ fye, A 

157. (quod you)] B; quod ha, A 

158. He] B; iche A 

162. tell who] B; tell you who A 

162. put] B; putteth A 

163. you] B; ye A 

163. on the ear:] B; an theare, A 
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166. you] B; ye A 

167, you] B; ye A 

169. you doo not,] B; ye doo. A 

169. ceteri volunt.] B; ceteri nolunt, A 

172. ye went] B; you ~ A 

175.1 casts] C; casts B, casteth A 

178. through] B; throught A 

178. hood] B; mn. A 

180. thy] B; the A 

188. ye be] B; be ye A 

191. you] B; ye A 

193. Gramercy] B; God a mercy A 

212. hadst such an] B; haddes - in A 

214. six] B; sirs, A 

214.1 them] C; them B, him A 

216. you] B; ye A 

216. noddle.] B; noly, A 

217.1 cast the] C; cast the B, casteth A 

220. woundes,] B; ~ . and A 

223. at the fayrest] B; at fayrest A 

228. beare rule] B; ~ a rule A 

232. have] B; ~ al the A 

235. It is] B; Tis A 

235. matter] B; marter A 

238. masse] B; - ye A 

239. lively:] B; wylye; A 
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240. perceiveth] B; perceyved A 

240. wink] B; twinke A 

241. booty] B; boody A 

242. you] B; ye A 

244. ten] B; x A 

245. f a r t h i n g . ] B; fa r tyng , A 

245.1 The_y, te l_ l i [ t ] ] C; T h e y t e l l x [ t J B, om, A 

246. You l y e ] B; ye ~ A 

246, whoore, you] B; ~, ye A 

250,1 blowe] C; blowe B. box A 

252, beat] B; breat A 

254. correct] B; beate A 

255. have] B; make A 

256. You] B; Ye A 

257. perchaunce] B; percaunce A 

259, the, and a] B; the, a A 

261, when she is] B; when is A 

269, lame,] B; lome, A 

271, are shrunk,] B; be shronken . A 

275. sight] B; sigth A 

278, appetite] B; appetide A 

281. I have] B; I have I A 

285. to] B; no A 

286. halfe] B; -. of A 

290. therfore] B; for evermore A 

296. you] B; ye A 
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297. helth] B; heatlh A 

303, Diseases have] B; Disease hath A 

303. unto] B; into A 

304. almes] B; almose, A 

307, you] B; ~ now A 

308, I wil] B; wyl I A 

309, You] B; your A 

309, durst] B; dust A 

310, Your] B; you A 

311, wanton] B; - nice A 

311. know] B; knew A 

314. scolde] B; scodle A 

315, was our delight] B; our delyte was A 

318, kept in] B; kepthe under A 

321, me for] B; me, A 

322, Ismael our brother] B; your brother and mine A 

322. great] B; gread A 

325. sister] B; siker A 

326. greeveth] B; greve A 

327. from vice] B; to goodnes, A 

334. ease] B; good, A 

335. Scourging] B; Scourged A 

335. rod] B; rod of pure love A 

336. That knowing] B; that ones knowing A 

337. whether] B; whater A 

338. you] B; ye A 
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340. are] B; be A 

341. you] B; ye A 

347. clothe and feed] B; clothe you, and fete A 

348, you] B; ye A 

352, on] B; of A 

353, be] B; be all A 

354, be, then] B; be so, A 

355, For I wil hear what they doo say] B; And bring their prisoner, 
I wold hear what they say A 

356, Lord,] B; ., I go, A 

358, Lordship] B; lorshyp A 

359. of a good] B; of good A 

362. twenty pound] B; xx pount A 

365. Daniel] C; Daniel B, Daniel th[e] judge A 

366. And if thou were] B; If ye were well A 

367.1 Iniquitie go out and Daniel speaketh] C; Iniquitie go out and 
Daniel speaketh B, Iniquitie goeth oute the judge sp[y]keth 
styll A 

369, aright,] B; right, A 

371,1 Iniquitie bring Ismael bound] C; Iniquitie bring Ismael bound B, 
They bring Ismael in bound lyke a prysoner A 

372. fast] B; fayre A 

373. say.] B; daresay. A 

377, Daniel] C; Daniel B, [J]udge A 

379. One] C; One B, ~ of them A 

380, indited by twelve] B; intided by xii A 

382. the inditement] B; thinditement A 

384. rest and all] B; rest, I trust all A 
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385. on] B; upon A 

386. ungiltye.] B; not gilty- A 

388. Lord, thou] B; Lord, A 

389. Daniel] C; Daniel B, [J]udge A 

389. Then the] B; The A 

389. on] B; upon A 

391. Daniel] C; Daniel B, [J]udge A 

391. place that thou] B; place thou A 

394. There to] B; There A 

396. see that] B; see A 

397. At the] B; ~ your A 

397. fall] B; -to you A 

401. Daniel] C; Daniel B; [J]udge A 

402. wrongfully ye] B; ye wrongfully A 

405. damned] B; dampned A 

406. hym to] B; hym A 

407. at the] B; at A 

409. say] B; -it A 

411. theefes] B; horsons A 

414. teach] B; teathe A 

417. Daniel] C; Daniel B, Judg[e] A 

418. you] B; ye A 

419. it prooves] B; ~ wil prove, A 

421. more with you] B; with you more A 

421.1 ĥ alter and he fighteth] C; halter and he fighteth B, h[al]ter, 
he fig[h]teth with th[em.] A 

422. hand] B; handes A 
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423. Shall have my brawlyng yron laid] B; Iche lay my brawlyng yron A 

424. the] B; thy A 

429. men,] B; men lyke A 

431. and] B; and your maister A 

432. you] B; ye A 

433. Daniel] C; Daniel B, Judge A 

437. Daniel] C; Daniel B, Judge A 

437. If nobody here have ought] B; -no man have here, more matter A 

440. in hast,] B; in al the hast. A 

441. set foorth] B; - for A 

444. Worldly] B; wordly A 

445. now come] B; come now A 

447. one] B; none A 

451. hath] B; had A 

458. these their] B; this our A 

459. her] B; my A 

460. her] B; my A 

462. thine,] B; ~, owne A 

465. woords] B; word A 

465. newes:] B; nedes, A 

469. thy] B; sonne A 

471. every] B; ever A 

474. sore.] B; soro, A 

476. taunt] B; taunt you A 

477. is] B; was A 

477.1 At the cause of their death she would swoun.] C; At the cause of 
"their death she would swoun. B, I the cause of their death? she 
would sowne. A 
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478. Wilt thou] B; Will ye A 

481. would] B; should A 

482.1 He goeth out] C; He goeth out B, Exit A 

485, had woman] B; woman had A 

486, are] B; be A 

490, Which killeth] B; It sleath A 

490, perceth] B; breaketh A 

494, myself I will slay] B; wyl I sley myself A 

494.1 herself] C; herself B, - a A 

494.2 Barnabas commeth in] C; Barnabas commeth in B, Barnabas A 

498, you] B; ye A 

499. punishment] B; correction A 

510. me his] B; me A 

512. wretched a] B; wretched A 

514. An olde proverb it is] B; But it is an olde proverbe, A 

515, in no wise shall] B; shall not A 

519, lamented] B; ~ for A 

523, not to] B; not A 

533. these] B; -, oft A 

535. of] B; - their A 

537. Eulalia] C; Eulalia B, om. A 

538. children] B; ~, yea A 

539. fall to be] B; fall to A 

540. ere] B; before A 

542. you] B; ye A 

542. as you] B; - ye A 
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544. Xantippe] C; Xantippe B, om. A 

546. you] B; ye A 

550.1 Heer] C; Heer B, He A 

552. Kings)] C; Kings B, Queues) A 

555. That] B; In A 

555. may light their doings] B; - give light to al Queues A 

560. The] B; A A 

' ' ' ' ' friiff ¥ ^ i ^ ^ ' '•- ^"°"^^^ "- ^l-y '"e B. other bu[t, 

560.2 fourth line] C; fourth line B, [l]lii staffe A 

562. can be] B; cam me A 

569. of Itself dooth) B; itselfe may A 
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1. Prologue.] A; Hrologu- B 

The variant was rejected since it is an obvious misspelling 
resulting from compositorial error. 

6. parents] A; princes 

The copy-text reading was retained because it is more appropriate 
in the context of the play as a whole. Since the interlude is based 
on the story of the Prodigal Son, a Biblical lesson in the virtue of 
parental obedience, the reading in the A text more accurately recalls 
the parable. 

28. evil,] A; il- B 

The copy-text reading was retained since it contributes to a 
more accurate paraphrase of the Biblical passage cited in line 28: 
"The hearts of men, moreover are full of evil and there is madness in 
their hearts while they live, and afterward they join the dead" 
(Ecclesiastes 9:3), Elsewhere, both the copy-text and the Allde 
edition make reference to man's propensity for evil. Cf. lines 
12, 86, 510, and 538. 

124. teache] A; teakh B 

The variant reading was rejected since it is an obvious error, 
resulting in a misspelling. 

152. were] A; are B 

The variant was rejected because the context requires the use 
of the past tense. Iniquitie is clearly intended to indicate that 
Dalila is no longer a virgin, a reading supported by Dalila's denial 
("I am a mayd yet") in the following line. The use of the present 
tense would make Dalila's denial inappropriate. 

184. knave] A; keave B 

The rejected variant is an obvious misspelling. 

194. by] A; hy B 

The variant was rejected because it makes no sense in context. 
It is an obvious compositorial error, resulting in a misspelling. 

231. brimston,] A; bristone/. B 

The rejected variant is an obvious misspelling in which the letter 

m has been deleted. 
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238, ladder,] A; lather- B 

The rejected variant did not make sense in context. Since the 
variant was not an obsolete spelling of "ladder," it was regarded as 
an error. 

266.1 He goeth out] C; He goeth out A, om. B 

The copy-text reading was retained in accordance with the established 
pattern in both the copy-text and the Allde edition of providing a stage 
direction to indicate a player's exit. 

266,2-266.3 hid, or disfigured, [h]altinge on a staffe] C; hid, or 
disfigured, [h]altinge on a staffe A, hid, bea[tilng 
[a] stick B 

The copy-text reading was retained for two reasons. First, the 
direction that the actor playing the part of Dalila might enter with 
his appearance "disfigured" is appropriate since Dalila is a victim of 
syphilis, a physically debilitating disease in its advanced stage. 
Second, the reading of the copy-text is clearer in context. The use 
of "[h]altinge" to indicate the character's slow, limping movement 
makes more sense than to have the character enter, "bea[ti]ng [a] 
stick." 

325. Barnabas] C; Barnabas A, Dalila B 

The variant reading was rejected since the opening words of the 
speech, "Well, sister," indicate that Barnabas, not Dalila, is the 
appropriate speaker. The variant is an error. 

359,1 that] C; the A B 

The reading in the copy-text and the Allde edition was emended to 
produce a clear stage direction. The use of the relative pronoun "that" 
results in an adverbial clause modifying "telleth." The reading in the 
copy-text and the Allde edition makes no sense in context. 

380. Daniel] C; [J]udge A, om. B 

The emended reading of the copy-text follows the pattern established 
in the Allde edition in lines 365, 367.1, 377, 389, 391, 401, 417, 433, 
and 437 where the character's given name of "Daniel" is substituted 
for the copy-text reading of "Judge." The absence of a speech prefix 
in the Allde edition necessitated the rejection of the copy-text reading. 

455. tidlynges] A; didlings B 

The variant was rejected as an error resulting from the substitution 
of d for _t. Although "didling" was commonly used during the sixteenth 
cent^ury, the meaning, to dig with a didle or scoop (The Oxford English 
Dictionary, p. 333), is not appropriate in context. The copy-text 
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reading of "tidlynges" also appears in line 36 TV. 
appears in lines 283, 316, and 506? ^^""^ ^"™' ̂ ^^-^' 
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The Players names. 

The Prologue Speaker 

The Rycheman. 

The Rychemans Sonne. 

The Mancooke. 

The Womancooke. 

The Young Woman. 

The Servingman. 

The Priest. 

The Devyll. 

The Perorator. 
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The Prologue. 

The Prologue speaker. 

Now forasmuche as in these latter dayes. 

Throughout the whole world in every lande 

Vice doth encrease, and Vertue decayes 

Iniquitie havynge the upper hande. 

We therfore intende, good gentle Audience, 5 

A pretie short Interlude, to playe at this present 

Desyrynge your leave and quiet scilence 

To shewe the same, as is mete and expedient. 

The same wherof, matter and argument. 

In two or thre verses, briefely to declare, 10 

Synce that it is for an honest intent, 

I wyll somewhat bestowe my care. 

In the Citie of London, there was a ryche man 

Who lovynge his sonne moste tenderlye. 

Moved hym earnestly now and than, 15 

That he woulde gyve his mynde to studye. 

Sayinge that by knowledge, scyence, and learnynge 

Is at the last gotten a pleasaunt lyfe: 

But throughe the want, and lacke of this thynge 

Is purchased povertie, sorowe, and stryfe. 20 

His Sonne notwithstandynge, this gentle monicion 

As one that was cleane devoyde of grace. 
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Dyd turne to a mocke, and open derysion 

Moste wickedly with an unshamefast face. 

In so muche that contrarye to his fathers wyll 25 

Unto a yonge woman he dyd consente, 

Wherby of luste he might have his fyll. 

And maryed the same incontynente. 

Not longe after that, the childe began 

To feele his wyffes great frowardenes, 30 

And called hymselfe unhappye man. 

Oppressed with paynes and heavynes. 

Who before that time, dyd lyve blessedly. 

Whilst he was under his fathers wynge 

But nowe beynge weddyd, mournynge and myserye 35 

Dyd hym torment without endynge. 

But nowe it is tyme for me to be goynge. 

And hence to departe for a certejme space. 

For I do heare the Ryche man commynge 

With the wanton boye into this place, 40 

Here the Prologue speaker goeth out, 

and in commeth the Ryche man 

and his sonne. 

The Sonne. 

Father I beseche you father, shewe me the waye 

What thynge I were best to take in hand, 

Wherby this shorte lyfe so spende I maye 

That all gryefe and trouble, I myght withstande. 
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The Father. 

V̂hat is the meanynge (my chylde) I the praye 45 

This question to demaunde of me? 

For that thynge to do, I am glad alwaye 

Which shoulde not be grevous to the. 

The Sonne. 

Marye but therfore, of you counsell I take, 

Seynge nowe my Chyldehood, I am cleane past, 50 

That unto me, ye playnely do make. 

What to a yongman is best for to tast. 

The Father. 

I see nothinge truely my Sonne so mete 

And to prove so profytable for the 

As unto the Schole to move thy feete, 55 

With studious Laddes, there for to be. 

The Sonne, 

What the Schole? Naye father, naye. 

Go to the Schole is not the best waye. 

The Father, 

Saye what thou lyste, for I can not invent 

A waye more commodyous in my Judgement, 60 

The Sonne. 

It is well knowne howe that ye have loved 

Me heretofore at all tymes most tenderlye 

But now (me thynke) ye have playnely shewed 

Certayne tokens of hatred. 
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For if I shoulde go to my Booke after your advyse 65 

Whiche have spent my Chyldehood so pleasauntlye, 

I maye then seeme dryven out of Paradyse 

To take payne and woe, gryefe and myserye. 

All thynges I had rather sustayne and abyde 

The busynes of the Schole ones cast asyde, 70 

Therfore thoughe ye crye tyll ye reve asunder 

I wyll not meddle with such a matter. 

The Father. 

Why can not I thee thus much perswade? 

For that in my mynde is the best trade. 

The Sonne. 

Whan all is saide and all is done, 75 

Concernynge all thynges both more and lesse 

Yet lyke to the Schole none under the Sonne 

Bryngeth to children so much heavynesse. 

The Father. 

What though it be paynfull, what though it be grevos. 

For so be all thynges at the fyrste learnynge, 80 

Yet mervaylous pleasure it bryngeth unto us 

As a rewarde for suche paynes takynge. 

Wherfore come of and be of good cheare 

And go to thy Booke without any feare 

For a man without knowledge (as I have read) 85 

Maye well be compared to one that is dead. 
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The Sonne. 

No more of the Schole, no more of the Booke 

That wofull worke is not for my purpose 

For upon those Bookes I maye not looke. 

If so I dyd, my laboure I should lose. 90 

The Father. 

Why than to me thy fansye expresse 

That the Schole matters to the are counted werynesse. 

The Sonne. 

Even as to a great man, wealthy and ryche 

Service and bondage is a harde thynge 

So to a Boye both dayntie and nyce 95 

Learnynge and studye is greatly displeasynge. 

The Father 

What my Chylde, displeasynge I praye the? 

That maketh a man lyve so happyly. 

The Sonne, 

Yea by my trouthe, suche kynde of wysdome 

Is to my hearte I tell you, verye lothesome, 100 

The Father, 

What tryall therof hast thou taken 

That the Scole of thee is so ill bespoken? 

The Sonne. 

What tryall therof woulde ye fayne knowe? 

Nothynge more easye then this to showe: 

At other boyes handes, I have it learned, 105 
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And that of those truelye most of all other 

Which for a certen tjrme have remayned 

In the house and pryson of a Scholemayster. 

The Father. 

I dare well saye, that there is no myserye 

But rather joye, pastyme, and pleasure 110 

Alwayes with Scholers kepynge company. 

No lyfe to this, I the well assure. 

The Sonne. 

It is not true Father which you do saye. 

The contrarye therof is proved alwaye. 

For as the Brute goeth by many a one, 115 

Their tender bodyes both nyght and daye 

Are whypped and scourged, and beate lyke a stone 

That from toppe to toe, the skyn is awaye. 

The Father, 

Is there not (saye they) for them in this case, 

Gyven other whyle for pardone some place? 120 

The Sonne. 

None truely none, but that alas, alas 

Diseases amonge them do growe apase. 

For out of their backe and syde doth floe. 

Of verye goore bloode merveylous abundance. 

And yet for all that is not suffered to goe, 125 

Tyll death be almost seene in their countinaunce. 

Shoulde I be content then thyther to runne. 
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Where the bloude from my breeche thus shoulde spuane. 

So longe as my wyttes shall be myne owne. 

The Scholehouse for me shall stande alone. 130 

The Father, 

But I am sure that this kynde of facion 

Is not shewed to children of honest condicion. 

The Sonne. 

Of trouth with these Maisters is no dyfference 

For alyke towardes all, is their wrathe and violence. 

The Father, 

Sonne in this poynt, thou art quyte deceyved 135 

And without doubte falsely perswaded 

For it is not to be judged that any Scholemayster, 

Is of so great fiersenes and crueltye 

And of yonge Infantes so sore a tormenter 

That the breath shoulde be about to leave the bodye, 140 

The Sonne, 

Father this thynge I coulde not have beleved 

But of late dayes I dyd beholde 

An honest mannes sonne hereby buryed 

Which throughe many strypes was dead and colde. 

The Father. 

Peraventure the Childe of some disease did laboure 145 

Which was the cause of his Sepulture, 

The Sonne. 

With no disease surely, was he disquieted. 
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As unto me it was then reported. 

The Father. 

If that with no such thynge he were infected 

What was the cause that he departed. 150 

The Sonne. 

Men saye, that of this man, his bloudy mayster 

Who lyke a Lyon most commonly frowned, 

Beynge hanged up by the heeles togyther. 

Was bealy and buttocke grevouslye whipped. 

And last of all (whiche to speake I tremble) 155 

That his head to the wall he had often crusshed. 

The Father 

Thus to thynke Sonne, thou art beguyled verelye. 

And I woulde wysshe the to suppose the contrary. 

And not for suche tales my counsell to forsake 

Which only do covet thee learned to make. 160 

The Sonne. 

If Demosthenes and Tully were present truely 

They coulde not prynt it within my head depely. 

The Father, 

Yet by thy fathers wyll and intercession. 

Thou shalt be content that thinge to pardon. 

The Sonne, 

Commaunde what ye lyst, that onely excepted, 165 

And I will be redy your mynde to fulfyll. 

But where as I shulde to the Schole have resorted 
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My hande to the Palmer submyttynge styll. 

I wyll not obey ye therin to be playne, 

Thoughe with a thousande strokes I be slayne. 170 

The Father. 

Wo is me my Sonne, wo is me. 

This heavy and dolefull daye to see. 

The Sonne. 

I graunt in dede, I am your Sonne, 

But you my Father shall not be. 

If that ye wyll cast me into that pryson, 175 

Where tome in pieces ye myght me see. 

The Father. 

Where I myght see the tome and rent? 

0 Lord I coulde not suche a dede invent. 

The Sonne. 

Naye by the Masse, I holde ye, a grote 

Those cruell tyrauntes cut not my throte: 180 

Better it were myselfe dyd sleye. 

Then they with the Rodde my flesshe shoulde fleye. 

Well I woulde we dyd this talke omyt. 

For it is lothesome to me every whyt. 

The Father. 

What trade then (I praye the) shall I devyse 185 

Wherof thy lyvinge at length maye aryse? 

Wilte thou folowe Warfare, and a Souldiour be pointed. 

And so amonge Troyans and Romaynes be nombred. 
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The Sonne. 

See ye not maysters my Fathers advyse 

Have ye the lyke at any time harde? 190 

To wyll me therto, he is not wyse 

If my yeares and strength he dyd regarde. 

Ye speake worse and worse, what soever ye saye 

This maner of life is not a good waye. 

For no kynde of offyce can me please, 195 

Which is subjecte to woundes and strokes alwaies. 

The Father. 

Somwhat to do, it is mete and conveniet, 

Wylte thou then gyve thy dylygent endevoure 

To let thy youth unhonestly be spent 

And do as poore knaves, which Jaxes do scoure? 200 

For I do not see that any good Arte 

Or els any honest Science, or occupacion 

Thou wylte be content to have a parte 

After thy fathers mynde and exhortacion. 

The Sonne. 

Ha, ha, ha, a laboure in verye deede, 205 

God send hym that lyfe which standes in neede. 

There be many fathers that chyldren have 

And yet not make the worst of them a slave. 

Might not you of yourselfe be well ashamed 

Which wolde have your sonne thyther constrayned? 210 
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The Father. 

I woulde not have the dryven to that succoure. 

Yet for bycause the Scriptures declare. 

That he shoulde not eate, which wyll not laboure 

Some worke to do it must be thy care. 

The Sonne. 

Father, it is but a folye with you to stryve 215 

But yet notwithstandynge I hope to thryve. 

The Father. 

That this thyne intente maye take good successe 

I praye God hartely of hys goodnes. 

The Sonne. 

Well, well, shall I in fewe wordes reherse. 

What thinge doth most my Conscience perse? 220 

The Father. 

Therwith I am Sonne very well contented. 

The Sonne. 

Yea but I thynke that ye wyll not be pleased. 

The Father. 

In dede peradventure it maye so chaunce. 

The Sonne. 

Naye but I praye ye without any perchaunce. 

Shall not my request turne to your grevaunce. 225 

The Father. 

If it be just and lawfull, which thou doest requyre. 
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The Sonne. 

Both just and lawfull have ye no feare. 

The Father. 

Nowe therfore aske, what is thy peticion? 

The Sonne. 

Loe this it is without further Dilacion, 

For so much as all yongmen for this my Beautie, 230 

As the Moone, the starres, I do farre excell, 

Therfore out of hande, with all spede possybly. 

To have a wife (me thynke) wolde do well. 

For now I am yonge, lyvely, and lustie. 

And welcome besydes to all mennes companye. 235 

The Father. 

Good Lord, good Lord, what do I here? 

The Sonne. 

Is this your begynnynge to performe my desyre. 

The Father. 

Alas my chylde, what meaneth thy dotynge? 

Why doest thou covet thy owne undoynge? 

The Sonne. 

I knowe not in the worlde howe to do the thynge 240 

That to this stomacke, maye be delyghtynge. 

The Father. 

Why foolysshe Ideot, thou goest about a wyfe 

Which is a burthen and yoke all thy lyfe. 
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The Sonne. 

Admyt she shall as a burthen with me remayne. 

Yet wyll I take one, if your good wyll I attayne. 245 

The Father. 

Sonne it shall not be thus by my counsell. 

The Sonne. 

I truste ye wyll not me otherwyse compell. 

The Father. 

If thou were as wyse, as I have judged the 

Thou woldest in this case be ruled by me. 

The Sonne. 

To folowe the contrarye, I can not be turned 250 

My harte theron is styflly fixed. 

The Father. 

What I saye, about thine owne distruction? 

The Sonne. 

No, no, but about myne own salvation: 

For if I be helped, I swere by the Masse, 

It is onely Maryage that brynges it to passe. 255 

It is not the Schole, it is not the Booke, 

It is not Science or Occupacion, 

It is not to be a Barbour or Cooke 

Wherein is now set my consolacion. 

And synce it is thus, be father content 260 

For to marye a wyfe, I am full bent. 
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The Father. 

Well if thou wylt not my Sonne, be ruled 

But nedes wyll folowe thyne owne foolysshenes. 

Take hede hereafter if thou be troubled 

At me thou never seeke redresse. 265 

For I am certeyn thou canst not abyde 

Any payne at all, gryefe, or vexacion. 

Thy Chyldhood with me so easely dyd slyde 

Full of all pastyme and delectacyon. 

And if thou woldest folowe the Booke and learnynge, 270 

And with thy selfe also, take a wyse waye: 

Then thou mayst get a gentlemans lyvynge 

And with many other beare a great swaye. 

Besydes this I wolde in time to come 

After my power, and small habylytie, 275 

Helpe the and further the, as my wysdome, 

Shulde me most counsell for thy Commodytie. 

And such a wyfe I woulde prepare for the 

As shoulde be vertuous, wise and honest. 

And gyve the wyth her after my degree, 280 

Wherby thou mightest alwayes lyve in rest. 

The Sonne. 

I cannot, I tell ye agayne, so much of my lyfe 

Consume at my Booke without a wyfe. 

The Father. 

I perceyve therfore, I have done to well 
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And shewed over much favoure to the, 285 

That now agaynst me thou doest rebell 

And for thyne owne furtheraunce wylt not agree. 

Wherfore of my goodes thou gettest not a peny 

Nor anye succoure els at my handes 

For such a childe is most unworthy 290 

To have any parte of his fathers landes. 

The Sonne. 

I do not esteme Father your goodes or landes 

Or any parte of all your treasure. 

For I judge it ynoughe to be out of handes 

And from this daye forward to take my pleasure. 295 

The Father. 

Well, if it shall chaunce the thy folye to repent 

As thou art lyke within short space, 

Thynke none but thy selfe worthy to be shent, 

Lettynge my councell to take no place. 

The Sonne. 

As touchynge that matter, I wyll no man blame 300 

Now farewell father, most hartely for the same. 

The Father. 

Farewell my Sonne, departe in Goddes name. 

The Sonne. 

Rome I saye rome, let me be gone 

My Father if he lyst, shall tarye alone. 

Here the Sonne goeth out and the 
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Ryche man taryeth behinde alone. 

The Father. 

Nowe at the last I do my selfe consyder 305 

Nowe great griefe it is and hevynes. 

To every man, that is a Father, 

To suffre his chylde to folowe wantonnes. 

If I myght lyve a hundred yeares longer 

And shoulde have sonnes and daughters many 310 

Yet for this Boyes sake, I wyll not suffer. 

One of them all at home with me to tarye. 

They shoulde not be kept thus under my wynge 

And have all that which they desyre. 

For why it is but theyr onely undoynge 315 

And after the Proverbe, we put oyle to the fyre. 

Wherfore we Parentes must have a regarde. 

Our Chyldren in time for to subdue 

Or els we shall have them ever untowarde. 

Yea, spytefull, disdaynfull, nought, and untrue. 320 

And let us them thruste alwaye to the Schole 

Wherby at their Bookes they maye be kept under: 

And so we shall shortely their course coole. 

And brynge them to honestie, vertue and Nurture. 

But alas now a dayes (the more is the pytye) 325 

Science and learnynge is so lytell regarded. 

That none of us all doth muse or studye 

To see our chyldren well taught and instructed. 
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We decke them, we trym them with gorgious araye 

We pampre and fede them, and kepe them so gaye 

That in the ende of all this, they be our foes 

We basse them, kysse them, we looke rounde about 

We mervaile and wonder to see them so leave 

We ever anone doe invent and seke out. 

To make them goe tricksie, gallaunt, and cleane. 

Which is nothynge els, but the very provokynge 

To all unthriftynes, vice, and Iniquitie, 

It puffeth them up, it is an allurynge 

Their fathers and mothers at lengthe to defye. 

Which thing myne owne Sonne doth playnely declare 

Whom I alwayes intierly have loved. 

He was so my Joye, he was so my care 

That now of the same I am despised. 

And now he is hence from me departed. 

He hath no delyght with me to dwell. 

He is not merye untyll he be maryed. 

He hath of knaverye tooke such a smell. 

But yet seynge that he is my Sonne, 

He doth me constrayne bytterly to weepe, 

I am not (me thynke) well, tyll I be gone 

For this place I can no lenger keepe. 

Here the Ryche man goeth out 

and the two Cookes commeth in 

Fyrst the one and then the other. 
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The Mancooke. 

Make hast Blaunche Blabbe It Out, and come a waye 

For we have ynought to do all this whole daye. 

Why Blaunche Blabbe It Out, wilt thou not come 

And knowest what busynes there is to be done? 355 

If thou maye be set with the pot at thy nose 

Thou carest not how other matters goes, 

Come a waye I byd the, and tarye no longer 

To trust to thy helpe, I am much the better. 

The Maydecooke. 

What a Murryn I say, what a noyse doest thou make? 360 

I thynke that thou be not well in the wyttes 

I never harde man on this sorte to take 

With suche angry wordes, and hastie fyttes. 

Mancooke. 

Why doest thou remembre, what is to be bought 

For the great Brydale agaynst tomorowe? 365 

The market must be in every place sought 

For all kynde of meates, God gvye the sorow, 

Maydecooke. 

What bannyng? What cursynge? Longtong is with the? 

I made as muche spede, as I coulde possyblye, 

Iwys thou mightest have taryed for me 370 

Untill in all pointes I had ben redye, 

I have for thee looked full oft heretofore. 

And yet for all that sayde never the more. 
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Mancooke. 

Well for this ones, I am with thee content 

So that hereafter thou make more hast, 375 

Or els I tell thee, thou wylte it repent. 

To loyter so longe, tyll the Market be past. 

For there must be bought Byefe, Veale, and Mutton, 

And that even such as is good and fat 

With Pigge, Geese, Conyes and Capon, 380 

Howe sayest thou Blaunch Blabbe It Out unto that? 

Maydecooke. 

I can not tell Longtonge, what I shoulde saye 

Of such good cheare I am. so glad: 

That if I woulde not eate all that daye 

My bealy to fyll, I were verye made. 385 

Mancooke. 

There must be also Fesaunte and Swanne 

There must be Heronsewe, Partiche and Quayle, 

And therfore I must do, what I can. 

That of none of all these the Gentleman fayle. 

I dare saye he lookes for many thinges moe, 390 

To be prepared against tomorne, 

Wherfore I saye, hence let us goe. 

My feete do stande upon a thorne. 

Maydecooke. 

Naye good Longtonge, I praye the ones agayne 

To here yet of my mynde, a words or twayne. 395 
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Mancooke. 

Come of then: dispatche, and speake it quicklye 

For what thynge it is, thou causest me tary. 

Maydecooke. 

Of whence is this Gentleman, that tomorowe is married 

Where doth his father and his mother dwell? 

Above fourty myles he hath travayled 400 

As yester nyght his Servaunte dyd tell. 

Mancooke. 

In verye dede, he commes a great waye. 

With my Mayster he maye not longe abyde. 

It hath cost hym so muche on costly araye. 

That Money out of his purse apace doth slyde. 405 

They saye that his frendes by ryche and wealthy 

And in the Cytie of London have their dwellynge. 

But yet of them all he hath no peny. 

To spende and bestowe here at his weddynge. 

And if it be true that his Servaunte dyd saye 410 

He hath utterly lost his fryndes good wyll 

Bycause he wolde not their counsayle obaye. 

And in his owne Countrey tarye styll. 

As for this woman, which hee shall marye 

At Sainct Albones alwayes, hath spent her lyfe 415 

I thynke she be a shrew, I tell thee playnely. 

And full of debate, malyce and stryfe. 
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Maydecooke. 

Thoughe I never sawe this woman before 

Whiche hither with him this Gentelman brought. 

Yet nevertheles I have tokens in store, 420 

To judge of a woman that is frowarde and nought. 

The typ of her nose, is as sharpe as myne 

Her tonge and her tune is very shryll 

I warraunt her, she commes of an ungracius kyn. 

And Ioveth to much her pleasure and wyll. 425 

What thoughe she be now so neate and so nyce. 

And speaketh as gentle as ever I hearde: 

Yet yongmen which be both wyttie and wyse. 

Such lookes, and such wordes, shulde not regarde, 

Mancooke, 

Blaunch Blabbe It Out, thou sayest verye true 430 

I thinke thou beginnest at length to preache 

This thynge to me is straunge and new. 

To heare such a foole yongmen to teache, 

Maydecooke, 

A foole mine owne Longtong, why calst thou me foole 

Thoughe nowe in the kytchyn I waste the daye, 435 

Yet in tymes paste I went to Schoole, 

And of my laten Prymer I tooke assaye. 

Mancooke. 

Maysters thys woman dyd take such assaye. 

And then in those dayes so applyed her booke. 
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That one worde therof, she carryed not awaye, 440 

But then of a Scholer was made a Cooke. 

I dare saye she knoweth not, howe her Primer began. 

Which of her mayster she learned than. 

Maydecooke. 

I trowe it began with Domine labia aperies. 

Mancooke, 

What dyd it begyn with butterde peeas? 445 

Maydecooke, 

I tell the agayne, with Domine labia aperies. 

If nowe to heare, it be thyne ease. 

Mancooke. 

How, how, with my Madame laye in the peeas? 

Maydecooke. 

I thynke thou art mad with Domine labia aperies. 

Mancooke, 

Yea mary, I judged it went such wayes, 450 

It began with Dorithe laye up the keyes. 

Maydecooke. 

Naye then God night, I perceyve by thys geare. 

That none is so deafe, as who wyll not heare, 

I spake as playnely, as I coulde devise. 

Yet me understande, thou canst in no wyse. 455 

Mancooke. 

Why yet ones agayne, and I wyll better lysten 

And looke upon the, howe thy lyppes do open. 
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Maydecooke. 

Well marke then, and barken ones for all: 

Or els heare it agayne thou never shall. 

My Booke I saye, began with Domine labia aperies. 460 

Mancooke. 

Fye, fye, howe slowe am I of understandynge? 

Was it all this whyle, Domine labia aperies? 

Belyke I have lost my sense of hearynge. 

With broylynge and burnynge in the kytchyn a dayes. 

Maydecooke. 

I promysse the thou semest to have done lytell better 465 

For that I wote in my lyfe I never sawe. 

One lyke to thy selfe, in so easye a matter. 

Unlesse he were deafe, thus playe the Dawe. 

Mancooke. 

Come on, come on, we have almost forgotten 

Such plentie of victualles as we shulde bye 470 

It were almes by my trothe, thou were well beaten 

Bycause so longe thou hast made me tarye. 

Maydecooke, 

Tusshe tusshe, we shall come in very good season. 

If so be thou goest as fast as I, 

Take up thy basket and quickely have done 475 

We wyll be both there by and by. 

Mancooke, 

I for my parte wyll never leave runnynge 
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Untyll that I come to the Signe of the Whitynge. 

Here the two Cookes runne out 

and in commeth the Yongman and 

the Yongwoman his Lover. 

The Yongwoman. 

Where is my sweetynge, whom I do seeke 

He promysed me to have mette me here 

Tyll I speake with him, I thinke it a weeke 

For he is my Joye, he is my chere. 

There is no night, there is no daye 

But that my thoughtes be all of hym 

I have no delyght if he be awaye. 

Such toyes in my heade do ever swym. 

But beholde at the last, where he doth come 

For whom my harte desyred longe. 

Now shall I know all an some. 

Or els I woulde saye, I had great wronge 

The Yongman. 

My darlynge, my Conye, my Byrde so bryght of blee, 

Sweetehart I saye, all haylee to thee 

Now do our Loves, be they fast asleepe 

Or the olde lyvelynes, do to they styll keepe? 

The Yongewoman. 

Do ye aske and my Love be fast asleepe? 

0 if a woman maye utter her mynde, 

My love had almost made me to weepe 
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Bycause that even now I dyd not you fynde 

I thought it surely a whole hundred yere, 

Tyll in this place I sawe you here. 500 

The Yongman. 

Alacke, alacke, I am sorye for this, 

I had such busines I myght not come 

But ye maye perceyve what my wyt is. 

How small regarde I have and wisdome. 

The Yongwoman. 

Wheras ye aske me concernynge my love 505 

I well assure you, it doth dayly augment: 

Nothynge can make me starte or move 

You onely to love is myne intent. 

The Yongman. 

And as for my love doth never relente. 

For of you I do dreame, of you I do thynke: 510 

To dynner and supper, I never went. 

But of Beere and Wyne to you I dyd drinke. 

Now of such thynges therfore to make an ende 

Which pytyfull lovers do cruelly torment. 

To Maryage in Goddes name, let us discende 515 

As unto this houre we have bene bente. 

The Yongwoman. 

Your wyll to accomplysshe I am as redye. 

As any woman, beleve me truelye. 
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The Yongman. 

This Rynge then I gyve you as a token sure, 

Wherby our love shall alwayes endure. 520 

The Yongwoman. 

With a pure pretence your pledge I take gladly 

For a Signe of our love, fayth and fydelytie. 

The Yongman. 

Nowe I am safe, nowe I am glad. 

Now I do lyve, nowe I do raigne: 

Me thought tyll now I was to sad, 525 

Wherfore sadnes flye hence agayne. 

Awaye with those words which my father brought out 

Awaye with his saigenes and exhortacion 

He coulde not make me his foole or his lowte. 

And put me besydes this delectacion. 530 

Dyd he judge that I woulde go to the Schoole, 

And might my tyme spende after this sorte? 

I am not his Calfe, nor yet his foole. 

This Virgin I kysse, is my comforte. 

The Yongwoman, 

Well than I praye you let us be maryed 535 

For me thynke from it we have longe taryed. 

The Yongman. 

Agreed my Sweetynge, it shalbe then done, 

Synce that thy good wyll I have goten and wone. 
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The Yongwoman. 

There wolde this daye be very good cheare 

That every one his bealy may fyll, 540 

And thre or foure Minstrelies wolde be here 

That none in the house syt idle or styll. 

The Yongman. 

Take ye no thought for abundaunce of meate 

That shoulde be spent at our Brydale, 

For there shalbe ynought for all men to eate 545 

And Minstrelles besydes therto shall not fayle. 

The Cookes I dare saye, a good whyle agone 

With such kynde of flesshe as I dyd them tell 

Are from the market both come home 

Or els my owne Conye they do not well 550 

I knewe before that I come to this place 

We shoulde be maryed togyther thys daye 

Which caused me then forthwith in this case 

To sende for victualles or I came awaye. 

The Yongwoman. 

Wherfore then (I praye ye) shall we go to our Inne, 555 

And looke that every thinge be made redye. 

Or els all is not worth a Brasse pynne. 

Such hast is requyred in matrymonye. 

The Yongman. 

I thinke six a clocke it is, not much passed 

But yet to the priest we wyll make hast 560 
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That accordynge to custome we maye be both coupled 

And with a stronge knot for ever bounde fast. 

Yet ere I departe, some songe I wyll synge. 

To the intent to declare my Joye without feare 

And in the meane tyme you maye my swetynge, 565 

Rest your selfe in this lytell chayre. 

The Songe. 

Spyte of his spyte, which that in vayne , 

Doth seeke to force my fantasye, 

— ^ profest for losse or gayne, 

To be thyne owne assuredlye: 570 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne. 

My fantasye wyll never turne. 

Although my father of busye wytte. 

Doth babble styll, 1^ care not tho, 

_I have no feare, nor yet wyll flytte, 575 

As doth the water to and fro, 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne. 

My fantasye wyll never turne. 

For I am set and wyll not swerve, 

Whom spytefull speache removeth nought 580 

And synce that Î  thy grace deserve, 

1^ count it is not derely bought, 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne. 

My fantasie wyll never turne. 

Who is afrayde. Let you hym flye, 585 
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For J. shall well abyde the brunte: 

Maugre to hys lyppes that lysteth to lye 

Of busye braynes as is the wonte. 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne. 

My fantasye wyll never turne. 590 

Who lysteth therat to laughe or loure 

L a^ tiot he that ought doth retche 

There is no payne that hath the power, 

Out of my brest your love to fetche, 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne, 595 

My fantasye wyll never turne. 

For wheras he moved me _to the Schoole, 

And onely to folowe my Booke and learnenynge; 

He coulde never make me such a^ foole. 

With all his softe woordes, and fayre speakynge. 600 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne, 

My fantasye wyll never turne. 

This Mynion here, this mynelug Trull, 

Doth please me more a_ thousande folde; 

Then all the earthe that is so full, 605 

Of precious stones, Sylver and Golde. 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne. 

My fantasye wyll never turne. 

Whatsoever 1^ dyd, it was for her sak 

It was for her love, and onely pleasure, 610 

I counte it no laboure, such laboure to take. 
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In gettynge to me £o hyghe a. treasure. 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne. 

My fantasie wyll never turne. 

This daye _I intended for to be mery, 615 

Althoughe my harde Father be farre hence. 

1^ knowe no cause for to be hevye, 

For all this coste and great expence. 

Wherfore let my father spyte and spurne. 

My fantasye wyll never turne. 620 

How lyke ye this songe, my owne swete Rose, 

Is it well made for our purpose? 

The Yongwoman. 

I never harde in all my lyfe a better. 

More pleasaunte, more meete for the matter. 

Now let us go then, the mornynge is nye gone 625 

We can not any longer here remaine: 

Farewell good Masters everyechone, 

Tyll from the Churche we come agayne. 

Here they go out, and in 

commeth the Priest alone. 

The Priest. 

Syrs, by my trouthe it is a worlde to see. 

The excedynge negligence of every one. 

Even from the hyest to the lowest degree. 

Both goodnes and conscience is cleane gone, 

There is a yonge gentelman in this towne. 

630 
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Who this same daye now must be maryed: 

Yet thoughe I woulde bestowe a Crowne, 635 

That knave the Clarke can not be spyed. 

For he is safe if that in the Alehouse, 

He maye syt typlyng of Nutbrowne Ale: 

That oft he commes foorth as dronke as Mouse, 

With a nose of his owne not greatly pale, 640 

And this is not once, but every daye. 

Almost of my faith, throughe out the whole yeare. 

That he these trickes doth use to playe. 

Without all shame, dreade and feare. 

He knoweth himselfe that yester nyghte, 645 

The sayde yonge gentelman came to me. 

And then desyred, that he myght 

This mornynge betymes maryed be. 

But now I doubte it wyll be bye noone. 

Ere that this busynes be quite ended: 650 

Unlesse the knavysshe foole come very soone. 

That this same thinge maye be dispatched. 

And therfore synce that this noughty packe. 

Hath at this present me thus served. 

He is like hence forwarde my good wyll to lacke 655 

Or els unwyse I myght be judged. 

I am taught hereafter, howe such a one to trust. 

In any matter concernynge the Churche, 

For if I shulde, I perceyve that I must. 



Of myne owne honestie loose verye much. 

And yet for all this, from weeke to weeke. 

For his stypende and wages he ever cryeth. 

And for the same contynually doth seeke. 

As from tyme to tyme playnely appeareth. 

But whyther his wages he hath deserved, 665 

Unto you all I do me reporte. 

Since that his duetie he hath not fulfylled. 

Nor to the Churche wyll scant resorte. 

That many a tyme and oft, I am fayne 

To playe the Priest, Clarke, and all 670 

Thoughe thus to do, it is great payne. 

And my rewarde but very small, 

Wherfore (God wyllynge) I wyll such order take. 

Before that I be many dayes elder. 

That he shalbe glad this towne to forsake 675 

And learne evermore to please his better. 

And in such wyse all they shall be used, 

Which in this parysshe entende to be Clarkes, 

Great pytie it were, the Churche shoulde be disordered 

Bycause that such Swylbowles do not their warkes. 680 

And to saye trueth, in many a place. 

And other great townes besyde this same. 

The Priestes and Parishioners be in the lyke case. 

Which to the Churchwardens maye be a shame. 

How shulde the Priest his offyce fulfyll, 685 
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Accordyngly as in dede he ought? 

When that the Clarke wyll have a selfe wyll 

And alwayes in Service tyme must be sought? 

Notwithstandynge at this present there is no remedy 

But to take tyme, as it doth fall, 690 

Wherfore I wyll go hence and make me ready 

For it helpeth not to chase or brail. 

Here the Priest goeth out, 

and in commethe the Rych Man. 

The Ryche Man. 

Commynge this daye foorth of my Chambre, 

Even as for water to wasshe I dyd call. 

By chaunce I espyed a certayne straunger, 695 

Standynge beneath within my Hall. 

Who in very deede came from the Inholder 

Wheras for a tyme my Sonne dyd lye. 

And sayde that his mayster had sent me a letter. 

And bade hym to brynge it with all spede possyblye. 700 

Wherin he did write that as this daye 

That unthrifte my Sonne to a certein Mayde, 

Shoulde then be wedded, without further delaye. 

And hath borowed more, than wyll be payde. 

And synce that he harde, he was my Sonne, 705 

By a Gentleman or two, this other daye: 

He thought that it shoulde be very well done. 

To let me have knowledge therof by the waye. 
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And wylled me if that I woulde any thynge 

Of hym to be done of me in this matter: 710 

That then he his Servaunt such worde shulde brynge 

As at his commynge he might do hereafter. 

I bade hym thanke his Mayster most hartelye 

And sent hjmi, by hym a peece of Venison: 

For that he vouchsaved to wryte so gentely, 715 

Touchynge the marying and state of my Sonne, 

But notwithstandynge I sent hym no Money, 

To paye such Dettes as my Sonne dyd owe. 

Because he had me forsaken utterly. 

And mee for his good Father wolde not knowe, 720 

And sayde that with hym I woulde not make. 

From that day forwarde, durynge my life 

But as he had brewed, that so he shulde bake, 

Synce of hys owne choosynge, he gat him a wife. 

Thus whan his Servaunte from me departed 725 

Into my Chambre I went agayne. 

And there a great whyle I bitterly weeped. 

This newes to me was so great payne: 

And thus with these wordes I began to mone, 

Lamentynge and mournynge my self all alone, 730 

0 madnes, 0 dotynge of those yonge folke 

0 myndes without wytte, advyse, and discretion. 

With whom their parentes can beare no stroke 

In their first Matrimoniall conjunction 
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They knowe not what myserye griefe and unquietnes 735 

Wyll hereafter ensue, of their extreme foolysshenes. 

Of all such laboures, they be cleane ignorant. 

Which in the nourysshynge and kepynge of Chyldren 

To their great charges, it is convenient 

Either of them hencefoorth to sustayne: 740 

Concernynge expences bestowed in a bowse 

They perceyve as lyttell as doth the Mowse. 

On the one syde, the wyfe wyll brail and scolde. 

On the other side the Infant wyll crye in the Cradell: 

Anone when the Chylde waxeth somwhat olde, 745 

For meate and drynke, he begynnes to babbell. 

Hereupon commeth it, that at markettes and fayres 

A Husband is forced to bye many wares. 

Yet for all this hath my foolysshe Sonne 

As wyse as a Wodcocke, without any wytte, 750 

Despysynge his fathers mynde and opynion, 

Maryed a wyfe for hym most unfytte, 

Supposynge that myrth to be everlastynge. 

Which then at the fyrste was greatly pleasynge. 

How they two wyll lyve, I can not tell, 755 

Wherto they maye trust, they have nothynge 

My mynde gyveth me, that they wyll come dwell. 

At length by their father for wante of lyvinge. 

But my Sonne doubtles, for any thynge that I know: 

Shall reape in such wyfe as he dyd sowe, 760 
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True he shall fynde, that Hipponartes dyd wryte 

Who sayde with a wyfe are two dayes of pleasure 

The first is the joye of the Maryage daye and nyght 

The seconde to be at the wyfes Sepulture: 

And this by experience he shall prove true, 765 

That of his Brydale great evylles do ensue. 

And (as I suppose,) it wyll prove in his lafe. 

When he shall wysshe that to him it may chaunce. 

Which unto Eupolis and also his wife. 

The nyght they were wedded, fell for a vengeaunce 770 

Who with the hevy ruyne of the Bedde were slayne. 

As the Poet Ovid in these two Verses makes playne 

Si tibi conjugii nox prima, novissima vite, 

Eupolis, hoc periit, and nova nupta modo. 

Ovidius wrytinge agaynst one Ibis his enemye 775 

That the fyrst night of his Maryage dyd wysshe 

The last of his lyfe myght be certenly. 

For so (quod he) dyd Eupolis and hys wife perysshe. 

Yet to my Sonne I praye God to sende 

Because therunto me Nature doth bynde: 780 

Thoughe he hath offended, a better ende. 

Then Eupolis and his wyfe dyd fynde. 

And nowe I shall longe ever anone, 

Tyll some of those quarters come rydynge hyther. 

Unto the which'my Sonne is gone, 785 

To knowe how they do lyve togyther. 
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But I am fastynge, and it is almost noone 

And more than tyme that I had dyned: 

Wherfore from hence I wyll go soone, 

I thinke by this tyme, my meate is burned. 790 

Here the Ryche Man goeth out, and in 

commeth the yongman his sonne with the 

yongwoman, beynge both maryed. 

The Husbande, 

0 my sweete wyfe, my pretye Conye, 

The Wyfe. 

0 my Husbande, as pleasaunte as Honnye. 

The Husbande. 

0 lorde wath pleasures and great commodytie. 

Are heaped togyther in Matrimonye? 

The Wyfe, 

Howe vehement, how stronge a thynge love is? 795 

Howe many smyrkes, and dulsome kysses? 

The Husbande, 

What smylynge? What laughyng? 

What sporte, pastyme, and playenge? 

The Wyfe. 

What ticklynge: what toyinge. 

What dalyenge, what joyenge? 800 

The Husbande. 

The man with the wyfe is wholly delyghted 

And with many causes to laughter enforced. 
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The Wyfe, 

Whan they two drynke, they drynke togyther 

They never eate, but one wyth another. 

The Husbande. 

Somtymes to their Garden foorth they walke 805 

And into the fyeldes somtymes they go. 

With mery trickes, and gestures they talke 

As they do move their feete to and fro. 

The Wyfe, 

Somtymes they ryde into the Countrey 

Passynge the tyme wyth mirth and sporte, 810 

And when with their fryndes, they have ben merye: 

Home to their owne house they do resorte. 

The Husbande, 

Somtymes abrode they go, to see playes. 

And other trym fyghtes, for to beholde: 

When often they meete in the hye wayes 815 

Muche of their aquaintaunce they knewe of olde. 

The Wyfe. 

Sometymes to the Churche, they do repayre 

To here the Sermon that shalbe made: 

Thoughe it to remembre, they have small care, 

For why? They be now, but fewe of that trade. 820 

The Husbande. 

Somtymes at home, at cardes they playe 

Somtymes at this game somtymes at that 
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They nede not with sadnes to passe the daye 

Nor yet to syt styll, or stande in one plat. 

The Wyfe. 

And as for us wyfes, occasions do mone, 825 

Somtymes with our Gossyppes to make good cheare 

Or els we dyd not, as dyd us behove. 

For certayne dales and weekes in the yeare. 

The Husbande. 

I thynke that a man might spende a whole daye 

Declarynge the Joyes, and endles blys: 830 

Which maryed persones receyve alwaye. 

If they love faythfullye, as meete it is. 

The Wyfe. 

Wyves can not choose, but love earnestlye 

If that their Husbandes do all thynges well 

Or eles my sweete harte, we shall espye, 835 

That in quietnes they can not dwell. 

The Husbande, 

If they do not, it maye be a shame 

For I love you hartele I you assure: 

Or els I were truely greatly to blame 

Ye are so lovynge, so kynde, and demure. 

The Wyfe, 

I trust that with neither hande or foote. 

Ye shall see any occasion by mee: 

But that I love you even from the harte roote 

840 
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And durynge my lyfe so intende to be. 

The Husbande, 

Who then merye Maryage can discommende 845 

And wyll not with Aristotle in his Ethickes agree? 

But wyll saye, that myserye is the ende 

When otherwyse I fynde it to be: 

A polytique man wyll marye a wyfe 

As the Phylosopher makes declaration, 850 

Not onely to have chyldren by his lyfe. 

But also for lyvynge, helpe, and sustentacion. 

The Wyfe, 

Who wyll not with Herocles playnely confesse. 

That Mankynde to societie is wholly adjoynyng? 

And in this Societie neverthelesse: 855 

Of worthy Wedlocke tooke the begynnynge. 

Without the which, no Cytie can stande 

Nor Householde be perfecte in any lande. 

The Husbande. 

Pythagoras, Socrates, and Crates also 

Whiche truely were men of very small Substaunce 860 

As I harde my father tell longe ago, 

Dyd take them wyfes with a safe conscience: 

And dwelled togyther, supposynge that they 

Were unto Philosophy, nother stoppe nor staye. 

The Wyfe. 

Yea what can be more accordynge to kynde 865 
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Then a man to a woman hymselfe to bynde? 

The Husbande. 

Awaye with those therfore that Mariage despyse 

And of daungers therof invent many lyes. 

The Wyfe. 

But what is he that commeth yonder. 

Do ye not thinke it is our man? 870 

Somewhat there is that he hasteth hyther. 

For he makes as muche speed as he can. 

Here the Servaunte of the Ryche 

mannes Sonne commeth in, with an 

errande to his Mayster. 

Servaunte. 

Mayster there is a Straunger at home 

He wolde very fayne with you talke: 

For untyll that to hym you do come 875 

Forth of the doores he wyll not walke. 

The Husbande. 

Come on then my wife, if it be so. 

Let us departe hence for a season: 

For I am not well tyll I do knowe 

Of that mannes commynge the very reason. 

Here they both go out, and their 

Servaunt doth tary behind alone. 

Servaunte. 

Let them go bothe, and do what they wyll 

880 
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And with communicacion fyll their bealy: 

For I by Sainct George wyll tary here styll. 

In all my lyfe I was never so werye. 

I have this daye fylled so many Pottes 885 

With all maner wyne. Ale, and Beere: 

That I wysshed their bealyes full of Bottes 

Longe of whom was made suche cheare. 

What kyndes of meate, both flesshe and fyshe 

Have I poore knave to the table caryed? 890 

From tyme to tjone dysshe after dysshe. 

My legges from goynge never ceased. 

What runnynge had I for Apples and Nuttes? 

What callyng for Biskettes, Cumfettes and Caroweies? 

A vengeaunce sayde I, lyght on their guttes 895 

That makes me to turne so many wayes. 

What cryinge was there for Cardes and Dice? 

What roystynge, what russlynge made they within? 

I counted them all not greatly wyse. 

For my head dyd almost ake with dyn. 900 

What bablyng, what janglynge was in the house? 

What quaffyng, what bybbyng with many a Cuppe? 

That some laye alonge as dronke as a Mouse 

Not able so much as their heades to holde up. 

What daunsynge, what leapyng, what jumpyng about 905 

From benche to benche, and stoole to stoole? 

That I wondered their braynes dyd not fall out 
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When they so outragiously playde the foole. 

What juglyng was there upon the boordes? 

What thrustyng of knyves throughe many a nose 910 

What bearing of formes? What holdinge of Swordes? 

And puttynge of Botkyns throughe legge and hose? 

Yet for all that they called for dryncke. 

And sayde that they coulde not playe for drye 

That many at me dyd nodde and wynke 915 

Bycause I shoulde brynge it by and by. 

How so ever they sported the pot dyd styll walke 

If that were awaye, then all was lost: 

Forever anone the Jugge was their talke. 

They paste not who bare such charge and coste. 920 

Therfore let hjmi looke his Purse be ryght good. 

That it may discharge all that is pente. 

Or els it wyll make hys haere growe through his hood 

There was suche havocke made at this present, 

But I am afearde my maister be angrye 925 

That I dyd abyde thus longe behynde: 

Yet for his angre I passe not greatly. 

His wordes they be but onely wynde. 

Now that I have rested so longe in this place 

Homewarde agayne, I wyll hye me apase. 930 

Here the Servaunte goeth out, 

and in commeth fyrst the Wyfe, and 

shortely after the Husbande. 
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The Wyfe. 

Where is my Husbande, was he not here? 

I mervayle much whyther he is gone 

Than I perceyve I am much the nere. 

But loe, where he commeth hyther alone. 

Wot ye what Husband, from daye to daye, 935 

With dayntye dysshes, our bodyes have bene fylled: 

What meate tomorowe nexte shall we assaye? 

Wherby we may then be both refresshed. 

The Husbande. 

Do ye nowe provyde and gyve a regarde 

For Victualles hereafter to be preparde? 940 

The Wyfe. 

But that I knowe Husbande, it lyeth us in hande 

Of thynges to come to have a consyderacion 

I would not ones wyll you to understande 

Aboute such busynes my carefull provision: 

It is nedefull therfore to worke we make hast 945 

That to get both our lyvynges we may knowe the cast. 

The Husbande. 

To trouble me nowe, and make me vexed. 

This mischievous meane hast thou invented. 

The Wyfe, 

What trouble for thee? What kynde of vexacion? 

Have I to disquiet thee, caused at this present? 950 

My onely mynde is, thou make expedycion 
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To seke for our profyte as is convenient. 

Wherfore to thee I saye ones agayne, 

Bycause to take paynes thou art so lothe. 

By Christ it were best, with might and mayne 955 

To fall to some worke, I sweare a great othe. 

The Husbande. 

Yet for a tyme, if it may thee please 

Let me be quit, and take myne ease. 

The Wyfe. 

Wilt thou have us then throughe hungre be starved: 

The Husbande. 

I woulde not we shulde for hungre be kylled. 960 

The Wyfe. 

Then I say then, this geare go about. 

And looke that thou laboure diligently: 

Or els thou shalt shortly prove without doubt. 

Thy sluggysshnes wyll not please me greatly. 

The Husbande. 

Begynnest thou even now to be paynefull and grevous 965 

And to thy Husbande, a woman so troublous? 

The Wyfe, 

What wordes have we here, thou misbegotten. 

Is there not alredy ynoughe to the spoken? 

The Husbande. 

0 myrth, 0 Joye, 0 pastyme and pleasure. 

How lyttell a space, do you endure? 970 
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The Wyfe. 

I see my commaundement can take no place. 

Thou shalt abye therfore, I sweare by the Masse. 

Here the Wyfe must stryke her 

Husbande handesomlye aboute 

the Shoulders with some thyng. 

The Husbande. 

Alas good wyfe, good wyfe, alas, alas, 

Stryke not so harde, I praye thee hartelye. 

Whatsoever thou wylte have brought to passe 975 

It shalbe done with all spede possyblye. 

The Wyfe, 

Laye these Faggottes man upon thy shoulder 

And carye thys wood from streete to strete: 

To sell the same, that we both togyther. 

Our lyvynge may get, as is most mete. 980 

Hence Nidiot hence, without more delaye 

What meanest thou thus, to stagger and staye? 

The Husbande. 

0 Lorde what howe myserable men be those 

Whiche to their wyfes as wretches be wedded 

And have them contynually their mortall foes 985 

Servynge them thus, as Slaves that be hyred. 

Nowe by experience true I do fynde, 

Whiche oftentymes unto me heretofore 

My father dyd saye, declarynge his mynde 



That in Matrymonie was payne evermore. 

What shall I do most pityfull Creature? 

Juste cause I have alas to lament: 

That franticke woman my death wyll procure 

If so be this daye without gayne be spent 

For unlesse for my wood som Money be taken 995 

Lyke a dogge, with a Cudgell I shalbe beaten. 

Ho thou good felowe which standest so nye 

Of these heavy bundelles ease my sore backe: 

And somewhat therfore gyve me by and by 

Or els I dye, for Sylver I do lacke. 1000 

Nowe that I have some Monye receyved 

For this my burden home I wyll go: 

And lest that my wyfe be discontented. 

What I have take, I wyll her showe. 

Wyfe I am come, I went a longe waye 1005 

And here is the profyte, and gaynes of this daye. 

The Wyfe. 

Why thou lowte, thou foole, thou horson folte. 

Is this thy wood money, thou pevisshe Dolte? 

Thou shalt smart for this geare, I make God a vowe 

Thou knowest no more to sell wood, then doth the sowe. 1010 

The Husbande. 

By Goddes precious I wyll not unwysely suffre 

To do as I have done, any longer. 

143 
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The Wyfe. 

Why doest thou ryse against me Villayne? 

Take hede I scrache not out thy eyes twayne. 

The Husbande. 

Scratche and thou dare, for I have a knyfe, 1015 

Perchaunce I wyll ryd the of thy lyfe. 

The Wyfe. 

Slaye me with thy knyfe, thou shytten Dastarde? 

Doest thou thinke to fynde me such a Dissarde? 

By Coxe bones I wyll make thy skyn to rattell. 

And the braynes in thy Scull more depely to sattell. 1020 

Here the wyfe must laye on 

lode uppon her Husbande. 

The Husbande. 

Good wyfe be content, forgeve me this faulte 

I wyll never agayne do that which is naught. 

The Wyfe. 

Go to foolysshe Calfe, go to, and upryse. 

And put up thy knyfe, I the advise. 

The Husbande. 

I wyll do your commaundementes whatsoever. 1025 

The Wyfe. 

Hence awaye then, and fyll this with water. 

The Husbande. 

0 mercyfull God, in what lamentable state 

Is he, of whom the wyfe is the mayster? 
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Wolde God I had bene predestinate. 

On my Maryage daye, to have dyed with a Fever 

0 wretched creature, what maye I do? 

My grievous wyfe shall I returne unto? 

Lo wyfe beholde without further delaye 

The water ye sent for, here I do brynge. 

The Wyfe. 

What I saye? What meaneth this weepynge? 

What ayleth the to make all this cryinge? 

1030 

1035 

The Husbande. 

I weepe not forsothe, nor crye not as yet. 

The Wyfe. 

No, nor thou wilte not, if thou haste any wyt. 

It is not thy weepynge, that can ought avayle. 

And therfore this matter no longer bewayle. 

Come of I saye, and runne to the Ryver 

And wasshe these clothes in the water. 

The Husbande. 

Wyfe I wyll thyther hye me faste. 

The Wyfe, 

Yet I advyse the, thou Cullyon make hast. 

The Husbande. 

0 howe unhappye and eke unfortunate 

Is the moste parte of maryed mennes condycion? 

1 woulde to death I had bene agate 

When my Mother in hearynge me made lamentacion, 

1040 

1045 
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What shall I do? Whyther shall I turne. 

Most carefull man nowe under the Skye? 

In the flamynge fyre, I had rather burne, 1050 

Then with extreme payne, lyve so heavylye. 

There is no shyfte, to my wyfe I must go 

Whom that I dyd wed, I am full wo. 

Where are ye wyfe, your clothes are washte cleane 

As whyte as a lylly without spot or steyne. 1055 

The Wyfe. 

Thou thefe, thou caytyfe, why is not this place, 

Wasshed as fayre as all the rest. 

Thou shalt for this geare now smoke apase 

By gys I sweare, thou brutysshe Beaste. 

Here shee must knocke her Husbande. 

The Husbande, 

Alas, alas, I am almost quyte dead, 1060 

My wyfe so pytyfully hath broken my head. 

Here her Husbande must lye alonge 

on the grounde as thoughe hee were 

sore beaten and wounded. 

The Wyfe. 

Well I perceyve, the tyme wyll awaye 

And into the Countrey to go I have promysed 

Looke therfore thou go not from hence to daye 

Tyll home agayne I am returned. 1065 

Take hede I saye, this Howse thee retayne. 
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And styrre not for any thynge out of my doore: 

Untill that I come hyther agayne. 

As thou wylte be rewarded therefore. 

Here his Wyfe goeth out, and the 

Husbande taryeth behinde alone. 

The Husbande. 

The flyinge fiende go with my wyfe 1070 

And in her journey ill maye she speede: 

I praye God almighty to shorten her lyfe 

The earth at no tyme doth beare such a weede. 

Althoughe that I be a Gentelman borne 

And come by my Auncetours of a good blood, 1075 

Yet am I lyke to weare a Cote tome 

And hither and thither go carye wood. 

But rather than I this lyfe wyll abyde 

Tomorowe mornynge I do intende. 

Home to my Father agayne to ryde, 1080 

If some man to me his Horse wyll lende. 

She is to her Gossypes gone to make mery. 

And there she wyll be for three or foure dayes: 

She cares not thoughe I do nowe miscarye 

And suffre such payne and sorowe alwayes. 1085 

She leaveth to me neyther Breade nor drynke 

But such as I judge, no bodye wolde eate: 

I myght by the walles lye dead and stynke 

For any great holsomnes in my meate. 
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She walketh abrode, and taketh her pleasure 1090 

Her selfe to cherysshe is all her care: 

She passeth not what griefe I endure. 

Or howe I can lyve with noughty fare: 

And synce it is so, without further delaye 

To my father tomorowe I wyll awaye. 1095 

Here he goeth out, and 

incommeth the Devyll. 

Satan the Devyll. 

Ho, ho, ho, what a felowe am I? 

Geve rowme I saye both more and lesse: 

My strength and power hence to the Skye 

No earthly tonge can well expresse. 

Oh what invencions, craftes and wiles, 1100 

Is there conteyned within this head? 

I knowe that he is within fewe myles 

Which of the same is throughly sped. 

Oh, it was all my studye daye and nyght 

Connyngly to brynge this matter to passe: 1105 

In all the earth, there is no wighte 

But I can make to crye alas. 

This man and wyfe, that no longe agoe 

Fell in this place togyther by the eares: 

It was onely I that this stryfe dyd sowe 1110 

And have bene aboute it certayne years. 

For after that I had taken a smell: 
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Of their good wyll and fervent love. 

My thought I shulde not tary in hell 

But unto debate them shortely move, 1115 

Oh it was I that made hym to despyse 

All wisdome, goodnes, vertue and learnynge 

That he afterwarde coulde in no wise 

Ones in his harte fancle teachynge. 

Oh it was I, that made hym refuse 1120 

The holsome monytion of his Father dere 

And caused hym styll of a wyfe to muse 

As thoughe she shoulde be his joy and chere. 

Oh it was I, that made hym goe hence. 

And suppose that his father was verye unkynde, 1125 

It was I, that dyd dryve hym to such expence. 

And made hym as bare, as an Ape is behynde. 

And nowe that I have this busynes ended 

And joyned hym and his wife togyther: 

I thynke that I have my part well played, 1130 

None of you all wolde do it better. 

Ho, ho, ho, this well favoured heade of myne 

What thynge soever it hath in hande: 

Is never troubled with Ale or Wyne, 

Neyther by Sea, nor yet by lande. 1135 

I tell you I am a mervaylous bodye. 

As any is at this daye lyvynge: 

My head doth devyse eche thynge so trymly. 
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That all men maye wonder of the endynge. 

Oh I have such fetches, such toyes in this head 

Such crafty devyses, and subtyll trayne: 

That whomsoever of you I do wed. 

Ye are lyke at my handes to take small gayne. 

There is no gentelman, knyght, or Lorde: 

There is no Duke, Earle, or kynge: 

But if I lyst, I can with one worde. 

Shortly sende unto their lodgynge. 

Some I disquiet with Coveitousnes, 

Some with wrath, pryde and lecherye. 

And some I do thruste into such distresse 

That he feeleth onely payne and myserye. 

Some I allure to have theire delyght 

Alwayes in Glotonye, Envye and murdre: 

And those thynges to practise with all theyr might 

Either by lande, or els by water. 

Ho, ho, ho, there is none to be compared. 

To me I tell you, in any poynte: 

With a great sorte my selfe I have tryed. 

That boldly ventured many a joynt. 

And when for a longe tyme we had wrestled 

And shewed our strength on eyther syde. 

Yet often tymes a fall they receyved. 

When throughe my Polycye their feete dyd slyde. 

Wherfore (my dere children) I warne ye all. 
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Take hede, take hede of my temptacion: 

For commenly at the last ye have the fall 

And also brought to Desperacion. 

Oh it is a folye for many to stryve 

And thynke of me to get the upper hande: 

For unlesse that God make them to thryve 

They can not agaynst me sticke or stande. 

And thoughe that God on hye have his domynion 

And ruleth the worlde every where: 

Yet by your leave, I have a porcion. 

Of this same earth that standeth here. 

The kyngdome of God is above in Heaven 

And myne is I tell you beneth in Hell: 

But yet a greater place if he had delt even 

He shulde have gyven me and myne to dwell. 

For to my Palace of every Nation 

Of what degree or birth so ever they be. 

Come runnynge in with such festination. 

That other whyles they amased me. 

Oh all the Jewes, and all the Turkes, 

Yea and a great parte of Christendome 

When they have done my wyll, and my workes 

In the ende they flye hither all and some. 

There is no minute of the daye 

There is no minute of the nyghte: 

But that in my Palace there is alwaye 
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Crowdynge togither a mervaylous sighte. 

They come on thicker, then swarmes of Bees, 

And make such a noyse and cryinge out: 

That many a one lyeth on his knees. 

With thousandes kept under, and closed about 

Not so much as my parlours, halles, and every chamber 

My Porches, my galeryes, and my courte: 

My entryes, my kytchyn, and my Larder, 

But with all maner people be fylled throughout. 

What shall I saye more, I can not tell. 

But of this (my children) I am certayne. 

There comes more in one hour unto Hell, 

Then unto Heaven, in a moneth or twayne. 

And yet for all this, my Nature is such 

That I am not pleased with this company. 

But out of my kyngdome I must walke muche 

That one or other I maye take tardye. 

Ho, ho, ho, I am never ones afrayde 

With these my Clawes you for to touche. 

For I wyll not leave tyll you be payde, 

Suche treasure, as is within my Pouche. 

The worlde is my Sonne, and I ame his Father 

And also the flesshe, is a doughter of myne 

It is I alone, that taught them to gather. 

Both Golde and Sylver that is so fyne. 

Wherfore I suppose that they love me well 
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And my Commaundementes gladly obaye. 

That at the last then unto Hell, 

They maye come all the redy waye. 

But now (I knowe) synce I came hither 1220 

There is such a multitude at my gate. 

That I must agayne repayre downe thyther 

After myne olde maner and rate. 

Here the Devyll goeth out, and in 

commeth the Rychmans Sonne alone. 

The Sonne. 

Howe glad am I, that my journey is ended. 

Which I was about this whole daye? 1225 

My Horse to stande styll I never suffred. 

Because I woulde come to the ende of my waye. 

But yet I am sorye that I can not fynde. 

My lovynge Father at home at hys place: 

That unto hym I maye breake my mynde, 1230 

And let hym knowe my myserable case. 

Here he confesseth his noughtynes 

uttring the same with a. pitifull voice. 

I have ben wylde, I have ben wanton, 

I have ever folowed my fancye and wyll: 

I have ben to my Father a frowarde Sonne 

And from daye to daye contynued styll. 1235 

I have alwayes proudlye dysdayned those 

That in my madnes gave me good counsell 
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I counted them most my mortall foes. 

And stowtely agaynst them dyd rebell. 

The thynge that was good, I greatly hated 1240 

As one which lacked both wytte and reason. 

The thyng that was evyll I ever loved 

Which now I see is my confusyon. 

I coulde not abyde of the Schole to heare 

Maysters and teachers my harte abhorred, 1245 

Me thought the Booke was not fyt geare. 

For my tendeer fyngers to have handled, 

I counted it a pleasure to be daintely fed 

And to be clothed in costly arraye: 

I woulde most commonly slugge in my bed, 1250 

Untyll it were verye farre forth daye. 

And to be shorte, anone after this, 

Ther came such fansies in my brayne: 

That to have a wyfe whom I might kysse 

I rekened to be the greatest gaine. 1255 

But yet alas I was quyte deceyved 

The thynge it selfe doth easely appeare: 

I woulde alas I had ben buryed. 

When to my Father, I gave not eare. 

That which I had, I have cleane spent, 1260 

And kept so much ryot with the same: 

That now I am fayne, a Cote that is rent 

Alas to weare for verye shame. 
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I have not a crosse lefte in my purse. 

To helpe my selfe nowe in my nede: 1265 

That well I am worthye of Goddes curse. 

And of my Father to have finall mede. 

Here the Ryche man must be as it were commynge in. 

But excepte myne eyes do me beguyle. 

That man is my Father, whom I do see: 

And now that he commes, without crafte or wyle, 1270 

To hym I wyll bende on eyther knee. 

Ah Father, Father, my Father most dere. 

The Father. 

Ah myne owne chylde, with the what chere? 

The Sonne. 

All such sayinges as in my mynde. 

At the fyrst tyme ye studied to sattell, 1275 

Most true alas, I do them fynde. 

As thoughe they were written in the Gospell. 

The Father. 

Those wordes my Sonne, I have almost forgotten, 

Stande up therfore, and kneele no longer: 

And what it was I spake so often. 

At two or three wordes, recyte to thy Father. 

The Sonne. 

If that ye be Father well remembred 

As the same I beleve ye can not forget: 

You sayde that so soone as I were maryed, 

1280 
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Much payne and trouble therby I shoulde get. 1285 

The Father. 

Haste thou by proofe sonne, this thynge tryed? 

The Sonne. 

Yea, alas to much I have experyenced: 

My wyfe, I dyd wed, all full of frensye. 

My selye poore shoulders, hath now so broused. 

That lyke to a Creple, I move me weakly, 1290 

Beynge full often with the staffe thwacked: 

She spareth no more my flesshe and bone. 

Than if my bodye were made of Stone, 

Her wyll, her mynde, and her Commaundement, 

From that daye hyther, I have fulfylled: 1295 

Which if I dyd not, I was bytterly shent. 

And with many strokes grevously punysshed: 

That woulde God the houre when I was maryed. 

In the midste of the Church I might have synked. 

I thynke ther is no man under the Sonne 1300 

That here on the earth beareth lyfe: 

Which wolde do such drudgerye, as I have done. 

At the unkynde wordes of such a wyfe. 

For howe I was used, and in what wyse 

A daye to declare wyll not suffyse. 1305 

Yf this be not true, as I have spoken 

To my good neyghbours I me reporte. 

Who other whyles when I was smytten 
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My wyfe to be gentle, dyd then exhorte: 

For glad I was to abyde all laboure 

Wherby the lesse might be my doloure. 

Wherfore good Father I you humblye desyre 

To have pitye of me and some compassion? 

Or els I am lyke to lye fast in the myre. 

Without any succoure or consolation: 

For at this houre I have not a peny. 

My selfe to helpe in this great myserye. 

The Father. 

For so muche as by my advyse and counsell 

In no maner wyse thou soldest be ruled: 

1310 
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Therfore to the I can not do well. 1320 

But let the styll suffre, as thou haste deserved 

For that thou hast suffred, is yet nothynge 

To that trybulation which is behinde commynge. 

The Sonne. 

Alas Father, what shall I do? 

My wyttes of themselves can not devyse. 1325 

What thynge I were best to goe unto, 

Wherof an honest lyvynge maye aryse: 

Wherfore gentle Father in this distresse. 

Somewhat aswage myne hevynes. 

The Father. 

What shoulde I do I can not tell. 1330 

For now that thou hast taken a wyfe 



With me thy father thou mayst not dwell. 

But alwayes with her spende thy lyfe. 

Thou mayst not agayne thy wyfe forsake. 

Which durynge lyfe to the thou dydst take, 

The Sonne. 
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1335 

Alas I am not able thus to endure 

Thoughe therunto I were never so wyllynge 

For my wyfe is of such a crooked nature 

As no woman els, is this daye l3rvynge. 

And if the verye trueth I shall confesse 

She is to me an evyll that is endlesse. 

1340 

The Father. 

If that thou thinkest thy selfe alone 

Onely to leade this yrkesome lyfe. 

Thou malest learne what griefe, sorowe and mone. 

Socrates had with Xantippa his wyfe, 1345 

Her Husbande full ofte she tawnted and checked 

And as the Booke saythe unhonestly mocked. 

The Sonne. 

I can not tell, what was Socrates wyfe 

But myne I do knowe alas to well. 

She is one that is evermore full of stryfe 1350 

And of all Scolders beareth the Bell. 

When she speaketh best, then brawleth her tonge 

When she is styll she fyghteth apace: 

She is an olde Witch thoughe she be yonge. 



No mirth with her, no joye or solace 

The Father. 

I can not my Sonne thy state redresse. 

Me thy Father thou dydst refuse: 

Wherfore now helpe thy owne foolyshenes. 

And of thy wyfe no longer muse. 

The Sonne. 
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1355 

My wyfe went foorth in to the Countrey 

With certayne Gossyppes to make good chere. 

And bad me at home styll to be. 

That at her returne, she might fynde me there: 

And if that she do take me from home. 

My bones alas shee wyll make to crackell: 

And me her Husbande as a starke mome. 

With knockyng and mockynge she wyll handell. 

And therfore if I maye not here remayne. 

Yet lovynge Father, geve me your rewarde. 

That I may with speede ride home againe. 

That to my wyfes wordes, have some regarde. 

1360 

The Father. 

If that at the fyrst thou woldest have bene ordered 

And done as thy Father counsayled the: 

So wretched a lyfe had never chaunced 

Wherof at this present thou complaynest to me. 

But yet come on, to my house wee wyll be goynge 

And ther thou shalt see, what I wyll gyve: 
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A lytell to helpe thy nedye lyvynge: 

Synce that in such penurye thou doest lyve. 

And that once done, thou must hence agayne 

For I am not he, that wyll the retayne. 

Here the Ryche man and his Sonne 

go out, and in commeth the Peroratour. 

1380 

The Peroration. 

The Peroratour, ^ 

This Interlude here good gentle audience. 

Which presently before you we have played: 

Was set foorth with such care and diligence. 

As by us truely myght well be shewed. 

Shorte it is I denye not, and full of brevitie 

But if ye marke therof the matter. 

Then choose ye can not, but see playnely 

How payne and pleasure be knyt togyther. 

By this lytell playe, the Father is taught. 

After what maner his Chylde to use: 

Least that throughe cockerynge at length he be brought 

His Fathers Commaundement to refuse. 

Here ye maye learne a wyttie lesson, 

Betymes to correcte his Sonne beynge tender: 

And not let hym be lost and undone. 

With wantonnes of mischiefe the Mother. 

For as longe as the twygge is gentell and plyent 

(Every man knoweth this by experience:) 
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With small force and strength it may be bent 

Puttynge therto but lytell dylygence. 

But after that it waxeth somewhat bigger 

And to cast his braunches largely begynneth. 

It is scant the myght of all thy power. 

That one bowghe therof, easely bendeth. 

This twygge to a chylde maye well be applyed 

Which in his childehoode, and age of Infancle: 

With small correction maye be amended, 

Embracynge the Schole with harte and bodie. 

Who afterwarde with over much lybertye. 

And rangynge abrode with the Brydell of wyll. 

Despyseth all vertue, learnynge and honestye. 

And also his Fathers mynde to fullfyll. 

Wherby at the length it so falleth out 

That this the yonge Stryplynge after that daye: 

Runnes into confusyon without any doubte 

And lyke for evermore quyte to decaye. 

Wherfore take hede all ye that be parentes 

And folowe a parte after my counsell, 

Instructe your Chyldren and make thera studentes 

That unto all goodnes they do not rebell 

Remember what writeth Salomon the wyse. 

Qui parcit Virgae, odith filium. 

Therfore for asmuche as ye can devyse 

Spare not the Rodde, but folowe wisdome. 
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Further ye yonge men and Chyldren also 

Lysten to me and barken a whyle. 

What in fewe wordes for you I wyll showe. 

Without any flatterye, fraude, or guyle. 

This Richemans Sonne whome we dyd set foorth. 

Here evidently before your eyes: 

Was (as it chaunced) nothinge worth, 

Gyven to all noughtynes, vyce, and lyes. 

The cause wherof was this for a trueth 

His tyme full idlely he dyd spende. 

And woulde not studye in his youth. 

Which might have brought him to a good ende. 

His Fathers commaundement he wolde not obaye. 

But wantonly folowed his fantasye: 

For nothynge that he coulde do or saye, 

Woulde brynge this Chylde to honestie. 

And at the last (as here ye myght see:) 

Upon a wyfe he fixed his mynde, 

Thynkynge the same to be felicitie. 

When in dede myserye came behynde. 

For by this wyfe he carefully lyved. 

Who under his Father did want nothinge: 

And in suche sorte was hereby tormented 

That ever a none, he went lamentynge. 

His Father dyd wyll him lyghtnes to leave 

And onely to gyve him selfe unto studye: 
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But yet unto vertue he would not cleave. 

Which is commodious for soule and bodye. 

You hearde that by Sentences auncient and olde 

He styrred his Sonne as he best thought: 

But he as an unthryfe stowte and bolde. 

His holsome counsell dyd set at nought. 

And synce that he despysed his Father 

God unto hym dyd sodeynly then sende: 

Such povertie with a wyfe, and griefe togyther 

That shame and sorowe was his ende. 

Wherfore to conclude, I warne you all 

By your lovynge parentes, alwayes be ruled: 

Or els be well assured of suche a fall. 

As unto this yongman worthely chaunced. 

Worshyp God dayly, whiche is the chiefe thynge 

And his holy lawes do not offende: 

Looke that ye truely serve the kynge. 

And all your faultes be glad to amende. 

Moreover, be true of hande and tonge. 

And learne to do all thynges that be honest. 

For no tyme so fytte, as when ye be yonge, 

Bycause that age onely is the aptest. 

I have no more, to speake at this season. 

For verye good wyll these thynges I dyd saye: 

Bycause I do see that vertue is geason. 

With most men and chyldren, at this daye. 
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Here the rest of the Players come in 

and kneele downe all togyther, eche of 

them sayinge one of these Verses. 

And last of all, to make an ende, 

0 God to the we most humblye praye: 

That to Queene Elizabeth thou do sende 

Thy lyvely pathe, and perfecte waye, 

Graunte her in health to raygne. 

With us many yeares most prosperouslye: 

And after this lyfe for to attayne. 

The eternall blysse, Joye, and felycytie. 

Our Bysshoppes, pastoures, and Mynisters also 

The true understandynge of thy worde. 

Both nyght and daye, nowe mercyfully showe. 

That their lyfe and preachynge maye godly accorde. 

The Lordes of the Counsell, and the Nobylytie, 

Most heavenly Father, we thee desyre: 

With grace, wisdome, and godly polycie. 

Their hartes and myndes, alwayes inspyre. 

And that we thy people duelye consyderynge 

The power of our Queene and great auctorytie, 

Maye please thee and serve her without faynynge, 

Lyvynge in peace, rest, and tranquilytie. 

God save the Queene. 

A Songe. 

Why doth the worlde studye vaynglory to attayne 
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The prosperytye wherof is shorte and transitory 

Whose mighty power, doth fall downe agayne, 

Lyke earthen pottes, that breaketh sodaynly. 

Beleve rather wordes that be wrytten in Ice 

Then the wretched world with his subtylytie: 

Disceytfull in Giftes, men onelie to entyce, 

Destytute of all sure credence and fydelytie. 

Gyve credyt more to men of true Judgements 

Then to the worldly renowne and joyes: 

Replenysshed with dreames and vayne intentes, 

Aboundynge in wicked and noughtye toyes. 

Where is now Salomon, in wisdome so excellent? 

Where is now Sampson, in battell so stronge? 

Where is now Absolon in Beautie resplendent? 

Where is now good Jonathas hyd so longe? 

Where is now Cesar in victorye tryumphynge? 

Where is now Dives, in disshes so dayntie? 

Where is now Tully in Eloquence excedynge? 

Where is now Aristotle, learned so depely? 

What Emperours, kyngs, and Dukes in times past? 

What Earles and Lordes, and Captaynes of warre? 

What Popes and Bysshoppes, all at the last. 

In the twynckynge of an eye are fled so farre? 

Howe shorte a. Eeaste is this worldly joyenge? 

Even as a_ shadowe it passeth awaye, 

Depryvynge a. man of Gyftes everlastinge 
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0̂  meate of worme s, 0̂  he ape of duste, 

9. ly^g to dewe clyme not to hye: 

To lyve to morowe, thou canst not truste, 

Therfore now betyme helpe the nedye. 1530 

The flesshely Beautie, wherat thou doest wondre, 

In holy Scripture is lykened to Haye: 

And as a_ Leafe in â  stormye weather, 

So is mannes lyfe blowen cleane a. waye. 

Call nothyng thyne that may be lost, 1535 

The worlde doth gyve and take agayne: 

But set thy mynde on the holy Ghoste, 

Despyte the worlde that is so vayne. 

Finis. 
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Glossing and Explanatory Notes 

With the general reader in mind, I have glossed unfamiliar 
sixteenth-century usage and have provided the modern equivalents 
for confusing archaic spellings. Definitions are those given in 
The Oxford English Dictionary. I have also included explanatory 
notes for confusing passages and for topical and classical 
allusions. For the reader's convenience, I have arranged the 
entries by line number. 

28. incontynente] immediately. 

30. frowardenes] perversity. 

45, the] thee, 

53, mete] suitable. 

59. lyste] desire, 

60, commodyous] suitable. 

71. reve asunder] burst. 

91, fansye] an imagined or whimsical reason. 

101. tryall] test, marked by suffering. 

112. N£ ... this] There is no life to compare to that of 
the Scholar. 

115. Brute] from context, the Schoolmaster. 

122. apase] quickly. 

128. spaune] flow; spill forth. 

131. facion] treatment. 

134. Of_ ..o violence] Harsh discipline and severe and even 
brutal treatment of boys at school were commonplace and serious 
enough to cause indignation amongst Tudor parents who were strict 
disciplinarians themselves. Cf. Cyril Norwood, The English 
Tradition of Education (London: John Murray, 1929), pp. 61-2. 

144. strypes] In Elizabethan Schooldays (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1933), pp. 128-31, J. Howard Brown notes that caning 
or laying on of "stripes" was the usual method of punishment in 
the Elizabethan classroom. Abuses of corporal punishment eventually 
led to statutes against such acts. 
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154. bealy] belly. 

161, Demosthenes ajid Tullvl Demosthenes (384?-322 B,C,) 
was a celebrated Athenian orator; Tully, Marcus Tullius Cicero, 
(106-43 B,C.), greatest of the Roman orators. 

166, by] be, 

168, Palmer] stick or rod, specifically a flat piece of 
wood for striking the hand in punishment. 

179, holde ,,. grote] wager you a coin (fourpence), 

187, pointed] particularly directed, 

189,-192, See ... regarde] An aside to the audience in 
which the son ridicules his father's advice. 

200. Jaxes] privies. 

202. Science] knowledge in a general sense, 

211, succoure] means of support. 

213.-214. That ... care] Cf. II Thessalonians 3:10: 
"For even when we were with you, this we commanded you, that if 
any would not work, neither should he eat." 

220. perse] pierce. 

229. Dilacion] delay. 

251. styflly] firmly. 

275. habylytie] ability. 

284. _to] too. 

294. out of handes] free from [parental] restraints. 

298. shent] punished. 

303. Rome] room. 

316. oyle ... fyre] According to Morris Palmer Tilley, the 
phrase is a proverbial expression, meaning "to aggravate a 
situation." Cf. Thomas Cooper, Bibliotheca Eliotae, 1548: 
"Camino oleum addere, to caste oyle into the fyre." Tilley's A 
Dictionary of the Proverbs in England in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1950) 
is the source for all references to proverbial expressions in the 
text. 
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322. courage] pride. 

324. Nurture] upbringing and breeding received or 
possessed by a person. 

332. basse] kiss, a variant of "busse." 

333. ^ leave] from context, leave home. 

334. anone] straightway. 

335. tricksie, gallaunt] neat and sraartly dressed. 

347. He ... smell] The son has discovered dishonorable 
and deceitful practices. 

352. Blabbe It Out] The verb "blab" means to talk 
indiscreetly, while the noun form refers to one who talks too 
much, a chatterer. Ingeland's repeated use of Blabbe It Out 
following the maid's first name (cf. 11. 354, 381, 430) 
indicates that the phrase is intended as a sobriquet, not only 
identifying the maid but her most outstanding characteristic. 

360. What ,,. say] An exclamation of anger. Murryn is a 
variant spelling of "murrain," meaning plague or pestilence. 

365. Brydale] Bride Ale. The terra refers to the reception 
following the ceremony. In The Elizabethan Woman (Houston: The 
Elsevier Press, 1952), p. 100, Carroll Camden describes the bride 
ale as an elaborate affair, often including a seated dinner of 
numerous courses, for which the groom assumed financial respon
sibility. 

368. bannyng] swearing, cursing. Longtong] The name 
alludes to the Mancooke's stubborn nature. According to William 
Warde's translation of The most excellent, profitable, and 
pleasant booke of the famous doctour and expert Astrologien 
Arcandam, a sixteenth-century astrology and physiognomy text, an 
elongated tongue "declareth a nature lyke as Oxe" (J. Rowbothan, 
1562?), R3v, R4r. 

370. Iwys] Truly 

380. Conyes] rabbits, originally the name for the young 
only. 

385. made] foolish 

387. Heronsewe] Heron. 

415, Sainct Albones] Saint Albans, A city in Southeast 
England, Hertfordshire; twenty miles northwest of London. 
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421. nought] of little worth. 

422.-423. r ^ ... shryll] A sharp nose and shrill voice 
indicated a contentious character, resulting from an 
overabundance of choler in the body makeup. Cf. William Warde, 
The mos^ excelent, profitable, and pleasant booke of the famous 
doctor and expert Astrologien Arcandam (J. Rowbothan,"T562?T; 
Q3r-Q3v. By comparing the young woman's nose with her own, 
the maid unwittingly condemns herself. 

437. Laten Primer] By royal proclamation of Henry VIII in 
1545, the King's Primer was the only authorized version allowed 
m use. In 1547, King Edward's Injunctions required the King's 
^^^°^^^ t° be used for teaching youth. Cf. Foster Watson, The 
English Grammar Schools to 1660̂ , pp. 31-6. 

444. trowe] believe. Domine labia aperies] 0 Lord you will 
open my lips. Cf. Psalm 51:15: "0 Lord, open my lips, and my 
mouth will declare your praise." The raaid is correctly 
reciting the first words in the opening prayer of the matins as 
they appear in The Priraer Set Foorth by; _the Kynges, 1545. 

451. Dorithe ... keyes] The corabined use of "Dorothy," 
traditionally a name for a loose woman, and "keyes," a phallic 
image, suggests a double entendre in the mancook's statement 
although the exact meaning is not clear. The humorous, bawdy 
quality of the cooks' dialogue, particularly the repeated use of 
"Domine labia aperies," also suggests a play on words. 

452. geare] wild mood; madness. 

466. wote] know. 

468. Dawe] fool. 

471. almes] charity, in an ironic sense. 

478. Signe ... Whitynge] Tudor shopkeepers traditionally 
raarked their locations by distinctive signs. The use of the 
whiting, a small fish indigenous to the coast of Great Britain, 
denotes the location of the fishmonger. 

491. blee] color, hue; fair of feature. 

519.-522. This ... fydelytie] The couple's exchange of 
vows is based on the marriage ceremony as it is prescribed in The 
Book of Common Prayer, particularly the Priest's closing prayer: 
"0 Eternal God ... sende thy blessing upon these thy servauntes, 
thys manne and thys woman, ... so these persons may surely 
perfourme and kepe the vow and covenant betwixt thera made, wherof 
this ring given, and received is a token and pledge. And may 
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M ever remayne in perfite love and peace together . . , 

557. Or ... pynne] A proverbial expression identifying 
something of little or no value. Cf. Shakespeare, Two Gentlemen 
of Verona, II, vii, 55 in The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. G. 
Blakemore Evans (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973): "A 
round hose, madam, now's not worth a pin," 

568, fantasye] desire. The young man is referring to his 
desire to marry, 

569, profest] declared. 

572. turne] change. 

587, Maugre to] in spite of. 

591. loure] scowl. 

603. mynion] lady-love. The word is later used exclusively 
in a contemptuous sense, a mistress, myncing Trull] dainty, 
elegant lass. 

636. Clarke] The clerk, a lay officer of a parish church, 
had charge of the church building and its precincts and assisted 
the clerg)mian in certain religious duties, including baptisms and 
marriages. 

639. dronke as Mouse] A proverbial expression. Cf. John 
Skelton, "Colyn Cloute," 1. 803: "Droken as a mouse. At the ale 
house." 

680. Swylbowles] drunkards. 

709. wylled] requested of, 

723. But ... bake] A proverbial expression. First recorded 
in Edward Hall's, The Union of the Two Noble and Illustre Faraelies 
of Lancastre and Yorke, 1548, f.7v.: "Suche breade as they bake, 
such must they eate." 

750. wyse ... Wodcocke] This ironic allusion to the 
bird's cleverness arises from the woodcock's gullibility, 
suggested by the ease with which the bird is taken in a snare 
or net. 

761. Hipponartes] Hipponax, a Greek writer of satiric 
comedy. Born at Ephesus in the sixth century B.C., Hipponax 
directed most of his verses against those who offended hira, 
especially women. 
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161.-Ibk. Who ... Sepulture] The lines contain a direct 
translation of a proverb commonly attributed to Hipponax. Cf. 
A. D. Knox, ed. Herodes, Cercides, and the Greek Choliambic 
Po^ts (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1946), p. 6: "i^ 
nyepai y^vaiKoc eiâ v̂ n6iaTai oiav yayn TI^ KdK<|)epn xeevn^viav." 

769. Eupolis] A writer of the Old Comedy, who was born at 
Athens circa 466 B.C. 

772. Ovid] Publius Ovidius Naso, A Roman poet of the 
Augustan Age who lived from 43 B.C. to 17 or 18 A.D. 

773-774. Sa ... modo] The lines contain a paraphrase from 
Ovid's The Invective Against the Ibis, ii. 529-30: "Sit tibi 
conjugii Euoplis at nupta sua in primo concubitu mortui sunt." 
"May the first night of thy marriage be the last of thy life: 
Eupolis and his new-made bride died in this manner." 

775. Ovidius ... enemye] Ingelend refers to Ovid's The 
Invective Against the Ibis, the source of the preceding 
quotation. The work, in imitation of Callimachus' poem by the 
same name, is an attack on an enemy in some part responsible for 
Ovid's exile. 

778. For ... perysshe] The details of Eupolis' death are 
unknown, although various accounts exist, including murder at the 
hands of rival Alcibiades who accused Eupolis of literary 
thievery and ordered him thrown overboard during a voyage to 
Sicily. The accepted explanation of the author's demise, based 
on a contemporary's statement, is that Eupolis died at the 
Hellespont in the war against the lacedaemonians. Cf. William 
Smith, ed., A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Mythology (n.d.; rpt. 
New York: AMS Press, 1967), p. 102. 

793. wath] what. 

796. smyrkes ... kysses] affected smiles and sweet kisses. 

820. fewe ... trade] from context, few husbands who pass 
their time in this manner. 

824. plat] place. 

825. mone] cause. 

843. harte roote] bottom of the heart. 

846. Ethickes] The Nicoraachean Ethics, a treatise on 

ethics written in Aristotle's fifties or sixties when he was head 
of the Lyceum, c. 334-324 B. C. 
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849.-852. A ... sustentacion] Aristotle believed that man 
IS naturally inclined to form couples rather than states as an 
expression of his fundamental instinct for basic living. 
Parentage and the friendship between a man and a woman are, in 
his opinion, both expressions of this instinct. Cf. D. A. Rees, 
ed,. The Nicoraachean Ethics (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951), p. 
252. 

853. Herocles] Hierocles, a New Platonist who lived at 
Alexandria about raid-fifth century. In addition to his own 
works, extant mostly in extracts and fragments, Hierocles 
authored a commentary on the golden verses of Pythagoras. 

854.-858. That ... lande] Although the comment is attributed 
to Hierocles in the text, the specific source is unknown. The 
remarks are very similar to Aristotle's view of marriage presented in 
The Nicoraachean Ethics. 

854.-864. Pythagoras ... staye] Pythagoras was a Greek 
philosopher and matheraatician who was born c. 570 B.C. and died 
c. 497 B.C. Regarding his marital state only the briefest facts 
are available. He married Theano, a lady of Croton and the 
daughter of one Brontinus, and fathered at least one child. Of 
his relationship with his wife, little is known. Her existence, 
however, did not interfere with his extensive travels or role in 
establishing the Pythagorean brotherhood, a self-contained 
private order, whose aim was the religious and moral reformation 
of mankind. Socrates remains the most celebrated of the Athenian 
philosophers, and his marriage late in life to Xanthippe has 
produced numerous apocryphal tales concerning her bad temper and 
shrewish nature. Crates, a Greek Cynic philosopher and disciple 
of Diogenes, was born in Thebes and flourished c. 320 B.C. 
Nothing is known of his marriage. Cf. William Smith, ed. A 
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology (n.d,; rpt. 
New York: AMS Press, 1967). 

887. Bottes] maggots. 

894. Cumfettes and Caroweies] pastries, usually made of 
some fruit and covered with sugar. Caroweies earned their name 
from the caraway seeds added to the filling or sprinkled on top 
of the pastry. 

911. What formes] manner of conducting oneself; outward 
appearance. In context, a derogatory reference to the revelers' 
drunkenness and questionable skill as swordsmen. 

912. Botkyns] daggers. 

914. play for drye] Although obviously drunk, the guests 
claim to be incapable of continuing the revelry without more to 
drink. 
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920. paste] cared. 

923. wyll ... hood] A proverbial expression to indicate 
madness, a loss of sanity. Cf. John Heywood, A Dialogue 
Conteinyng the Nomber in Effect ̂  All the Proverbes ±n the 
English Ton^, 1546, II, v, Hlv: "He hath a nest of chekyns ... 
That wil sure make his heare grow thorow his hood." 

948. meane] condition; requirement. 

972. abye] suffer. 

981. Nidiot] fool, idiot. 

1007. horson folte] whore son's fool. 

1018. Dissarde] idiot. 

1019. By Coxe bones] By God's bones, an oath. 

1020. sattell] settle. 

1043. Cullyon] rascal. 

1046. agate] a-going; in context, "dying" as opposed to 
"being born." 

1055. As ... steyne] A proverbial expression. Cf. 
William Caxton, ed. The lyf of the Noble and Crysten Prynce, 
Charles the Crete, p. 90: "Hyr chekys rounde, whyte as the 
flour de lys." 

1058. geare ... apase] quickly suffer for this madness. 

1059. By gys] An oath: By Jesus. 

1070. flyinge fiende] devil. 

1092. passeth not] cares not. 

1093. noughty fare] callous behaviour. 

1109. Fell ... eares] A proverbial expression, meaning at 
odds, quarreling Cf. Shakespeare, All's Well That Ends Well I, 
ii in The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973): "The Florentines and 
Senoys are by the ears." 

1111. certayne] some. 

1121. monytion] warning. 
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1127. bare ... behynde] A proverbial expression. Cf. 
George Herbert's Outlandish Proverbs in The Complete Works in 
Zeiie and Prose of George Herbert, ed. A T B . Grosart^O^nd^n: 
Robson and Sons, 1874), I, no. 741: "The higher the ape goes, 
the more he showes his taile." 

1140. fetches] tricks. 

1148.-1153. Some ... murdre] According to medieval 
theology, the seven cardinal sins entailed spiritual death and 
could be atoned for only by perfect penitence: pride, envy, 
wrath, sloth, avarice, gluttony, and lust. 

1159. joynt] battle. 

1167. Desperacion] In a theological sense, the action of 
despairing or losing all hope of anything denies the existence of 
God and His capacity for forgiveness. 

1182. festination] haste. 

1184. Oh ... Turkes] "Jewes" and "Turkes," considered infidels by 
the English, were often fair game for dramatists. After the Jews 
were expelled from England for over 365 years in 1290, the prototype 
of the stage Jew appeared in Mystery and Miracle Plays. In the 
secular drama of the sixteenth century, Barabas in Marlowe's The Jew 
of Malta and Shylock in Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice drew on 
the tradition of the mercilous, usurous Jew. 

1192. They ... Bees] The raetaphor comparing throngs of 
people to bees has classical analogues. Cf. Homer's Iliad, II, 
87-90 and Virgil's Aenied, I, 430-36. 

1211. Pouche] small bag in which money is carried. 

1212.-1213. The ... myne] In The Devil in Legend and 
Literature (rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1970), p. 243, 
Maximillian Rudwin states that "the world, as well as the flesh, 
is definitely associated with the Devil in the Christian religion. 
Although not explicitly stated in the creed of any sect, Protestants 
as well as Catholics consider the material world a diabolical work." 

1215. Both ... fyne] The traditional view of money as the 
devil's instrument is Biblical in origin. Cf. I Timothy 6:9-10: 
"But they that will be rich fall into temptation and a snare and 
into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction 
and perdition. For the love of money is the root of all evil: Which 
while some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced 
themselves through with many sorrows." 

1264. crosse] coin. 
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1267. mede] judgement. 

1273. chere] news. 

1275, sattell] fix, implant. 

1288. Frensye] delirious enthusiasm. 

1289. selye] innocent. 

1296. shent] disgraced. 

1299. synked] disappeared, 

1338, crooked nature] perverse disposition. 

1351. beareth the Bell] A proverbial expression indicating 
superior ability. Cf, Edmund Spencer, Fairie Queene, IV, iv, 25: 
"So Satyrane that day was judg'd to beare the bell." 

1366. Starke mome] fool. 

1392. cockerynge] pampering. 

1423. Qui parcit Virgae, odith filium] He who spares che 
rod, hates his son, Cf, Proverbs 13:24: "He who spares the rod 
hates his son, but he who loves him is careful to discipline him," 

1476, geason] rare. 

1498.1. A songe.] The song is a translation of Walter 
Mapes' "De Mundi Vanitate," dating from the thirteenth century. 
The poem has been incorrectly attributed to St. Bernard of 
Clairvaux and Jacobus de Benedictis, an Italian writer of the end 
of the thirteenth century. Cf. Thomas Wright, ed. The Latin 
Poems Commonly Attributed to Walter Mapes (London: The Camden 
Society, 1841), pp. 147-8. 

1516. Dives] Derived from the Latin "dives" (rich), the 
name is used generically for "rich man," Dives is also the proper 
name commonly attributed to the rich man who suffers the torments 
of hell because he refuses to help the beggar Lazarus, Cf, Luke 
16. 

1531.-1534. The ... a waye] Cf. Isaiah 40:6-7, 24: "All 
flesh is grass, and all the goodliness therof is as the flower of 
the field. The grass withereth and the flower fadeth: because 
the spirit of the Lord bloweth upon it. And he shall also blow 
upon [the people], and they shall wither, and the whirlwind shall 
take them away as stubble." 
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The single edition of The Disobedient Child exists in eleven copies 

The King's Library, British Museum copy, the base text for this edition, 

may be described in the following manner: 

Titj^: [Within woodcut compartment 49B* in a central space, 

92 ram. x 56 mm.] [an ornamental figure, 11 mm. x 10 mm.] A 

pretie / and Mery new En- / terlude called the Di [swash 

s] s- / obedient Child. / Compiled / by Thoraas Ingelend / 

late Student in / Cambridge. / [after a space, 9 mm.] 

Imprinted at London / in Fletestrete, beneath / the 

Conduit by Tho / mas Colwell. 

Collation: 4o: A-G4, H2 $3 signed (-A1, E3, H2) : 

unnumbered. 

Contents: Ala Title; Alb 'The Players names'; A2a-A2b Prologue. 

A2B-G3b Text; G4a-Hlb Epilogue; H2a-H2b 'A Songe.' [The 

British Museum accession stamp appears on the bottom of 

pages Alb and H2b. There is no colophon. In its place on 

H2b is device 68* with "S. John" printed vertically on the 

left side and "Evangelist," vertically on the right.] 

*The numbers are those given in Printers' and Publishers' Devices 
±n England and Scotland, 1485-1640, R. B. McKerrow, ed., and cited by 
W. W. Greg in A Bibliography of the English Printed Drama to the 
Restoration. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1939), I, 132-33. 
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Running Title: A2a The Prologue.; A2b-H2b The Disobedient 

Child. 

Paper: White laid paper (33.6 cm. x 24.6 cm.) [Pages are 

closely cropped at bottom margin] ; Hand / Pot; Chain 

Lines, 2.5 cm. 

Typ£: English Gothic: Type-page 14.9 cm. x 10 cm., 20 lines = 

9.3-9.4 cm, [Directions and Latin phrases are in smaller 

type throughout. The headings to the songs on Dla and H2a 

are in larger type.] 

Dates for the writing and printing of Thomas Ingelend's The 

Disobedient Child can not be assigned with any exactitude. The title 

page has no date; The Stationers' Register lacks a specific entry for 

the work; and the play's single topical allusion, a direct reference to 

Queen Elizabeth ("That to Queene Elizabeth thou do sende," 1. 1480), 

remains a source of controversy rather than a means of establishing 

definitive dates, since the reference may be an interpolation. Despite 

the lack of substantive evidence, both internal and external, critics 

have offered several theories—often conflicting ones—regarding the 

two dates. 

John Payne Collier and W. W. Greg suggest 1565 and 1569, respective

ly, as the printing dates of The Disobedient Child. Collier, writing 

in his Extracts from the Register of the Stationers' Company, favors 

1564 on the basis of a ballad entitled "an ex[h]ortation of an obedyent 

childe to his brethren and Systers movynge them to obedyence and to the 

embrasynge of Codes worde," licensed to Thomas Colwell in the same year. 

In his commentary. Collier suggests that Ingelend's interlude, also 
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printed by Colwell, "may not only have come out about this same time, but 

may have been the very subject of the [ballad]."^^ Since the ballad 

has not survived, establishing a direct correlation between the ballad 

and Ingelend's play is impossible even though one can understand 

Collier's temptation to conjecture a connection on the basis of the 

similarity between the ballad's title and the subject matter of 

Ingelend's work. Collier, however, ignores the possibility of the 

ballad's relationship to other Youth plays of the period. Both The 

Interlude of Youth, which appeared in print in 1558 and later in 1560, 

and Nice Wanton, first published in 1560 and reissued in 1565, have 

publishing dates close to the date of the ballad. In addition. Lusty 

Juventus (entered for a license on August 14, 1560), Thersites 

(printed shortly after 1561), and John Palsgrave's translation of 

Acolastus (printed in 1540) could have been sources for a ballad. 

Greg offers his date for the printing of The Disobedient Child 

in A Transcript of the Registers of the Company of Stationers, in 

which he tentatively assigns the license granted to Thomas Colwell 

about August, 1569, "for pryntinge of an enterlude for boyes to handle 

and to passe tyme at Christmas" to The Disobedient Child. The entry's 

reference to an "enterlude" written "for boyes to handle" strongly 

suggests Ingelend's work, since the play is unquestionably an interlude 

and, given the subject matter and number of players, could have been 

John Payne Collier, ed., Extracts from the Register of the 
Stationers Company (London: F. Shobert for the Shakespeare Society, 
1849), I, 95. 

Greg, Eng. Printd. Dra., I, 132. 
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designed for performance by a boys' company. Greg, however, relies 

primarily on '"the method of exhaustions' to connect the play with 

72 
this entry," making the assignment possible but by no means certain. 

Given such tenuous evidence, neither date can be accepted with 

certainty, although Greg's suggested date of 1569 appears more plausible 

than does Collier's rather random assignment of 1564. First, Greg's 

date is based upon an actual entry in The Stationer's Register, while 

Collier merely assumes that the interlude would have appeared at about 

the same time as a ballad whose title indicates a possible, but by no 

means definite, link to Ingelend's work. In addition. Collier's 

conjecture that The Disobedient Child provided the subject matter of 

the ballad discounts the existence and popularity of other Youth plays 

published close to 1564 which might have been the basis for the ballad. 

The only certainty regarding the printing of The Disobedient Child is 

that the play appeared soraetirae between 1560 and 1578, the years during 

73 
which Colwell was actively engaged in printing. The play's only 

topical allusion, the mention of Queen Elizabeth (1. 1480), raerely 

reinforces this statement, since Elizabeth's reign from 1558 to 1603 

generously encompasses the inclusive dates of Colwell's career. The 

reference is not specific enough to help date the play more precisely 

within the monarch's forty-five years on the throne. 

Ibid. 

73 
R. B. McKerrow, ed., A Dictionary of Printers and Booksellers 

in England, Scotland and Ireland, and of Foreign Printers of English 
B^oks 1557-1640 (n.d.; rpt. Oxford: The Bibliographical Society, 
1968), p. 74. 
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Like the printing, the writing of Th£ Disobedient Child can not 

be dated exactly, although most critics favor a date toward the end of 

Edward VI's reign (1547-1553). This supposition rests almost entirely 

on the notice of Queen Elizabeth in the closing prayer (1. 1480) when, 

only a few lines earlier, the readers are reminded to "serve the kynge" 

(1. 1468). H. 0. Halliwell, the first editor of the interlude, suggests 

that the reference to Queen Elizabeth "must be an interpolation" in 

light of the earlier reference to the king. Lily B. Campbell, however, 

questions Halliwell's assumption, saying that "as king is used in 

context, it may mean simply ruler." Campbell also favors a date later 

than 1553, since, in her opinion. The Disobedient Child is "written with 

more skill" than other early prodigal-son plays such as Lusty Juventus, 

Nice Wanton, and The Interlude of Youth. 

In the brief "Preface" to his edition, Halliwell acknowledges 

earlier critics' references to "a few indistinct allusions in the play 

to Catholic customs," an indication that the play might have been 

written as early as the reign of Henry VIII. The critics to whom 

Halliwell refers, however, remain unidentified, and I find no references 

to any strictly Catholic religious practices. 

74 
H, 0, Halliwell, ed,. The Disobedient Child in Early English 

Poetry, Ballads, and Popular Literature of the Middle Ages (n.d.; rpt. 
New York: Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1965), XXII, Preface. 

^^Campbell, p. 197. 

^^Halliwell, Preface. 
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Given the conjectural nature of existing scholarship and the lack 

of substantive internal evidence, the date of the writing of The 

Disobedient Child remains uncertain. The work may be assigned generally 

to the twenty-year period 1550-1569, a time span acknowledging the 

possibility of composition as early as the close of Edward VI's reign 

or as late as the first years of Elizabeth's monarchy. 

Modern Editions 

The interlude was first edited in 1848 by H. 0. Halliwell for the 

Percy Society. Halliwell retains the old-spelling forms but modernizes 

the punctuation. Glossing is minimal; most entries simply refer readers 

to similar usages in Shakespeare's plays. The text does not include 

annotations, a serious drawback in light of the numerous classical 

allusions and quotations in the play. Halliwell corrects the text in 

three instances, making emendations retained by subsequent editions, 

including this one, but his text contains several errors, apparently 

the result of faulty transcription. He briefly considers the presence 

of the play's single piece of internal evidence for date of writing, 

saying that the notice of Queen Elizabeth might be an interpolation. 

Halliwell concludes only that the play appeared "about the middle of the 

sixteenth century." Halliwell does not address the subject of the 

play's stage history. 

Ibid. 
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In 1874, W. Carew Hazlitt edited the interlude for inclusion in 

Dodsley's Old English Plays. Hazlitt, who collated Halliwell's text 

with the Bridgewater House (Harvard University) copy, reproduces the 

text from Halliwell's edition, with minor corrections. Hazlitt 

modernizes the old-spelling forms and retains Halliwell's modern 

punctuation. Hazlitt expands Halliwell's glossing, but like Halliwell, 

provides no annotations. Hazlitt's "Preface" is merely a reprinting of 

Halliwell's, with no new commentary regarding the printing, writing, or 

stage history. 

John S. Farmer produced a third edition of the play for the Early 

English Drama Society in 1905.* Again, the text is Halliwell's. A 

word-list accompanies the text, but it is highly selective. Farmer 

does not provide explanatory notes. He refers to Halliwell's suggestion 

that the reference to Queen Elizabeth is a possible interpolation, but 

does not support the contention with new evidence. Farmer also refers 

to Frederic Fleay's suggested performance date of March 9, 1560, but, 

once again, does not provide substantiating evidence. 

This present edition of The Disobedient Child attempts to correct 

the shortcomings of previous editions by including a critical introduc

tion to the text and by addressing the complex problems of printing. 

* John S. Farmer, ed.. The Disobedient Child (London: Early 
English Drama Society, 1906). Farmer also supervised a facsimile 
reprint of the King's Library, British Museum copy (C. 34, c. 35), 
published in 1908 in the Tudor Facsimile Series. A brief Preface 
limited to a comment on the quality of the reprint is included. 
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writing, and stage history, as well as by providing thorough glossing 

and coraraentary. 

Stage History 

Because The Disobedient Child closes with the traditional prayer 

to the monarch, Frederick Fleay concludes that the play was presented 

at court, since "there is no adducible instance of a play not acted 

78 
at Court ending with a prayer for the Queen." The specific date of 

performance, however, remains as tenuous as the dates for printing and 

writing, although evidence supports the Boys of St. Paul's Choir 

School as the acting company which presented the play before Elizabeth. 

Fleay is the only critic to assign a date for the performance of 

the play. In A Chronicle History of the English Stage, Fleay first 

dated the performance of The Disobedient Child in December, 1560, under 

79 
the auspices of the Earl of Leicester's Men. In his later work, A 

Biographical Chronicle of the English Drama, Fleay emends the earlier 

date to March 9, 1560, under the auspices of the Paul's Boys and their 

director, Sebastian Westcott. The change is occasioned by Fleay's 

80 
assignment of Ralph Roister Doister to the December date. 

The designation of March 9, 1560, as the date for the performance 

of The Disobedient Child is questionable because Fleay's method of 

78 
Fleay, Chron. Hist, p. 57. 

^^Ibid. 

80 
""Frederick Fleay, A Biographical Chronicle ̂ f _the English Drama, 

J559-1642, (n.d.; rpt. New York: Burt Franklin, 1965) I, 307. 
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assignment is flawed in two respects. First, Fleay accepts Collier's 

suggestion of a 1564 printing date as fact. By doing so, Fleay 

obviously ignores Collier's own hesitancy in assigning this date. 

Second, Fleay arbitrarily assigns Ingelend's work to a date close to 

1564, for which a performance fee was paid but to which no play has 

been assigned in the records of the Company of Revels. However, the 

incomplete records of the Company of Revels prior to 1570 make any 

assignment difficult, especially when the play lacks internal evidence 

to aid the dating process. 

Fleay, of course, based his conjectures solely on Collier's date. 

After W. W. Greg suggested that The Disobedient Child was printed in 

1569, other conjectures regarding performance dates are possible, 

although these are no less speculative than Fleay's. 

Based on the reference to the Christmas season in the Register 

entry and if we accept the printing date of August, 1569, likely 

performance dates for the interlude include Christmas, 1564; 3 January 

1565; between 25 December and 11 January 1566-67; and 1 January 1569.° 

The number of choices indicates the difficulty of assigning a date 

with any exactitude. The time span covered by the dates takes into 

account the possibility of a performance date over five years prior 

to the printing of the work, not an unlikely possibility, given the 

practices of the age. The author might also choose to print the work 

either immediately after performance or shortly afterwards, a choice 

which makes a performance date in January, 1569, a definite possibility. 

81 Fleay, Chron. Hist,, Appendix. 
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Fleay is probably correct, however, in his assumption that the 

play was presented by a boys' company. It is impossible to say with 

certainty whether that company was the Boys of St. Paul's Choir School, 

since the Children of the Chapel Royal, as well as several other less 

important boys' companies, also performed at court during the late-

fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries. The choice of Paul's Boys, 

however, is most appropriate, since Elizabeth demonstrated a preference 

for the young choristers of St, Paul's Cathedral even before her 

ascension. In English Dramatic Companies, John Tucker Murray notes that 

Elizabeth chose the company to entertain Queen Mary at Hatfield House 

in April, 1557,^2 Elizabeth's partiality for the Boys of St. Paul's 

continued throughout most of her reign. According to Murray, the boys 

"played almost yearly before the Court from 1559 to 1581."83 Indeed, 

in Children of the Revels, Michael Shapiro says that the Children of 

St. Paul's "appeared at court more often than any other boy company 

during the first half of Elizabeth's reign."^^ A survey of documented 

court performances reveals that during the ten-year period from 

1559-1569, the Paul's Boys gave fourteen performances at court, compared 

to four by the Westminster Choristers and three each by the Boys of the 

Chapel Royal and the Boys of Windsor Chapel.^5 

82Murray, p. 325. 

83ibid. 

84shapiro, p. 12. 

85Fleay, Chron. Hist., Appendix. 
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Elizabeth's marked preference for the Paul's Boys was due, in part, 

to the choirmaster, Sebastian Westcott, who was a personal favorite 

despite his adherence to Catholicism. According to Shapiro, Westcott's 

theatrical abilities secured for him the protection of the crown when 

others would have relieved him of his responsibilities."^^ Despite 

the growing popularity of the adult companies and the obvious niove away 

from the style of play offered by the Paul's Boys, it is interesting 

to note that the company remained Elizabeth's favorite until the end 

of Westcott's mastership in 1582. 

While the choice of the Paul's Boys seems plausible, the date of 

performance remains uncertain. Given Collier's theoretical dating and 

the rather optimistic assignment of Ingelend's work to a likely 

performance date on the basis of inaccurate inforraation and incomplete 

records, Fleay's suggestion of March 9, 1560, should be regarded with 

suspicion. Alternative performance dates are possible if we consider 

Greg's suggested link between The Disobedient Child and the Register 

entry of August, 1569. 

The Control Copy 

A single edition of The Disobedient Child, of which eleven copies 

are extant in England and America, provides the sole textual authority 

of a critical edition of the interlude. Of these eleven texts, I 

collated the six copies housed in the following libraries: University 

86shapiro, p. 12. 
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of Illinois Library; Henry E. Huntington Library; Harvard University 

Library; Yale University Library; Carl H. Pforzheiraer Library; and 

King's Library, British Museum. I chose these copies on the basis 

of accessibility and, in the case of the British Museum copy, first-hand 

examination. 

The control copy for the present edition is the University of 

Illinois text, I collated the photo-copy of it against the original 

housed in the King's Library, British Museum. I also collated the 

control copy against xerographic copy of the text from the Huntington 

Library, the Harvard University Library, the Yale University Library, 

and the Carl H. Pforzheimer Library. 

Because the collation of the six copies revealed no variants, 

I did not examine the remaining five copies, including the copy 

housed in the Dyce Collection, the two copies in the Bodleian Library 

(Malone and Douce), and the single copies housed in the private American 

libraries of J, L. Clawson and W. A, White, which were not readily 

accessible. 

The Copy-Text and Base Text 

The first edition of The Disobedient Child serves as the copy-text 

for the present edition. I selected the King's Library, British 

Museum, copy as the base text, since first-hand examination of this 

copy provided the opportunity to correct inaccuracies resulting from 

unclear xerographic copy. 
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Emendations 

I have followed the copy-text with considerable fidelity. Except 

when it was obviously corrupt, I have hesitated to emend it. In this 

text, I have adopted four substantive emendations. At 1. 155, "trembled" 

has been emended to read "tremble" because the Sonne is clearly speak

ing in the present rather than the past tense. At 1. 662, "never" has 

been emended to read "ever." The context indicates the necessity of 

the change to correct an obviously contradictory and, therefore, per

plexing statement. At 1. 1070, "flyinge and" has been emended to read 

"flyinge." The deletion of the conjunction allows "flyinge" to 

function correctly as an adjective modifying "fiende," an appropriate 

reading in context to identify the devil. At 1. 1021, the possessive 

form "my" has been emended to the objective case "me" because the 

pronoun is intended to function as an object rather than as a modifier. 

I have also made thirteen emendations of accidentals. In all 

instances, the corrupt form results from an obvious compositorial 

error involving a turned letter or the transposition of letters: 1. 19 

thyuge] thynge, 1. 166 yuor] your, 1. 364 bought] bought, 1. 419 borught] 

brought, 1. 513 thynhes] thynges, 1. 524.1 yongmoman] yongwoman, 1. 600 

turue] turne, 1. 618 grear] great, 1. 715 vonchesaved] vouchesaved, 

1. 1100 invencious] invencions, 1. 1360 ni] in, 1. 1452 dot] not, and 

1. 1526 darkedis] darkenis. 

*The first three emendations follow Halliwell; the fourth is 
mine. 
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Silent Alterations 

Although the old-spelling "accidentals'--the general texture of 

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization—are those of the copy-text, 

the following silent alterations adhere to modern editorial practices 

applied to Elizabethan texts: 

1. I have made no attempt to retain the minor formal character

istics of the copy-text. 

A. I have not reproduced factotums or noted their existence. 

Accordingly, I have silently reduced to lower case the 

capital which customarily follows the factotum. 

B. I have used Roman type for all parts of the text proper 

except for the songs, which are italicized. I have also 

silently italicized all speech prefixes. 

2. I have followed modern orthographical practices in modernizing 

the Elizabethan use of î  for j^, the initial y for ii, and the 

medial ii for y_. I have also modernized the long ŝ. 

3. I have silently expanded all suspended forms, such as ̂  for 

the, w for with, and the tilde for a nasal. I have also 

expanded ampersands. 

4. I have not normalized spellings, including those of characters' 

names. 

5. I have capitalized initial lower-case letters when they begin 
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sentences, proper nouns*, or lines of verse that follow 

a full stop. 

6. I have silently emended faulty punctuation at the end of a 

complete speech. I have provided a full stop when it is 

omitted or when a comma, semicolon, or colon is substituted 

for a full stop. 

7. I have normalized the spacing of words, lines, sections, and 

elisions, I have regularized the copy-text in the matter of 

indention of prose lines that note a change of speaker. 

8. I have silently centered and italicized directions for 

entrances, exits, and other stage business. 

9. I have silently supplied terminal punctuation to directions 

and to speech prefixes. 

To facilitate reference to the gloss and explanatory notes, I have 

assigned line numbers to the text but not to stage directions, I in

dicate unnumbered directions by adding an appropriate figure to that of 

the preceding line of the text; thus 692.1 refers to the first line 

of a direction placed below line 692 of the dialogue. 

*"blabbe it out" is capitalized in each instance (11. 352, 354, 
381, 430), since the context indicates Ingelend's intent that the 
phrase serve as the maidcook's name. 
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